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Abstract
This is nn analytical study which aUempted to investigate Timi students'
ability to interpret cllipticnl sentences and to recover and recognise c!Iipted elements
in a science nnd technology context in English. Students' awareness, understanding,
perceptions, problems nnd strategies in relation io ellipsis were nlso examined. The
subjects for the study were 60 firs[ year students from King Mongkut's Institute of
Technology North Bangkok (KM!TNB) who had enrolled in two compulsory
English courses in KMITNB, Bangkok, Thailand. The instruments for this study
were three 20 hem ellipsis tesls based on 5 ellipsis types classified by Quirk, el al.
( 1985). Items of the lesl were based on short passages extracted from three English
science and leclmology textbooks commonly assigned for stt1dents to rend during
their study at KMITNB: physics, mathematics, and computer textbooks. The content
of all tests was the same but di ffcren L tasks were req u i rod to be done. The subject:,
were asked to interpret the ellipli�al sentences and rnted the level of difficulty of
each item in the first test, the interpretation test. Aller each item, they were requested
to tnpc-record or write their answers lo the questions wl1y lhey interpr�!cd tlmt way
and what help cd them lo do so. For the second test, the recovery !csl, sluden ts were
asked lo supply the English ellipted elements in the blanks provided and to tape
record or write their responses to 1he questions why they supplied such word(s) and
what helped them to do so. The third test, the recognition test, was the same as the
second bul multiple choice answers were provided. Students also had to say why the
choice they had made was suitable. The collected datn was analysed quantitatively
and qualitatively. Arithmetic mean, percentage, Man-Whitney U test, median and
correlation were employed to analyse the data, -using SPSS so fl ware.
The study reveals that the students could sc'!:;; l,cst in the interpretation test as
they were allowed to answer in LI and a var'.ety of answers that conveyed the right
or close meaning were acceptable, The f'�COb'llition test was scored the second best
while the recoverability lest was sco!'f'd the lowest. However, no mean score of any
tcs! reached half of the Iota!. Moreover in counting the correct number, they avernged
at 7.90, 3.88, and 7.45 out of20 i1cms in tests I, 2, and 3 re.spcctively, Ellipsis type 5,
structural ellipsis without precise recoverability, was found to be the most difficult
3

for Thai students. The quantitative findings indicated that the students in the field of
sci�nce and tcchnalogy in Thailand were poor at ellipsis employed in science and

technology textbooks.

111c qualitative investigation confinned that the students were neither aware of

nor capable of understanding most elliptical sentences. DilTerence between LI and

L2 wa� the major problem found hindering students' ability lo handle ellipsis, Low

English proficiency, insufficient and in•complele L2 grammatical knowledge,
insufficient L2 vocabulary, incomplete recall of L2 instruclian, inability ta access

deep structure, misreading of anaphora, pragmatic misreading and incomplete

background knowledge of subject matter were found ta be internal factors causing

sludenls' difficulty in-dealing with ellipsis. Transfer of training leading to sludcnls'
overgeneralisation, language transfer resulting in intcrlanguage, conceptual influence

across cultures, conceptual difference across sub-cultures, ambiguity of some

structural cues, English hyponyms, and lack-of intensive ellipsis instruction were
external factors causing students' inability lo so!ve ellipsis problems.

Apart from the obstacles, lwo factors were found to support students in doing

ellipsis tests. They were similarity of Ll and L2 and some LI unellip!ible words
equivalent to English ellipted elements.

The analysis also revealed some strategics students employed in handling

ellipsis. Among tliese, structural and contextual cues, and word for word translation

were frequemly used.

The findings of the study supported the first hypothesis which was that the

students' difficulties in interpreting elliptical sentences and recovering ellipted

elements can be related lo (a) Ll transfer (b-) reading strategics. But they did not

support the second hypothesis which was that degree of difficulty in retrieval of
ellipsis, based on Quirk, et al's (1985) principles, relates to degree of difficulty in

interpretation. Conslmints due to students' test fatigue and boredom may partial!y

bave affected students' ability in doing the tests.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Growth in lhc number of intcnrntional contacls am] a !;fOWing trend towards

globalization have afTcctcd language .study in.many parts of the world. English has

reached the status of an international or global language as it is used globally lo

communicate ucadcmicully, economically, politically, commercially and socially. ll

is now the mosl widely taught foreign language in over JOO countries, such as China,

Russia, Gcnnany, Spain, Egypt, Brazil and Tlmilnnd, and in most of these countries

it is emerging as the chief foreign language lo be encountered in schools (Crystal
1997).

English bas also become the major dominant world language of science and

technology because it is used to disseminate knowledge and innovation globally in

this field (Grahe 1988), Many multi-national companies carry out their business

activities on an international scale and need to address their worldwide customer
base through advertising in the ma.ss media in English (Moody 2000),

Furthermore, computers and lh,c lnlcmcl have played a very important role in

everyday life. They seem to he the most popular channels for everyone lo access and
attain what they want, such as information, jobs, sales, service, advertisements, c1c.

English is also the most prominent language on the Internet. Iyer (2000) claims that

in 1995-96, 80% of 50 million computers sold worldwide had an English version of

Windows 95. Additionally 92% of 200 million lnlcmel users surf the n�l using the
Euglish language.

English continues to hold a monopoly as the language of higher learning.

Ninety-four percent of all papers presented in emerging and frontier tcdmology m1d
computer so!'.ware arc exclusively in the English langnagc. For the remaining six
percent, simu!tmca•�s translations in English arc available 1ly�r 2000)

In many fields of employment, including science and technology, English and

computer lilemcy arc becoming mandatory requirements for career :1dvancement
Ob·viously lhc 200 million Internet users me not nalivc speakers of English. No
country can, therefore, afford lo ignore the imponanl role Engli,h plays in

information access as well as in the lrnnsfor of science and technology, especially if
it still expects lo compete professionally and eronomically 1Grabc 1988). Thal is to

say people, specifically students, rc4uirc new infomiation ;md explicit input about

the English language s o that they can acqnire more knowledge lo access and nchieve
whatever lhcy need

English as an inlcmalional language has been studied worldwide in relation to

several difTcrcnl academic disciplines. Each discipline defines its own set of

problems and has its own methods for addressing them (Allen 1995). In lhc area of

science and technology, students arc supposed lo learn English in order lo be nhle to
gain more knowledge from tile English language textbooks of 1heir field. In some

countries, especially the developing ones, scit.1ce and 1cclmo]ogy transfer is essential
because most of these countries have lo import innovation from the developed or
industrialised nations. Such 1rnnsfcr is also one of the prime targets for countries like

Thailand in order to boost lhe economy and lo raise standards of living.

Even though some technologies can be inilimed by Thai engineers and

1echnieians, most innovation llas to b� imported from other countries. English, an

inlemalional language, is therefore indispensable as a means of transferring

knowledge. King Mongkut's Institute ofTechnolob'Y North Bangkok {KMITNB) is

a Thai public tertiary institute responsible for trJining students lo create, access and

tmnsfcr science and lcchnologics. Hence English is 1aughl as a compulsory subject so

that students have a means of accessing knowledge from English textbooks, the
Internet or other sources.

Unlike in some other countries, in Timiland, English is taught a s a foreign

language, not a second language, since Thai people throughout the country
eornmur.icale in their own native national language, which is Thai. Timi children arc
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exposed to English m lea.st hy grade 4 in public primary schools nnd by kindergarten

in private schools. Therefore, hcforc: entering univcr:sity, students hnvc generally

hccn c.lposed to 9 ycar:s of English. However, many students still find it difficult to
undcr:s1and English tc�1books and this can even he after completing \ll'o cour:ses in

1hcir fir:st year ofs1udying at KMJTNB.

Prohlcms rclatini; to English Innguagc learning exist in most parts of the world

Cl'cn where it is a second language, as in the case of Zimbabwe. Love (1990) notes
that in Zimbabwe, university students conlinuc lo have prohlcms with scientific

communication despite the fact that English is a widely-used second language and
students have received most of their fonnal science instruction in English. However,

according lo Love ll<>IOI, the problems differ from those ofboth �tudcnts of English as
a foreign language and students studying their first language, in that they mainly
rcla1e to th� requirements of scientific discourse as it embodies scientific method.

Love 11•m1, thcreforc,suggcsts Ihat English for science nnd technology be taught as an
extension :,fscience education

In tmns of scientific English, Halliday (\989) claims that 1he same features of

scicntilic English can c�usc difficu:lly for bnth native and non.native English

spe;,kcrs even though they may approach scientific English differently. According to

Halliday ( 1989), the difficulties generally occur more with grammar and the complex
rdn1ionships between lcnns than with vocabulary. Such difficulties may he classified

into seven categories; interlocking dclinitions, tcchnic�I taxonomies, special

expressions, !rxical density, syntactic an1biguity, grammatical metaphor, and
semantic discontinuity.

Chcllapan ( l 985) nolcs that while lhc need to streng1hcn the transfer of

limguagc skills across disciplines and to integrate lani;uagc instruction with other

components of the curriculum is recognized, i! must also be recognized that the

lllllguagc of sctence ha.s a set of syn1bols that arc different from those that ore learner\
for daily life, and the structures of the two sys1ems arc not always the same. In
14

additio11, the language of printed materials in science is not always the same as that

ofthe classroom.

Collins (1994) claims that knowledge of text structure is critical for reading to

learn; it is prerequisite for the efficient Use of study time. By detecting the

organisational patterns or structures of texts, students can observe how authors

arrange ideas and detennine which kinds of structures arc used to interrelate ideas.

Reading comprehension is IUl important skill that every student needs in order to be

succcssfuo. lt is directly influenced by how readers construct a representation of the

information that they are taking in !Kelly and Neal 1998). Most foreign langu�gc
reading specialists view reading us i11tcmctivc because the reader interacts with the

text to �;,:ate meaning 1Ba1"Jctt !988). Ar.cording to Taylor (1989), when people read,

they b1 ing background knowledge and assumptions to the text and use them to

construct a meaning for the text He believes that a dialogue or negotiation of
meaning between the reader and the writer takes place in the reading process.

Part of understanding a foreign language loxl involves the ability to solve

lexical ambiguities that arc not found in lhe first language. A problem faced by

readers when dealing with a text in a forcib'II language is that the dilTerent range of

meanings that a word represents and the structures cf ocntc11ccs in a new language

are not identical to those in the first l.unguage. Non-native readers find that it is hard

to choose the meaning that fits the context. This lrnppens with most words and

sentences (Leffa 1998). Writers' style ir sometimes partially responsible for this

difficulty.

Ellipsis is a technique that is employed in every kind of communication

including writing. Writers of scien1ific, technical, 01 professional prose arc among
those who apply this technique to their writing. Skilful writer.� take advantage of thi$

facility. They routinely decide what to state and what tl suppress or leave as implied.

To the extent that they can, readers instinctively and obligingly fill in ellipses left by
15

writers in !heir mind, whether at the syntactic or scmrintic level. Technical writing

obviously makes use of elliptical language, which sometimes becomes a p1oblem to
rcadcr:s (Grant·Davic 1995). The problem of interpretation of cl!ipsis is related lo

recovering the pa1�1lel elcme:lts that arc missing in (he target language 1Dalryrnple,

Shicbcr, and Pereira 1991). To recover clliptcd clements or to know what is clliptcd
is not easy if the writern do not leave any evidence for the readers ta use for this

purpose. Fortunately, almost every ellipted word is recoverable on the basis of
presupposition. Nevertheless, many rcadcr:s especially non-native speakers cannot

undcr:s1and elliptical scn1cnccs. This can become one of the critical problems for

readers or learners of another language when comprehending whatever they arc

reading.

As a teacher of English for science and technology, the present researcher is

concerned to know what causes her students' inability to communicate in English

and to comprehend the textbooks they arc reading. The causes of their difficultiC.'l

may be many. But one 01 these difficulties, el!ipsis, according to Grant.Davie (1995),
is harder to identify because it is above the syntactic level. Placencia (1995, p. 132)

also notes that, for non-native speakers, reading texts even with no ellipsis consumes

time and energy. If the texts contain u considerable amount of ellipsis, readers have

to spend much more time and energy on an intensive searching of the meaning as
well EIS problem solving.

Ellipsis is usually used to avoid repeating the words previously mentioned or

to avoid using the words that can be inferred. Even thongh ellipsis is a significant

means of preventing language from being tediously repetitive, there is also a
disadvantage far learners ofEnglish.

According to the Longman Dictionary (1993, p. 509), grammatical ellipsis can

cause problems. Ambiguity arises when it is not clear which item has been omitted,

as in:

( i) <Ileft some roo/s 0/J u tuh/c, hut 1 ea11 't remember which> (which

tools? Or which table?).

16

--------------------- - - - - - - ----There is also a problem o f producing constructions in which a word or a phrase that
is gre.mnrntically ncccssruy is omiucd such as in:

(ii) <A// i11s11w11ems will or liave been repaire,l;,

Tho ful! fonn of the first clause will not be grammatically correct if its ellipted

clement is recovered, basing on the parallel structure rule or the exact copy rule, as
shown below:

'All i11stn111ie111s will bcc11 repaired, '

As the two clauses arcjoined by 'or,' the cl!iptcd elements in lhc firsl clause should

be parallel with the clements in the second clause. The correct sentence should read:
<All i11stn11111mts will beor have been repairer/.>

so that it can be recovered as:

<All i11s/rwmm1s will be rcpairad.ar have been rcp1drcd. >
Longman Dictionary (1993, p. 509) designates the sentence as in (ii) as 'false

ellipsis.' An example sentence of 'false ellipsis' given in Longman Dictionary
(1993) is cited below:

<T/,e boss 11ever /aas arid never will allow it. >

With respect to the parallel structure rule, readers may recovet the sentence as:
<TIie boss neverhas a/low ii mid never will allow it>,

which is grammatically wrong. So it would be better if the above scnte11ee were

writte11as:

<The boss 11ever has allowed am/ never will ,ii/ow it. >

Only the word 'it' should be omitted in the first clause. However, according to
Longman Dictionary (1993, p. 509), it is usually acceptable to omit a verb form
following another verb, although the two do not match as in:

<The boss never has pi/owed it,_ and never will [allow it}>
<Myso11 k11ows, b111 I don '1 [know]>
<Iom Thai, am! my husband [is] Chinl!!!c>

Other common types of false ellipsis are shown in:

<He ean work as well or better tlim1ya11>, where the second 'as · o f

'as well as' needs to be restored;

<They werepleased and appreciative ofthe work>, where wirh needs

to be added after pleased; and

< Like his brother. /ii:, smile is a/lractive>,
17

where his brother and Ms smile are wrongly compared, so that it is better to have
eitber like his brother's, . . ... , or to recast the sentence as:

<Like his brother, lie has 011 a//rac/frc smile.>

These arc some simple examples illustrating that ellipsis can be somewhat

confusing. "For native speakers, ellipsis might not be a problem because they can use
their intuition or encyclopedic common-sense knowledge to help retrieve what is

cllipted" (Kato 1986, p. 415). But for non-native speakers such as Timi students who

need and are required to learn English, ellipsis can be a big problem. It can lead to

the misinterpretation of or inability to interpret elliptical sentences correctly
especially those in the science and technology contexts from which students need to

acquire knowledge about their field of study. This has prompted lhe researcher to

find oul whether or not ellipsis is a cause of such difficully.

As mentioned above, ellipsis is generally approved of and employed by

writers of scientific, teclmical, and profession�] prose. An investigation of whether i l

i s related t o students' poor pcrfonnance i n comprehending their science and
technology textbooks will be carried out in this study, If ellipsis is found to make a

significant difference, this issue will be raised with teachers of English to find ways

to solve the problem. This should then enable the revision of materials far the

teaching and learning of English in Thailand.

KMITNB Students' English Language Background
Since this study involves students of King Mongkut's lnslitute of Technology

North Bangkok, Thailand, it is necessary to give some details of their background.

Before coming to KM!TNB, students have been previously exposed ta English
instruction for many years because English is a compulsory subject for them from

grade four upwards. Some students will even have been studying English since
kindergarten. When to start learning English and what to teach depends an
government policy makers.

18

Currently, listening and speaking skills arc emphasised while reading and

writing arc somewhat ignored. Students are supposed to be able lo communicate with

foreigners outside class. Generally three to six hours of English are arranged weekly
for students in primary, secondary and high schools. High schools are divided into

three streams; namely, arts, science ll!ld vocational. Arts students learn more English,
science students less, and vocational students the least.

Theoretically, students should be able to communicate, read and write in

English after completing high school as they have been exposed to English for quite

a long time, but in practice they are not able to do so. One reason for this is the lack
of English contexts outside class where students can practise what they have learned.

There is also the fact that most KM[TNB students are from the vocational stream.
Their English is rather poor not only because they have studied it less but also

because they do not generally have any aptitude or motivation for language learning.

When admitted lo KMI1NB, they are required to take two English courses in their

first year. Four skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing, arc taught to assist

students to communicate in English, to read English textbooks in lhoir field as we!\

as to write in English. Science and technology contexts are emphasised and

integrated into each skill area. Within two courses, students are to learn the skills of

reading, including how to use n monolingual. English dictionary, how to guess the

meanings of words, how to find the main idea and supporting details of the

selections, skimming, scanning, predicting, contextual reference, inference etc. A

number of reading selections are provided for them both in class and in their self

access centre. For writing skills, all grammar points are reviewed beginning with

words, phrases, clauses, sentences, articles, prepositions, tenses, modals, phrasal

verbs, through to how to combin e sentences, etc. Students are given a test at the
middle and at the end of each semester, Statistical T-scores are applied to grade the

students based on the nonnal curve. After these two courses, students arc assumed to

be equipped in almost every aspect of the English language and ready to handle the

texts of their specialisation.

However, in spite of this instruction, according to the researcher's experience,

many students cannot grasp the meo,ning of, or interpret correctly, many sentences,
19

especially those which contain ellipsis. They do not understand what they mean and
why such sentences are written the way they are. This has inspired the researcher to

investigate this problem with the hope that the outcome will be taken into

consideration by the Thai government policy makers, educators, educational
administrators, and English language teachers whun planning for the teaching of

English in Thailand. Ideally, the research would facilitate the development of
materials with more emphasis on reading and writing so that teachers of English can

be made more aware of the importance of ellipsis.

Purposes of the Study
This research aims:

I. to survey what types of elliptical sentences frequently occur in the scientific and
technical textbooks read by students at KMITNB,

2. to investigate students' perfonnance in interpreting elliptical sentences,
3. to check students' understanding of elliptical sentences,

4. to find out whether students can recover and recognise the clliptcd elements,

5. to investigate what promotes or obstructs students' ability to in1�rpret and recover
elliptical sentences,

6. to find out which particular types of elliptical sentences arc more difficult for
Thai students, and

7. to examine students' perception on elliptical sentences.
This thesis consists of seven chapters. TI1e present chapter has attempted to

introduce the field of study and to provide a raiionale for the research which has been

undertaken. Chapter two will review the state of knowledge relevant to this

investigation through a survey of the literature. This will embrace the study of

ellipsis in both the English and Tlmi languages, as well as language transfer,

interlanguagc, reading comprehension and learner strategics. The research questions
and hypotheses as well as the definition oftenns will be put forward in this chapter.
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Chapter three deals wilh lhe methodology adopted for the present research and

will provide the details of the research design, the test paper preparation, subjects of
the study, testing and scaring procedures, and data analysis.

Chapter four reports on and discusses the students' pcrfonnance and

perceptions in relation ta the ellipsis test items administered. Data 011 how mauy

items each studeut scored and how many poiuts were scored for each ilem iu each
test will be tabulated. The arithmetical mean scores of each group will also be
ca!cnlated. Correlations between the ellipsis tests and the classroom English test will

be made. Students' pcrceptious on test items will be discussed in relation to the

points they scored.

Chapter five reports on and discusses students' performance and pcrccplious

in relation to the ellipsis types incorporated iu the testing. A comparison of mean
scores hetwecn the high scoring and the low scoring student groups is made wilh

respect to every ellipsis type to see with which ellipsis types and in which test
studirnts were able to succeed. The strategics that sludeu!s employed in doing the test

items will also be reported.

Chapter six describes the qualitative aualysis of each item in detail, test by

test. The students' pcrfonnancc, perceptions, strategies, reasons for their answers,
problems in handling ellipsis are presented and interpreted.

Chapter seven is the couclusion of the study. It will show thr. c�tent to which

the hypothesis presented iu chapter two has hccn supported and will raise a number

of further issues arising from the qualitative aspects of the research. Implications of

the findings for the field of English for science Md technology iustruction and
suggestions for further study are presented.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
1. Introduction
This chapter will discuss aspects of ellipsis which have been investigated by

linguists, researchers and language teachers. A review will be provided of research

on ellipsis and other issues related to the present research. The chapter is divided into
7 main parts; !)introduction, 2) ellipsis, 3) literature review on ellipsis, 4) language

transfer, 5) intcrlanguage, 6) reading comprehension and learner strategics, and 7)

conclusion. The research questions of the present study as well as the research
hypotheses will be staled.

2. Ellipsis
So far not many linguists, researchers and language teachers have paid much

aUention to ellipsis in relation to language leaching. Most linguists dealing with the

subject describe ellipsis as part of syntax but do not attempt to account for it in detail.

Notable exceptions to this are Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, and Svartvik (1985, pp.

883-913), and Halliday and Hasan (1976, pp. 142-225) who, from different

perspectives, describe the phenomenon in deplh. This chapter attempts to bring
together as many asJJeets of ellipsis· as possible that have been addressed and

investigated by those who are involved with this area of stndy. Their theories,

principles, findings, including points of view in relation lo ellipsis will be used as
guidelines for this study.

2.1. Definition ofEIIipsis
In general, ellipsis is defined as the grammatical omission of one or more

words in the sentence. The listener or reader can understand the omitted parl with the
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help of the remaining or previous clause or sentence. Different linguists have looked

at ellipsis from different angles. For example, Matthews (1981), Quirk, et al. (1985},
and Allen (1995), view it in tenns of rei:overabilily whereas Halliday and Hasan

(1976) arc interested in what clause components arc capable of being ellipted and

how ellipsis occurs in relalion to cohesion. Matthews (1981, p. 38) states that the

ellipted clements can be recovered using the previous or presupposed sentence. He

says that some cllipted words can be the exact copy of the presupposed words while

some ure not. Some of his clliplical sentence examples arc as follows:

i) <They were dnmlc. Certainly I was ".> (Matthews, 1981, p. 38)

The second sentence here is elliptical. A word after the verb 'was' is omitted and it

can be recovered using the presupposed sentence. Since the patterns of tlie two
sentences arc parallel, it can be assumed thal lhe missing word is the same as that in

the same position in tl1e previous sentence, which is 'dnmlc'. Another example reads:
ii) <D1m·tyo11 1/tinlc we were drivillg toofast? Cerllllllly I was".>

(Matthews, 1981, p. 38)

There are two clauses in the first sentence. Its second clause is parnllel with the
second sentence. So the missing clements can be recovered as 'driving loofast'.

Quirk, et al. (1985, p. 883) also describe 'ellipsis' as grammatical omission of

words and emphasise that this kind of omission is different from the olhers such as
omission of phonological unils, morphological units, and grammatical units in that
lhere arc always some evidences from which elliptical clements can be recovered

whereas there arc no such evidences for those three kinds of omission. According to

Quirk, et al. ( 1985), the meaning of the second sentence in sentences i), and ii) has to

be inferred, in each case, from its context. In i}, it might mean lhat the speaker was

also drunk. The adjective 'dnmlc' musl be inferrell using the previous clause "They

were dmnlc." But in the case of other omissions, there is scarce evidence to recover,

to refer to or to infer; as, for example, where the word 'cos " or 'cui' is used for

'because' whose syllable 'be' is omitted and the remaining syl!ablc is spelled

differently from the original word 'becmise. ' and where the word 'iujlue!lza' is
clipped as 'jiu ' or lhe s�ntence 'Ho11<;St!y, he.is dismissed' that might be used as a

reduced fonn of 'I'd like lo tell you ho11cstly that he is dismissed' or 'I'm te//i11gyo11
honestly that he is dismjssed. '
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Quirk, et al. (1985) claim that some clements which arc missing from the

construction of a sentence can be called an 'ellipsis,' depending on constraint by
rules, which can result in a variety of ellipsis constmc!ions. This supports

Huddlcston's (1984, p. 284) claim which is that ellipsis constructions are of many

different kinds, "depending on what elements are omitlcd, on lhc conditions under

which the ellipsis is pcnnittcd, 011 whether the interpretation is dctennincd

anaphorically, non-anaphorically or in either way."

Allen (1995, p. 449) agrees .with thosi; linguists that ellipsis is related to the

use of syntacfo:a!ly incomplete sentences of which some parts nre missing and the

omitted parts can somehow be recovered by using the previous clause. He adds thal

almost any parts of the sentence can be ellipted. One of his examples of an elliptical
sentence is cited below:

Tony made a 11cw chair mu!Bab did too. (Allen 1995, p. 449)

He refers to this kind of ellipsis as ellipsis across conjunctions and claims that it is

frequently found. Allen (1995) seems to follow Quirk, et al.'s (1985) recoverability

principle. But in the case of the above example, the othw 1ingui5ts such as HaHiday
and Hasan ( 1976) treat it as a substitution, not as an e!lipsis. Halliday and Hasan's

{1976) proposition would seem to be acceptable because no word is elliptcd in the

sentence; instead 'did too' js substituted For lhe presupposed 'made a uew chair' and

it means 'made a new chair too. ' If tllcrc is any elliptical element at all, the sentence
should read:

To11y made a 11ew chair aud Bob "too, which is not !,'rdmmatical.
It is not grammatically correct to omit two functional words, the verb 'made' and the

object 'a new chair. ' at the same time. One way to make this sentence elliptical is (.:,

omit the verb 'made' and change the object to something else, 'a 11e\V rablc, , for

example.

Tony made a new c!mi1· mid Bob "a 11cw table.

Bul this changes the meaning of the orii;inal sentence.

Halliday and Hasan (1976, p. 142) define ellipsis as "something left unsaid •.•

but understood nevertheless". Their claim (above) that ellipsis is similar to

substitution is based on the observation that bolh processes involve the same
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fundamental relation between parts of a 1cxt. The difference lies in that in

subsliWtion some word{s) is(arc) inserted for what is presupposed while in ellipsis

notl1ing replaces the presupposed clements. So they regard ellipsis as a substitution

by zero,

Another e,•roup of linguists whfoh includes Salkie (1995), Grant-Davie {1995),

Quirk and Greenbaum (1973), Leech and Short (1981), and Placencia (1995) focuses

oil the phenomenon of why some words have lo be omitted and >Jn the functions of
ellipsis rather than o n how to recover them. Quirk and Greenbaum (1973), Leech and

Short (1981), and Placencia (1995) agree that one of the functions of ellipsis is to

avoid repetition. Leech and Short (1981) discuss the use of ellipsis in fiction ill
relation to wha\ 1he�· call 'the principle of reduction' whereby language allows us lo
condense our 1,1cssages lo avoid redundancy._Rcpetition of ideas or expressions in

fiction would be boring. So ellipsis is required. Salkie (1995, p. 56) claims lhal it is

better to leave out a word or phrase in some contexts than lo repeat it. He ca!ls this

mechanism 'ellipsis' while Grant-Davie (1995) defines ellipsis the other way round,

which is that ellipsis is a construction opposite to redundancy. For Grunt-Davie
(1995), ellipsis is the omission of material that listeners or readers might expect to
encounter and might therefore be able to infer as missing. Alternatively, listeners

might just be awarc that something has been left out, and be able lo relate the missing

clement to the remaining parts using their own knowledge, i.e. they might be able to
bridge the gap using their knowledge.

In regard to elliptical fonn, Biber, Johansson, Geoffrey, Conrad, and Finegan

(1999, p. 751) investigated e!liptical clauses and complementiscrs and found that

various forms of ellipsis can be used for post-predicate clauses when the content ofa
complement clause is clear from the preceding discourse. With to-clauses and wh

clauscs, the complement clause itself can be ellipted, while the comp!cmenliscr ('to'

or a wh-word) is usually retained. Biber, ct al. (1999) gives an example of ellipsis
with lhe complcmentiser 'to' as follows:

A: Are we havi11g that ro11ight too?

B: lfym1 wont lo�- (have that tonight) (Biber, ct al. 1999, p. 751)
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The preceding clause articulntcd by A, Arc we havbig //,a/ /011ight too? is so clear
that B docs not have to repeal the phrase '/uwc 1/it11 1011igh1' in his response 10 A's

question.

With respect to writing, Grant-Davie (1995) says that ellipsis has two main

functions. Firstly, it makes reading more efficient if the reader has enough

background knowledge of wlmt he/she is reading and is able to infer what has been

omitted. Secondly, as ellipsis requires readers to make inferences, it provides a

challenge to writers to make their writing more engaging, more intellectually or

aesthetically stimulating. It is suggested that ellipsis be used in writing because it

will help invite lhc reader to participate in finding meaning from the context. A bond
of respect and shared assumption between the au1hor and the reader can be created

wilh the help of ellipsis, making both parties become collaborators in the discourse.
Nonetheless, if readers do not have any background knowledge lo infer, it might be

hard for them to get the mcillling of the elliptical text. The elliptical text is, therefore,

not designed for all readers, but for those wba can infer the meaning or bridge the

gaps within the texl. The intended readers lire those who the author nssumcs can

supply missing infomiation o r assumptions lbat support an argument in the text. In

this way, to read elliptical texts, readers should draw on their own beliefs o r
knowledge s o that they can find texts more meaningful.

It can be concluded from tile linguists' perspectives mentioned above that

ellipsis is an omission of words, usually presupposed, contextually recoverable, and
employed to avoid repetition o f the word(s) or situation(s) already mentioned.

2.2. Types of Ellipsis
Two influential approaches to an overall classilicotion of types of ellipsis

have been those of, �laHiday and Hasan (1976) and Quirk, ct al. (1985). Halliday and
�lasllil (1976) handle ellipsis in terms of how it occurs o r is made possible while

Quirk, ct al. (1985) emphasise how clliptcd clements can be recovered. So both

groups propose and name tbe types of ellipsis differently. The classification of
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ellipsis by l!nlliday and Hnsan (1976, pp. 142-22S) and by Q11irk, ct al. (1985, pp.
883-913) will be investigated and compared in this study.

For Halliday and Hnsan (1976) e!lipsis of a word or words is, as it were, an
emptiness that replaces the word/s in�lead of repeating it/them. lllcy classify ellipsis
or the substitution by zero into three main types, nominal, verhal and clausal ellipses,
each of which is sub-�atcgoriscd and given d_ctailc<l elaboration while Quirk, cl al.

(1985) present 9 types of ellipsis based on their recoverability, namdy, strict ellipsis,

standard ellipsis, quasi-ellipsis, situational ellipsis, ellipsis with short of criterion of

unique recoverability, structural ellipsis, structural ellipsis without precise

recoverability criterion, nonfinitc clause with ellipsis of the relative pronoun and the

verb 'be', and semantic implication. Some of the main concepts and categories of
both schools arc summarised and then compared as follows:

Halliday and !-lnsan {1976) recognize that ellipsis can occur within sentences,

hut this is not i:,eir concern, since their fo�us is on textual cohesion. TI1eir

description of the three main type:, of ellipsis (1976, pp. 142-225) is reviewed
selectively (for the purposes of this research) below:

(1) Nominal ellipsis refers lo ellipsis within the noun phrase or nominal group.
Gcncrnl!y, a noun can be modified by a pre and/or post modifier.

The structure of

the nominal groul', according lo Halliday and Hasan (1976) looks like this:
Pre modifier (optional} +
Eg.

Those two fast electric

t t t t
d

"

Head + Post modifier (optional)
trains

' '

with pantographs

t

q

(Halliday and Hasan, 1976, p. 147)
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They point out lha! the modifier "consists of tl,e elements Deictic (d), Numerativc

(n), Epithet {e), Clas.iifier (c), and Qualifier (q) represented here by !hose, /wo,fost,

eleetrie, and will, puutagrophs respectively" (1976, p,147). The Deictic is normally a

determiner such as 'this, 1/iat, these ', the Numcrative u numerical or other quuntifier
such as 'three, four, " .,mall ll/1101/llt of', the Epithet an adjective like 'good, green,

hemllifill. ' and 1hc Classifier any noun lhat distinguishes the head it modifies from

the other noun such as the word 'e/eclric' above. The qualifier is usually a

prepositional phrnsc (like the one in the example above), a participial phrase or a
relalive clause.

Under certain circumstances tl1c head 'noun may he omitted, cuusing one ,;,f

the pre-modifiers lo function as a Heat.I word.
F.g. <Five 1-0/im/eer di>'ersj11mped i11l0 the rfrer tofind the body am/
yet ww1/wr IC/I (vofu,1/ccr divers}.>

Nominal ellipsis is, therefore, any phenomenon in which a word functioning

as any one of Deictic, Numeralivc, Epithet or Classifier is upgraded from the status

of a modifier to lhc status of a Head. 1l1c main focus of Ha!liday and Hasan's
a1lcntion is on the upgraded element which substitntes for the Head in the elliptical

exprcs�ion. This contrasts with the focus of Quirk, ct al (1985), which is on the

clement which is missing, and how it can be recovered.

Regarding recovering the elliptical clement, Halliday and Hasan (1976)

suggest two ways of doing so:

I) simply 'J'U.Sh dowir the deme!l-1 functioning a, Head, making it o
modifier, and ad,I the·mi.,,ng· !lead in its place.
2) Keep tho dliplica! group as 1l i, and acld a partitive Qualifier.
(Halliday and Hasan 1976, p. 148)

Halliday and Hasan (1976)'s two suggestions to retrieve elliptcd clements do

not give much infonnation in relation to the presupposed elements. By contrast, with
reference to Q11irk, ct al.'s (1985) recoverability criteria and ellipsis types to be

mentioned later, the clliptcd word in Ilic example sentence above can be retrieved as
'l•o/,m/eer divers ' by looking at the preceding elements 'Five \'obmteer divers. · The
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cllipled word is the exa�l copy of the element that comes before. Using Quirk, ct
al.' E (1985) principles of recovery, one can recover the omitted word right away, not

havini; to keep in mind whal part of speech the ellipted word is or whal each word
preceding the noun is called.

Within Nominal Ellipsis, Halliday and Hasan (1976) propose 5 subtypes.

They list lhc words under each subtype for use as lhc head when the noun head is
clliptcd. The five subtypes of nominal ellipsis arc I) specific deictics, 2) non-specific

deictics, 3) post dcictics, 4) numerutivcs, and 5) epithets. Followings arc some
eamples of each subtypes:

i) <The childre11 go/ out ofthe house and locked the door. l/01/i

forgot lo bring the key with them.>
1i) <Which one doyouwa111? Eiliier A_ >

A

iii) <Ive used up 1/iese two diskell(JS you gave me. Cw, I 11sc
the other A?>

M <Have a110/herc/1ocofr1le? No llia11ks; that was my third A,>

(Halliday and Hasan 1976, p. 161)

v) <Apples are the cheap('.</ A in 011/1111111.>

( Halliday and Hasan 1976, p. 164)

(2) Verbal Ellipsis. According lo Halliday and HilSan {1976, pp. 167-196), verbal

ellipsis occurs systematically, either leftward or rightward of the vcrbor group.
Eg. i) <Haveyo11 bee11 {'ai11ti11g? Yes, I /,ave A_>

ii) <Whill have you been duillg?" Paillli11g.>

Example i) is an c!lipsis on the right or lexical ellipsis as called by Halliday

and Hasan (1976). The lexical verb 'pnb1ti11g' which is on lhc right of the verbal

group 'lu1ve bt"en pai111i11g' is omitted in the allswcr Yes, l lwve.'

In example ii} the auxiliary verbs or verbal operators, "h11ve been · which

should have been on the left of the verbal group "have been p,1it11i11g. · are ellipted.

Verbal ellipsis as in example ii) is referred to by Halliday and Hasan (1976) as

operator ellipsis. By operator, they mean lhc initial componcnt(s) of the verbal group
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thnt operates the polarity, finiteness, modality, or tense of the sentence. In example

ii) the operators of the verbal group nrc left out and the lexical verb remains intact or

in the sentence,

The answers 'Yeo, I have.' an-d 'Pa/ming' do not fully express the semantic

features of their own sentences. To recover both sentences, one must look at the

presupposed sentences. The full form ofthe sentences should be retrieved as 'Ye-1, /
/,ave been painti11g," and '/ have been pai11ti11g . ' Short or elliptical answers like
these arc normally used to case lhe conversation. The interlocutors can understand
each other without MY trouble.

Halliday and Hasan {1976) say that the presupposition system of verbal

ellipsis involves polarity, finiteness and modality, voice, and tense. By polarity, they

refer lo negative or positive polarity of the sentence. It usually remains intact in

every verbal ellipsis.

Eg. <Wcrcyou swdyi11g?No, l was11� ".>

(Negativepole}

<Dogs love bo11co. Tliey dowl ". do they "?>

(Nci;ntive and positive poles}

<Yes, they dJ2. "· - Well some @ "and some don'/ A,>
positive

(Positive,

and negative poles)

For finiteness and modality, Halliday and Hasan (1976, p. 180) refer to the

first word of the verbal group that expresses ils finiteness or tense. For example, 'am,

is, arc, was, were' arc the finite forms of(hc verb 'be, ' and 'hm·e, has, had' arc the

finite forms of the verb 'have ' while 'shall. wi/l, can, and so o n ' represent their
modality (called by Halliday and Hasan (1976, p. 180) modal operators). The first

word, either & finite or a modal can be left intact in elliptical sentences.

Eg. <Has shefinishcd writing the /cl/er? Yes, she h11s ".>
<Will they come? Yes, they will ".>
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In terms of voice, Halliday aml Hasan (1976, p.182) say that it is expressed

towards the end of the verbal group. Any verbal group containing some fonn of the

verb 'be' or 'get' wilh the le�ical verb in the past participle form expresses passive

voice. lfnot, it is in actiw voice.

e g : ·Was bur/11, fws bcc/l poslpo11cd, being see11. gel caught' arc in passive
voice.

·Bums, poslpo11ed, saw, calches· arc in active voice.

Ellipsis can be made possible with the differe1Jt voices in lhe case !hal the subject of
the presupposed sentence is the same as that of the elliptical one.

Eg. <John has loved Maryforo long time.- Oral least " been loved by
her. >

(Halliday andHasan 1976, p.183)

Jn the above example, the subjects of both scnlenccs arc the same which is

'John' but the voice ls different. The firs! one is in the active while the second is in

the passive. Under this condition, the subject and the firs( part of the verbal group

can be ellipted, leaving a fonn of the verb 'be' and the lexical verb intact.

In regard lo tense, Haliday and Hasan (1.976, p. 190) clnim that "a verbal

group with lexical ellipsis must have either a tense that is fully explicit even in the
elliptical form, or one in which lexical verb can be carried over unchanged from the

pre.supposed group." The tense in the prcsupp�sed and in the elliptical sentences can

be the same o r different.
Eg.

Presupposed sentence

i) lplay bad111i11tou regularly.

Present

Elliptical scnlcnce
Do you "?
Present

ii) He comes everyday.

Bm he did111 "ye.,terday.

iii) Hos she me/ him yet?

No, bm she will �soon.

iv) Haveyou discussed iiyet? -

No. we are "1ww.

Present

Past in Present

Past in present
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Past

Future

Present in present

v) You have bee11forgelli1Jg every morning.
Present in past in present

Todayyou have " again.>
pasl in present

(Halliday and Hasan 1976, p. 1 �9)

(3) Clausal Ellipsis. Some clauses that are presupposctl cau be ellipted. Halliday
aud Hasan {1976) discuss this type of ellipsis in terms of constraints on ellipsis mNt

of which are basically concerned with oml internclivc discourse and, since this is not
relcvanl lo [he present stutly, which is concerned wi1h the language of textbooks, it

will be discussed briefly.

According to Halliday and Hasan (1976), lhc conslrnints cmbmcc l) modal

and prepositional ellipsis, 2) no ellipsis of single clement, 3) ellipsis in question

answer and other rejoinder sequences, 4) ellipsis in "reporting-reported' sequence!!,

and 5) clansal elli:,sis antl clause complexes, all of which arc related lo presupposed

questions and c!liptical answers.

Modal and propositioniil rllipsis actually rerers lo opemtor and lexical

ellipses which arc verbal ellipsis. Halliday and Hasan (1976, p. 197) in treating lhcse

under clausal analysis arc looking at them from another angle. They believe that

these ellipses affect other elements in the structure of the clause. They say that

English clause structure normally consists of two parts; a modal clement and a

propositional clement.

Eg. <The Duke was

(Modal clement)

I

goilig toplant a row ofpoplars i11 thepark .>
(Propositioilul element)

(Halliday and Hasan 1976, p. 197)

When one asks for the information in the above sentence with the following:
or

i) <What was the Duke gofog lo do?>

ii) <Who was going to p/0111 a row oj"poplars i11 tile park?>

the answer clause can be ellipted as:

i) < "Plant a row ofpoplars ill thepark.>
ii) < T/ie D11ke was ".>
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Halliday and Hasan (1976) treat the answers i) and U) as a modal/operator ellipsis
nnd propositional/lexical ellipsis respectively both of which presupposed by the
preceding questions. This is nn overlap between v�rbal and clausal ellipsis.

Halliday and Hasan (i976) split the modn! element from the propositional

clement right after the modal 'was' nnd in front of the lexical verb 'plum. ' They sec

the modal clement as consis1ing of the subject 'Ille Duke ' in the example sentence
plus the finite clement 'was' in the verbal group, and they sec lhc prepositional

clement as consisting of the residue of the sentence (going la p/a11/ 11 row afpaplars

i11 Ille p11rk). They claim that 'goi11g to' is neither a finite operator nor lexical verb, so

it can be omitted in hoth answers. On the basis oftl1is explanation, it would be hard
for anyone to retrieve such cllipted elements.

Modal ellipsis, according to Halliday and Hasan (1976, p. 198) occurs in

response to a Wh-question while propositional ellipsis in responses lo statements and

yes/no questions.

With respect to 'no ellipsis of single element,' Halliday and Hasan (1976)

attempt to explain the phenomenon in which some sinl\le elemo:nts cannot be
presupposed or omitted.

Eg. <Has she taken her medicine?>, (Halliday and Hasan 1976, p. 202)

We can answer neither:
nor:

<She has 1ake11 her. >
<She has taken.>

Rather we shonld say;
or just:

<She has taken it.>
<She has.>

Halliday and Hasan (1976, p. 205) say in this case that "it is not possible to omit

single elements from the structure of the clause. If a single element of a clause is to
be presupposed, it might be expressed by a reference item" in the elliptical sentence.
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That is to say, substitution may be required as in the answer <She has taken it.> So
they do nOt treat this as a subtype of clausal ellipsis.

Regarding 'ellipsis in question-answer and other rejoinder sequences,'

Ha!Hday and Hasan·(1976, pp. 206-208) define a rejoinder as "occurring when any

statement by one speaker, whether ii is a question or not, is followed by a c ohesive or

related rejoinder by another speaker." A rejoinder which follows a question is termed

a 'reponse.' Both�,;,indcrs and responses can be elliptical.

For ellipsis iri 'reporting-reported' sequences, Halliday and Ha�.u\ (1976,

pp. 219 - 222) say that the reporting or reported clause can be cl!iptical and the
elliptical fonn can b e zero.

In regard to 'clausal elllpsls and clause complexes,' Halliday and Hasan

(1976, pp. 222-225) d o not treat lhis matter in full. They propose that the clause that

is presupposed by an other clause in a paratactic clause complex (compound

sentence) or a hypotactic clause complex (complex sentence) can be dlipted, There
arc a number of restrictions and limitations on this principle, as well as ambiguity. It

needs some factors to help interpreting this ellipsis.

Qu!rk, et al.'s (1985) categorization of ellipsis is independent of the ovemU

framework used b y Halliday and Hasan (1976) to study cohesion. In their system,

each type of ellipsis is distinguished from the others systematically using the criteria

they have set out from their in-depth investigation of ellipsis phenomena. Their
criteria are based on the principle of what Ibey call "verbatim recoverability." They
me as follows:

Criterion (a). The elliptcd words are precisely recoverable eiU1cr because

they are the exact copies of the presupposed clements or because the same lexical

word as that which i s missing is presupposed. By the same lexical word, it means lhe
same word but n o t necessarily the exact copy ofit.

Eg. <She ca111 sirig toiright, so she wawt ". >

(Quirk, et al.1985, p. 884)
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This sentence can be recovered as:

<She call '/ @lg tonight, so she won't lii!Jg tonight.>

(Quirk, el al.1985, p. 884)

The exact copy of the presupposed word 'si11g' is precisely recovered. Compared
with the above example, the one below is also precisely recovered but the retrieved
word is not necessary exactly the same as tbc presupposed one.

Eg. <Sl,e rnrefy sings, .w l do11t ,· vwcl 1!,111 .,1w will � /om"g/11,>

<She rarely .,i11�.,• .w / d,m1 op,· r/ 1/1111 she wi/1 lii!Jg lm1ig/11.>

(Quirk, ct al.1985, p. 887)

The presupposed word is '.sing.,' but tl,c recovered is ·� without .J. 'So under this
criterion Quirk, ct al. (1985) must have placed emphasis only on the precise or
unique

(lexical) recovery nol on 11nly lhc exact copy {including b'l"nmmatical

morphemes), which is different from criterion {c).

However, Quirk, ct al. (1985) say that omitted words under this criterion can

sometimes be ambiguously recoverable.

Eg. <lf/,e comes, I Mm'/ /,ave to A_ >

(Quirk, ct al, 1985, p. 884)

It is certain that 'comes ' is omilled, and 'come "' without 's ' should be recovered.

But in a case like the one below, such recovery can be false, though the correct
words are still precisely recoverable.

A: You have /0 s"oive thisproblem.
B:

Ifhe comes, I w011'/ have lo (solve this problem).

Only the presupposed elements were aot enough to infer the meaning. It is necessary
to look at the context to assist the recovery. So Quirk, et al. (1985) propose criterion
(c) to solve this problem.

Criterion (b). The cllipticnl constructiou is grammatically 'defective.' If

the recovering of lhe exact copy of the presupposed element is made, the sentence
will be grammatically awkward, twisted or wrong.

Eg. <Visit me tomorrow, ifyou wish A.>

(Quirk, et a!. 1985, p. 885)
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The recovered sentence will be:

<Visit me tomorrow, ifyou wis/J visit me tomorrow.>

if tile exact copy is applied, And so it is grammatically wrong. But in &'fllmmalical

sentence it should be recovered as:

< Visit me tomorrow, ifyou wish 10 visit me tomorrow.>

(Quirk, et al.1985, p. 884)

'lo ' must be inserted between wish and visit to make it grammatically correct.

Criterion (c). The insertion or the clliptcd clement results in the

grummntical sentence with Ille same meaning as the original sentence. Tbat is, if

the missing words are inserted, the sentence will be grammatically correct and lhe
meaning oflhe inserted sentence will remain the same as its originnl one.
Eg. <He always wakes up earlier than I A,>

(Quirk, ct al.1985, p. 886)

When the ellipted ·wake 11p' is inserted, the sentence is grammatical!y correct.
<He ulways wakes r,p earlier than I wake up.>

{Quirk, ct al.1985, p. 884)

Compared with the above example, even though the sentence below is also
grammatical, it does not seem lo involve ellipsis.

<He always wakes up earlier tl,1111 me".>

<He always wake!/ up eurliertliau me wake up.>

(Quirk, ct al.1985, p. 886)

It needs some change in order to be grammatica!ly correct with the elliptical words.
'me' should be changed into 'I, ' However this criterion docs not allow any change.

Criterion (d). The missing word{s) are textually rccoverahle, The text or

context can help Ute readers or interlocutors to recover the ellipted words.
Eg. <In the co11fusio11 ofthe evacualio11, mm1y lifeboats left
the Tita11fr half empty.

This was partly because

Captai11 Smith a11d Iris crew formd ii difficult lo

persuade people to leave tile unsinkable Titauic.
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Ma"y " were terrified at the idea a[hei11glawered
,low11 /1110 1/ie sea /11 a lfo)'lifeboat.>

.(Oxendcn_and Latham-Koenig, 2000, p. 107)

TI1e ellipted word in the underlined sentence is 'people.' Even though the word

'lifeboats' seems to be one of the alternatives for the cllipted word since the omitted
word also follows the word 'm1tny.' But when reading through the text, readers can
figure out that the omitled word is 'people' not 'lifeboats.' So the full form of the
sentence is

< Ma11ypeople were terrified at the idea ofbeing lowered
daw11 into the sea iii a litly lifeboat. >

Criterion (e). The missing words nre the exact copy of the presupposed

ones. Actually, for this criterion, Quirk, ct al. (1985, p. 887) say "the missing words

are present in the text in exactly the same form." In criterion (a), it is said in their
explanation of the first example thnt "lhe ell!pted words arc precisely recoverable

(Quirk, et al.1985, p, 884). So both criteria (u) and (c) seem to cover much the same

b'fOUnd. But they distinguish (a) from (c) in that criterion (a) subsumes crit11rion (e).

Critc1ion (e) is more specific than (a) in lhat the recovered element must b an exact

copy (including grammatical morphology) of the antecedent. So the example hclow
would best illustrate criterion (c).

Eg. < She ca111 sing to11ight. so she wowr A.>

It can be recovered as:

< She ca11'/ si11g lonig/,/, so she wo11'/ si11g/011ighl >

(Quirk, ct al.1985, p. 887)

On the other hand, the following example satisfies criterion (a) but docs not satisfy
criterion (c), since the exact copy is not b'fammalical.

Eg. <She rarely sings, so I doll' / 1hi11kshe will si11gl*si11gs /Onight. >
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Quirk, et al. (1985) use these 5 criteria to classify ellipsis into 9 types as

follows:

(1) Strict Ellipsis: In this kind of ellipsis, all five criteria are required. Tlml is,

1)

the omitted element must be precisely recoverable; 2) the sentence is defoctive when

supplying the missing clcmcnl, 3) lhe insertion of the missing expression results in a

grammatical sentence with the same meaning as the elliptical sentence, 4) the
omitted clement can be recovered from the context, and 5) the missing clement is an
exact copy of the antecedent.

Eg. <Im happy if)'OIi arc".>
This sentence can be retrieved ns:

{Quirk, et al, 1985, p, 888)

<Im lwppy ifym, arc lli!/lJii..>

The omitted word is exactly lhc same as the presupposed word .'."'PPY-'
(2) Standard Ellipsis. The elliptical sentence of this type can be recovered with
the help of the prcsuppo;cd clement! but the ellipted word is nol an exact copy of the
presupposed. Only 4 criteria arc satisfied for this type. Criterion {e), the 'exact copy'

criterion, is not compulsory.

Eg. <She si1Jgs hellerthan I coi1 ".>

The sentence cannot be expanded as:

(Quirk, ct al. 1985, p. 889)

<�Slut si11gs bet/er //,rn, J ca11 .,i11g.,, >

since only the infinitive verb can follow the modal verb 'ca11.' So 'siug ' is the correct

word to be recovered. 'sit1g' is not an exact copy of the presupposed clement, which
is 'si1Jgs.'

(3) Quasi-ellipsis. This ellipsis is, according to Quirk, ct al. (1985), less strict

because the full form of the sentence can be recovered on the condition that some
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changes must be made. Quirk, ct al. (1985, p. 889) prefer to treat this ellipsis as a
case of subslilution rather than ellipsis, and it should be called as such.
Eg. <She works harder lhmi him ".>

(Quirk, et al. 1985, p. 888)

We have to change object pronoun 'him ' to '/,e" firsl to recover the elliptical word.
So lhe full form is:
It cnnnot be:

<She works harder lhm1 he works.>
<*She works harder 1hall him works.>

It cnn be assumed from Quirk, et al.'s (1985) point of view that '/iim ' is a

substitution for 'he works.' They, therefore, agree to push the sentences of lhis kind
into a substitution group.

(4) Situational Ellipsis. This type of ellipsis docs not satisfy criteria (d) and (c).

The recovery of the ellipted clement can be made only with the help of the situation
at the moment of spcaldng.

Eg. <AG/adlo secyou.>

(Quirk, ct al. 1985, p. 888)

TI1c above sentence can be retrieved us:

<I'm gladlo see you. >

ifit is known that that one party is talking to another one.
(5) Quirk, et al. (1985) do not have a name for this type. They explain that this
type is "short of tile criterion of unique recoverability (11), because

various conjunctions, or alternatively a non-finite verb, could be inserted" (1985, p.

889). This type of ellipsis cannot be recovered by using structural words.
Eg. <"A11g,y, Im stalked om.>

The recovered elements can be either:

<Since he was a11g,y, As he was angry, or Bei11g a!lg,Y e/c. >

(Quirk, ct al. 1985, p. 889)
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(6) Structural Ellipsis. This type of ellipsis can be recovered with the help of
the structure of the sentence.

Eg. </ beliava " yor, ora wro1Jg. >

The sentence can be recovered ns:

</ believe tlmr you "re wrong.>

{Quirk, cl al. 1985, p. 888)

Structurally the word ·thal' is a conjunction combining the sentences:
·I believe some//,ing and ·You are wro11g·togethcr.

(7) Structural EIJlpsis without Precise Recoverability Criterion. This

ellipsis can be recovered structurally but the elliptcd word can be either one from the
particular structural set. In this type, the cllipted word musl be the relative clause

conjunction only.

Eg. <Themall " lsow was ha[fasleep.>

An allemativc relative pronoun, !hut, wl,o or whom, could be used to ob1ain the full
form of this sentence as shown below:

<The man 1h01 fw!io /whom 1 saw wos halfasleep.>

{Quirk, ct al. 1985, p. 888)

(8) Nonfinite Clause with Ellipsis of thl! Relative Pronoun and the
Verb 'Be.' TI1is type of ellipsis occurs when a noun is modified by a relative

clause containing a form of 'be' (is, arc, was, were) as an auxiliary verb. Then the
relative pronoun and the auxiliary 'be' arc omitted.

Eg. <Hom·es " ow11c<i by Mr. Smith arc very luxuriom.>

The recovery can be:

< Houses (ll/atlwhie/, are) OW/led by Mr. Smith <1re very
/11x11rio11s.>

(9) Semantic Implication. Quirk, ct al. (1985, p. 889) say that this type of
ellipsis is "the endpoint of the ellipsis gradient." They claim that it does not really fit
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any kind of ellipsis and should not be placed in any category at all. II is rather a case

of semantic implication.

Eg. <The door opcucd m,d ,. Mary c/1/ered.>

It may be retrieved as:

< The door opened am/ t/ae11 Ia(lcr 1'1111 IMary emcrcd. >

(Quirk, ct al. ! 985, p. 888)

Quirk, cl al. (1985) give some examples to summarise how ta apply the

criteria they set ta classify c!liptical sentences systenm1ically as illuslratcd in the
table below.

Table I: Application of the criteria to classify elliptical sentences
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

''
' '' '

(l) J-m happy ifyo" ore (happy).

(2) She sini;shcUer 1hon I con (sing).
+ (+) (3) She worksborder1han him ('works).
0 (4) (I om) Glad to Sc< you.
(S) [(Since he was)) Angry, hO stalked out.
((Being)
'/ + • 0 (6) I bolie.e (that) you ore wrnng,
H
• 0 (7) Theman(lhJt/wholwhom) [ sow was holfoslccp,
0 (8) Houses (lhotlwhkh ore)awned by Mr, Smith

''
' '

'

0

(9) The dooropenedond (!hon, oner lhot) Mory cnlered.

(Quirk, et al. 1985, p. 888)

Nine sentences in Table 1 rcpTescnt 9 ellipsis types acconlingly. The number

in fro;it of each sentence, [{1), (2), (3), and so on.] indicates the ellipsis type while
the bracketed letters (a), (b), (c), (d), and {e) at the above lcfl of the table represent
the criteria as follows:

(a) 11,e missing expression is precisely recoverable.
{bl Tho elliptical con,lruction is -def,ctiw
{c) Tho iruertion of!he mi,sing expression rcsu11,' in a grnmm:tlioot sentence wilh the sonic
me,ning as tho elliptical ,enlence.
(d) The missing expression is reeovcrnble from !he neighbouring ICXI (roU,cr than frn m lhe
struclur:,I or situaliono! conies!),
(c) The ,nj.,ing espre<sion i, an o'°ct copy of�,c anlccedent.
{Quirk, ct al. 1985, p. 888)
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In Tabfo l, there are also symbols or marks +, -, ?, (+), and O under each

column of criteria in front of each elliptical sentence indicating whether or not each
criterion is satisfied. The symbols are to be interpreted as follows:
+
crilcrion ..ti,n,d
crilcrion not ,ati,n,d
doubt n, to satisfaction ofcriteri on
criterion �atlsfieJ subjocl to some grammatical cha,ige
(+)
O crilcrion nol applicable (Quirk, ct aL 1985, p. 888),

It can be seen from Table I that the ellipsis in sentence type I �atisfics every

criterion, all of which me marked with +. In type 2 c!Hplical sentence, criterion (c) is

not satisf ied because the retrieved word 'sing' is not an exact copy of its antecedent.
For elliptical sentence type 3, according to Quirk, e! al. (1985), there is doubt about
the satisfaction on criterion (b) which is that the elliptical construction is 'dcfoclive,'

It is uncertain whether the exact or the inexact copy should be recovered as there is

no grammatical sentence as such (She works harder than him *works). Thal is why

Quirk, ct al. (1985) prcfor to treat this kind of ellipsis as a substitution. They,

therefore, leave a slot in doubt. And for criterion (e), they put (+) in, indicating that

the criterion would apply if a grammatical change is made, If 'him' is changed to

'he, ' criterion (e) would be applicable because the exact copy of the antecedent
'works 'will be inserted.

The exanlple sentence of ellipsis type "4 in Table I satisfies criteria (a), (b),

and (c), bul nol (d) because the clliptcd element cannot be recovered from /be

neighbouring context. Instead"the situation helps the retrieval. As to criterion (c),

Quirk, cl al. (!985) view il as inapplicable.

Type 5 example sentence (Since he wa�) Angry, he sro/ked out.·
{
}
(Being)
according to Quirk, et al. (1985), satisfies criteria (b), (c), and (d), but not (a), and

(e). The cllipted expression cannot be recovered precisely, since there is no
antecedent. Actually the situation is almost the same as tlmt of the previous example,
although for it, but not for Type 5, they give O to criterion (e), It could be argued that

they should treat these two sentences equally, But they do not. It is possible that the

Type 5 example contains 2 clau�es and that the el!ipted expression can partially be

assumed structurally using the following clause. In addition, the clement recovered is

not the exact copy of the supposition. So it doc,<; not satisfy criterion (c).
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Type 6 sentence in Tabic !, which reads "l hcliei•e (J/iat) you arc wro11g, "

satisfies criteria (a) and (e) because the omitted clement can precisely he retrieve�,
usi'lg a structural word. The recovered construction is grammatically correct. But for

criterion (bl, Quirk, ct al. (1985) put ? in, indicating that !here is doubt whether

supplying tlJc c!liptcd clement will result in a defective construction or not. And for
critcrioli (e), 0 is given as there is no antecedent. So the criterion is not applicable.

The example sentence of ellipsis type 7 in Table I satisfies criteria (b) and {e)

but not (a) and (d). Tiic sentence reads "The man (Ilia/ I who /whom) I saw was half

asleep." The rccovcrrd eonslruclion, according to Quirk, ct al. (1985), is defective
and the insertion of the cllipled word docs not make the sentence grammatically

wrong, Since there is no antecedent, the omitted clement cannot b.: found in the

neighbouring context. Tlmt is why it docs not satisfy crileric,1 (a). In addition, criteria
(d) and (e} aro nol applicable.

With respect to the example sentence of ellipsis type 8 (Table 1), the marks or

remarks givon arc almost the same as those of sentence 6 except for thal of criterion

(a), T11e retrieved element docs not satisfy criterion (a) because it cannot precisely be

recovered in spite of using slruclural word. There arc more than one group of words

that can be inserted,

The last sentence in Table I satisfies only one criterion (c), i.e. "the insertion

of the missing expression results in a grammatical sentence with the same meaning

as the elliptical sentence" (Quirk, cl al. 1985, p. 888). Thi� sentence is not considered

a case of ellipsis hut of semantic implication (p. 889).

Regarding the similarities and diffortnces in the treatments of ellipsis

described by Halliday and Hasan (1976), and by Quirk, ct al. (1935), it was found
lhat bolh of them try lo cuvcr a wide range of ellipsis phenomena. Both agree thal
ellipsis is the omission of some W'Jrds in sentc11ccs and realise lhat ellipsis occurs in

a variety of fom1s. They attempt, however, to classify ellipsis on difforcnt criteria
derived from their particular interests, assumptions and purposes,
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Halliday and Hasan (1976, p. 146) arc "interested in ellipsis as a fonn of

relation between sentences, where it is an aspect of the essential tcxlurc."

They

reCO!,'Ili1.e that ellipsis can occur within sentences, but this is not their concern, since

their focus is on textual cohesion. On the contrary, Quirk, et al. { 1985) are interested
in the recovcmbility of ellipsis and they set out precise criteria lo show how this may

be achieved. This limitation of Halliday and Hasan's (1976} treatment to inter

sentence coh':sion, while relevant to lhcir purpose, makes lheir airnlysis less
applicable to the present research which is concerned wi1h both ellipses either inter
sentential or intra-sentential, whkh may occur in textbooks.

Halliday and Hasan (1976, p. 143) treat ellipsis as a ki�d of substitution and

classify it as subslilutian by zero, which i� appropriate to their attempt to provide a
unified account of cohesive features. Quirk, cl al. {1985) treat ellipsis in ils own right

and attempt lo show how it operates from the point of view of the listener or reader.

Halliday and Hasan (1976, p. 144} pny allention only lo instances where the ellipsis
is anaphorically presupposed ralher than exophoric, whereas Quirk ct al (1985) do
include considcraton of cxophoric (situational) ellipsis.

Taking Quirk, ct al.'s (1985) criteria, classification and explanation of ellipsis

types, and examples or how to apply lhe criteria to classify elliptical sentences into

consideration, the researcher found that Quirk, et al.'s (1985) principles arc very

sys1ernatic in tcnns or classification by recoverability. As this study is mainly
focused on the students' ability to recover elliptical elements in the textbooks, not on

how ellipsis occurs os such, the researcher chose to follow Quirk, ct al.'s (1985)

principles bccouse it would serve the purposes of the study, which were to

investigate the students' ability to interpret and recover elliptical sentences as well as

ability to recognise elliptical clements. Furthcnnore this study attempted to find out

which kind of elliplical sentence wa� most / less / least problematic lo students so

that assistance in the matter could be provided for students in their English language

classes. Consequently, Quirk, et al.'s (1985) is most appropriate framework to use as
a basis for this study.
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With respect to tl1c types of ellipsis to be studied, the researcher will do a

preliminary exruninntion to find out the frequency of 7 ellipsis types; namely, strict

ellipsis, standard ellipsis, situational ellipsis, ellipsis with short of criterion ofunique

recoverability, structural ellipsis, �tructural ellipsis without precise recoverability,

nonfinite clause with ellipsis of lhe relative pronoun and the verb ·be: Quasi ellipsis

and semantic implication arc excluded from the study because, according to Quirk, et
al. (1985), they arc not treated as ellipsis. If any type of cllip�is is found very rare as

some types may occur in situations other than in the t(l)l'.tbooks of science and

technology, the rcscarcher restricted herself to investigate fewer types but more items

up to JO.

2.3. Ellipsis in the Thai Language
As the subjects of this research are students whose mother tongue is Timi, it is

essential to include a review of literature on ellipsis in the Thai language in this

thesis. It is to be expected that the respecllve ellipsis systems of Ll and L2 will have
some features in common and some different, probably affecting students' ability to
understand L2 ellipsis. So this part will present the main features of Thai ellipsis

according to Timi scholars and the rcsemchcr herself.

Before going into details, it is necessary to give a hricf overview of some

characteristics of the Thai language. Thai is a tonal language. There arc five tones;

SAMAN (middle tone), EK (falling tone), TO (rising.folling tone), TREE (rising

tone), and JATAWA (falling-rising tone) (Gandour 1979). Only four tone markers

arc applied above the initial or the second consonant {if clustered) of a word. Those

markers arc MAI- EK, MAI- TO (tlte vowel 'o' of the word 'TO' is pronounced

almost the same as that of the English word 'so'), MAI- TREE (t-unaspirated) and
MAI- JATAWA. Tne word MAI- l1cre literally means a marker. SAMAN tone

docs not need any marker, In this thesis, the four tone markers arc represented hy ',

-, •, and + respectively, e;ich of which will be placed at the end of the syllable or
word with the tone in U1c Romanised Thai.
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With respect to ellipsis in the Thai language, Bandhumedha (1982) is the only

Thai linguist who has attempted to classify it. According to her, ellipsis is divided
into 3 types, nominal, verbal and clausal ellipsis. (c.f. Halliday and Hasan (1976)).

(1) Nominal Ellipsis. Tiiis type of ellipsis refers to the omission of the repealed

noun, noun phrase, or noun wilh preposition in the front or pronoun which is

presupposed. Some examples of nominal ellipsis in the Tlrni language cited by

Bundhumedha (1982) arc provided below. Tiicy arc Romanised (RT) and translated

by the researcher. The Romanised Thai is provided to facilitate the reading of those
interested in this research who arc not able lo read phonetic symbols. Apart from the

RT, the interlineill' gloss (JG) and literal translation (LT) with elllpted portions

bracketed where necessary arc provided. Following arc some examples of Thai

nominal ellipsis. Due to the Icnglh of some sentences, lwo lines may be needed to
complete each sentence.
Example 1
RT: Nid

bok

RT: ja

ru-

JG: Nid

JG: will

say

wa'

that

wa'

ja

pai

ja

pai

will go

know whether will go

ron!;fien lac'

school

ro,
"

'"
"''

kmi

who

mai' pai

go

LT: Nid said that (she) would go (to) school but who knows whether (she)
will go or not.

The subject 'she' in the two embedded clauses refers to the presupposed 'Nid.' It
can be omitted because listeners can understand automatically who would go to

school. If the subject of the clause is not Nid, ellipsis is impossible. In Timi the

preposition 'lo· is not required after lhe verb 'pai' (go), but it is required for some

other verbs such as send, gNc, deliver, talk or speak, and its meaning varies. We say

'go school' instead of 'go to school.. • Unlike E:nglish, Thai verbs do not undergo any
change of tenses and plurality. There is only one fonn of each verb. Tenses arc

operated by inserting more words, such us an auxiliary verb 'ja ' (=will) before the

lexical verb in the sentence to indicate the future tense, a post verb "11m " or "lacw"

to indicate the past tense, etc.
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Example2

RT: panha

pu- oppayop

RT: mai'

moo

JG: problem refugee
JG:

;,

panlia

yai'

who

yang

problem big

1=; samart

have

"''

''"

kac'kai

'""

solve

,,,

dai-

LT: Refugee is (a) big problem. No one can solve (it) yet.

The object 'ii · after the verb ·solve' is elliptcd. In the Thai language, adjectives arc

placed afler a noun they modify lllldpunctuation marks are not required.
Examplc3

RT: Chan ja mai' lmi- Noy- y,om
JG: I

RT: kow
JG: She

Noy-- borrow

will not let

•=

,�

kongchan

mine/my

haiy pai

paklm kongchan iklaew-

''"

laiy

my

many

lost

dam-

any more
lacw-

already

LT: I will not let Noy- borrow(or lend Noy-) my pens any more.
She has lost many of mine (or my pens).

The word 'pens· in lhc se<:ond sentence is clliptcd. In counting anything, a classifier

is needed after the number. Different nouns have different classifiers. In this sentence
'dam- 1s a classifier ofa pen.
Examplc4

RT: kon 1cc' kow chob mai' mo
JG:

000

JG:

'°'

lhat sho

RT: mai' chob

like

'°'

mo

romo come

tae'

only

tee'

whom

like

LT: (The) one whom she likes did not come. Only (the one) whom (she
does) not like come.

There is no article in the Thai language. In example 4, 'the one' and 'she' in the
second sentence can be clliptcd as they were presupposed in the preceding sentence.
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Example S
RT: pai

JG: go

•=

dekdek

m, chan j,

fetch children

jak

ngcm

will give money

LT: Fetch {the) children. I will give (them) money.

The word 'ma' in Thai is a post verb used in this case to modify the verb indicating
the direction towards the speaker. 'ma' is also a post verb indicating the pa.st tense as

mentioned above but not in this sentence.
Example 6

RT: kaw

JG: He

nang' kaw-ecsit

tua yai'

chair

big

ngcm

nong-chai

LT: H e sits (on a) big chair.
Eumplc7

RT: k,w haiJG: Ho
LT: He

i;ive

money

brother

puen'

friend

gave (his) money (to his) friend('s) brother.

The elliptcd clements can be understood with the help of tho context preceding or
following the verbs. The·relationship between a word in the sentence and the cllipted

clement can also indicate what is el!ipted. 1n example 7, tl1c possessive adjectives,

'his' in two places and 's", and the preposition 'to' are ellipted. This sentence can be
.
ambiguous in Thai because it may mean 'he gave his friend's brother'.� money ta

someone. ' And the word to someone is omitted. So in this case, it is rather certain

that he gave his money to his friend's brother. The word 'lo', meaning 'kae" or
'dae '' in Thai is clliptcd. Whether the possessive ' s' ' or 'of' which means 'kang' in

Thai is ellipted or not depending o n the speaker. Actually the full form of this
sentence in Thai should read:

RT: kaw hai- ngem
JG; He

kongkaw kue' nong-chai

gave money his

'"

brother

LT: He gave his money to his friend's brother.
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kong
of

puen'

friend

Example 8

RT: Dang luk jab
JG: Dang he

arrest

LT: Dang was arrested (bythe police)
The word '111/c' is equivalent to every fonn of the auxiliary 'be' in an English passive
voice sentence. Thai passive voice with the auxiliary ·111/c' is always used with

something unsatisfactory such as 'was arrested, was caught, was punished, was

scolded, was killed, etc. For the above example, according to Bandhumedha (1982),

it is understood that the omitted part is 'by the police.' However, ambiguity can

occur in Thai elliptical sentences in spite of the presence of the surrounding context.

'Dang tukjab ' may mcar. 'Dang was caught by some bandi1s, · depending on the

situation and interlocutors' knowledge of the situation. But in this case, it should be

generally inferred that Dang was arrested by the police. Tims this sentence may not

be called elliptical sentence because the operator of this sentence can be inferred
from the verbal group. This, according to Quirk, ct al. (1985) would rather be

considered as s�mlllltic implication. Or it maybe called sllort pussivc.
Exnmple9

RT: Pan kid wa' bok Toom' laew-

wa'

JG: Pan think that tell Toom' already tlrnt

doi- rungwan
get

reward

LT: Pan thought that (he) had already told Toom' that (Panfroom')
had got (a) reward.

The subject of 'had got a reward' is ellipled causing an ambiguity of who lrnd got the
reward, Pan or Toom'.

(2) Verbal Ellipsis.

Bandhumedlla (1967) said Thai finite verbs cannot be

omitted, but later in her 1982 study, she found out that lhey could in certain cases,
Phukbhasuk's (1980) research relating to verbal c!lipsis in Bangkok people's

conversation revealed its existence. However, verbal eUipsis is very rare and less

common in the Thai language than in other languages (Bandhumcdha 1982). It can

occur only when a verb is mentioned in the first sentence, The same verb in the
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second sentence can be omitted but its auxiliary, adverb or adverbial phrru:e must be
retained.

Example 10

RT: Porn- kuey

kin persinunou

JG: Porn- used le eat

tae' Lek mai kuey

persimmons but

Lek not used to

LT: Porn used to eat persimmons but U:k {did) net use to {cat
persimmons.)

(3) Clausal Ellipsis. Clausal ellipsis can be most understood from the context
but sometimes it can cause ambiguity.

Example 11: A conversation between A and B
B: tee' mti

RT: A: Pai kin kao kantue
JG: A: go cat rice let"s

B: Where

LT: A: U:t' s go (to) eat.

B: Where (shall we go to cat?)

Example 12: A conversatio11 between a mother and a daughter
RT: Mom: doolac

ban doiy-na mac'

JG: Mom: Take care of house

ja

krab

ch�-

mother will comeback late.

LT: Mom: Take care of(the) house. J will come back (home) lnte.
RT: Daughter: ru

laew-

JG: Daughter: know :already

LT: Daughter: (I} already know (that I have to take care of the house /
that you will come back home late)

Example 1 1 is certai11ly not ambiguous while example 1 2 is. J k11ow what? - that J
have to take care ofthe house or that the mother will come back home late.

�t can b e sec11 that many elliptical sent_enccs in Thai arc different from those

in English. A lot more words can be omitted such as the pronoun subjects

representing both interlocutors. Our typical greeting in Thai best illustrates this

claim. Thai people always greet each other when they meet while walking "pai nai

so

ma" (Where have you been?) without expecting any particular answer. 'pai' means
'go,' 'naf' means "where. ' And 'ma ' is the post verb indicating the past tense. The

subject of the sentence is ellipted since it is understood that the listener is asked.

Another greeting is 'pai 11ai (aljalka/krab) ' (=Where arc you going?). 'a, ja, ka, or
krab' is sometimes inserted to make the sentence more polite or softer. ·a' {with a
falling tone) and 'ja' {with a rising tone) is infonnal and can be used by both men

and women while 'ka ' must be used by women and 'krab' by men. Both are in ric.ing
tone. They are more fonnal. Again this greeting contains no subject. A lypi�al

answer tn the first question is ''p/aw·, pai ta/ad ma" [No, {I haven't gone anywhere)

I've been to the market, {or wherever the person has gone)], and the answer to the

second question is "p/aw', pai ta/ad"' [No.{I'm not going anywhere.) I'm going to

the market.] '1alad' means 'market.' People usually go to 'the market. So we can

always hear such an answer. Nevertheless it can be replaced with any nouns
indicating places. Most Thai people like to start answering most questions with the

'p/aw" which is equivalent to the English ward 'no. ' But by �,law',' the speaker

docs not mean to deny what he / she has done. It does not mean anything but

showing some re\uetantc to answer the que$tion. With any kind of answers, the
subject of the sentence is usually e!lipted,

However, as a result of the influence of western cullurcs, the fonn of greeting

in Thai has been changed among soine groups·ofpeoplc, especially, educated people,

businessmen, and officers. They greet, "sawat dee kn' /krab" (This can be used for

greeting any time we meet) first followed by "sobai dee me" (Are you fine? It is
equivalent to 'How arc you?'). 'Saba/ dee' means fine. And 'rue' is a yes/no

question word. The subject of the sentence is omitted. It can be concluded that in
Thai the pronoun subject for the speaker and listener can be elliptcd most ofthe time.

The difference between Tha:i and English ellipsis is suspected to have

interfered with the students' ability to understand English elliptical sentences.

According to Ro:;s (1975), understanding ellipsis involves semantiCIJ and the

encoding of knowledge contained or not contained in them. Thus it is necessary to

take the Timi language, especially elliptical sentences into consideration in this study.
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3. Research and Articles on Ellipsis
Most research. and articles related to ellipsis have investigated the nature of

ellipsis in languages from a linguistic perspective, Very few studies have been

conducted to find out its effect 011 listeners' or readers' understanding of the
language. The following arc some that partially give lighl an the present study.

Regarding the occurrence and interpretation of ellipsis, Hawkins (1986)

found that ellipsis occurs more in the English language than in German and causes
more ambiguity. Allen (1995, pp. 450-451) claims that ellipsis may occur in a series

of questions. To interpret such ellipsis, structuml correspondence between the
presupposed sentence and the elliptical sentence must be established. When the

relatiouship between the two is identified, interpretation can be made possible.

However, in certain cases, structural correspondence alone may not be enough;

background and world knowledge must be induced to achieve correct interpretation.

Not all elliptical sentences Cllll be interpreted or recovered even with the help of
everything mentioned earlier. Placencia (1995), in her study on explicitness and

ellipsis as features of conversational style in British and Ecuadorian Spanish, says
that as ellipsis involves reduction of words, the deletion of more words can lead to

ambiguity. She agrees with Halliday and Hasan's (1976) proposal that reducliou of

words can be made as much as possible except for where this may lead to unclarity

as it can cause difficulty in interpreting, misinterpretation, as well as

misuuderstll!lding. Placencia (1995) found that more anaphoric and exophoric
elliptical sentences were used in conversation by English speakers. Only in certain

types of interaction, Ecuadorians were fond of a fast and different style. They,
therefore, used ellipsis but it seemed loo abrupt to lhe English speakers. Other than

this Ecuadorians preferred a less hurried style than the English.

Difficulty of understanding ellipsis is evidenced by Kala's {1986, pp. 415-

444) research which explored and analysed situation ellipsis in which most of his

example sentences satisfied Quirk, et al.'s (1985) three criteria which arc (a) TI1c

missing word is precisely recoverable, (b) The elliptical construction is

grammatically defective, and (c) The insertion of the missing expression results in a
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grammatical sentence with the same meaning as the elliptical sentence. Even though
situation ellipsis was not included in the pri:sent study, what bus been found in

relation lo such ellipsis throws light on this study. It deserves to be mentioned.

The sentences Kato (1986) selected are, as he claimed, easily recovered by

native speakers with the help of their accumulated knowledge and familiarity with

the language. But when they were tested with the non-native speakers, they were

found not to be so. Below arc some example sentences he proposed.

Mrs. Cleveland: All rigl,r, ladies, /he mirmles ofthe previous meetillg have
Mrs. Janes:

been read. May I /Juve a 1110/io11forapproval?

I make a 11101/0/J /hat rhe 111/mucs_ be approved.

Mrs. Taft:

Jsceo11d it.

All:

Aye.

Mrs. C:
Mrs. C:

All in favor?

All appa.md? No11e. Very well. The 111i11u/cs 1,re upprai•ed us

read...

(Richard Freeman, E11g/ish English. cited by Kato 1986, p. 422)
The underlined parts of the conversation can be recovered as:

J. Are you all illfavor? which might have been ellipted from:

All (1/,a;;e who are} iiifavor (a/the 1110//cm}.(plcasc sig11ijy by
answeri11g 'aycj

2. Are you all opposed? which might have been clliptcd from:

All (those who arc) opposed (lo the malio11},(please sigl!ijy by
answcri"g ·110.:)

(Kato 1986, p. 422)

However, tl1ere arc no untcccde,.•s or presupposed words in the neighbouring context
in the example sentences. According to Kato {1986), the non-native English speakers

found it hard to process and recover the elliptical clements espcciully those that

formed collocations. To retrieve such elements, one had to integrate common -sense,
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linguistic Md world knowledge together and exploit all of lhcm to overcome the
ellipsis problem (Kato 1986, McArther 1988, Garnham and Oakhill 1992, Hardison
1992, Grant-Davie 1995). Kato (1986) claims that recoverability of ellipsis is a

critical problem especially when non-native speakers have to read authentic materials

or listen to native speakers. A number of c_!liptical sentences cannot be lilcrally

interpreted, especially those with antecedents or clnes hidden somewhere far away or
with none of them. They need some sources or clues to solve the problem. This also
be more difficult in the case ofa conventional fomrnla, as here.

With respect to the reference sources or clues, distance between them and the

elliptical sentenc�s plays a crucial role in the achievement or failure of recoverability

and interpretation of ellipsis. Like Kala (1986), Gambam (1987) found in his study

on

"Effects of Antecedent Distance and Intervening Texl Structure in the

Interpretation of Ellipses" that an clliplical verb phrase is most easily interpreted if

its antecedent is in the immediately preceding sentence. On the conlrnry, it is harder

to interpret elliptical passages with distant antec edents (Fazilatfor 1999, Garnham
and Oakhill 1992)).

Momouchi's (1986, pp. 267-285) finding from his sludy on on-line ellipsis

and topic structure in Japanese elementary school textbooks is also in accordance
wilb that of Kala. (1986) in thal the students had lo integrate information from

previous context, structural infonnation about topics in the text, and cohesion of
sentences inlo the process of elliplical clement restoration.

With regard to the process of recovering ellipled elements, Shapiro and

Hestvik (!995, pp. 517-532) undertook two experiments to investigate the time used

in processing verb phmse ellipsis in compound sentences, or coordinated VP-ellipsis

as called by tbem, and in complex sentences, or subordinated VP-ellipsis. TI1cy
recorded ten sets of spoken paragraphs each of which had a VP-ellipsis construction

inserted as the last sentence, The lexical decision probes were given in either
positions [l], [2], or [3], in the elliptical sente_nec for the subjects to decide whether
they either "semantically related to their antecedents, were unrelated, or were
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orthographically l�gal non-words." (Shapiro and Heslvik 1995, p. 523) their

paragraphs with coordinated VP ellipsis look like this:

last night /here was a.fire in a downtaw11 b,11/dillg. 011eperson
was i11j1ired. a11d there was some qm.•stio11 abom whether the

po/ieema11 or ll1 efirema11. who were ha//, prese11t at the scene.

were to blame/or the 11,jwy. The two who were b11ddics,

were being conframed wi'.lr tire charges. Thepoflcema11
dcfc11ded/Jin,sc/f, and t/,cjirc fl] 11ia11 di,/ /21(/oo),
accordi,,g to someone{3] wllo was tl,ere.

(Shapiro and Hcstvik 1995, p. 523)

For the subordinated VP ellipsis, th� same paragrnphs were applied but the word
'and' in the last sentence was changed into 'becmise. · The experiments revealed that

the subjects could choose the probe immediately in the coordinated VP ellipsis. But

in the subordinated VP-ellipsis, they had to spend more time. Shapiro and Hcstvik

(1995, p. 530) concluded "different time courses of activation occur depending on

the type of relation between two clauses"; i.e. "gap-filling is immediate when it
involves a structural operation, but i s delayed when additional semantic factors are

involved" (p. 518). Like Allen {1995), Shapiro and Heslvik (1995) treated the phrase

like 'and the fire /!/all did too· as ellipsis and called it VP e!lipsis while the others
like Halliday and Hasan (1976), Quirk, ct al. (1985), Huddleston and Pullum (2002)

would rather put it in the category of substitution. Nonetheless, Slmpiro and Hestvik

(1995) revealed the subjects' hcsitation i n picking up the elliptcd clement whether it
is that the fireman defended himself too, or that the fireman defended the policeman

too when the conjunction 'and' is changed. This implies that the recovery of clliptcd
clements is likely to be more difficult in the complex sentences in which ambiguity is
interfered.

As for ellipsis i n reading text, one of the main characteristics of textbooks is

conciseness (Grant-Davie 1995). To make the text concise, the author usually omits
as many words as possihlc, assuming that readers can realise and recognise that some

words arc missing but the ideas arc still there, by implication. Grant-Davie (1995)
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believes that readers' backgr<11md knowledge of the subject matter is'morc importa11t

than tl1c language when they read technical texts which include heavy ellipsis. In

addition, he is also certain that ellipsis at the sentence !eve! is easy to recognize. So

far there has been no proofwhelhcr his remark is true or not. This study may provide
some support or otherwise for s1•ch belief.

Regarding the strategy to overcome elliptical scntenees, Hardison (1992)

investigated the roles of structures and pragmatics lo find out how ESL learners

interpret elliptical v�rb phrases. He found that listeners tended to recall the surface
form of a presupposed clement and integrate it into the sentences containing the

antecedent. Like Hardison's (1992), Gamham and Oakhill's (1992) research
indicates that native speakers of English generally have poor memory for surface

details, and that they try to interpret elliptical VPs initially by looking at 1he sentence

structure but when this strategy fails, they tum to pragmatic information as an access
for interpretation. In the process of interpretation, Hardison (1992) says that the

li;;teners/ readers initially recognise that an anaphor exists which, in the case of

ellipsis, means they recognize some context-dependent deletion of the material. Then

this recognition is integrated with the presupposed information or antecedent, and

finally the elliptical element is retrieved by means of a copying process. The retrieval

as Hardison (1992) claims is just for the elliptical clement that is the exact copy of
the presupposed clement which is equivalent to Quirk, et al.'s ( 1985) strict ellipsis.

In interpreting (he deeper anaphors, according to Hardison (1992), a mental discourse

model of the situation, which includes inferred infonnation and plausible reasoning,

must be used in addition to s)'lltactic or surface details. In the pre�ent study, the

subjects wiU be asked how they in!erpret und recover the elliptcd clements in the
sentences extracted from their scic-nce and technology textbooks. T11c resuUs will
then be compared with those of Hardison (1992).

Ellipsis related to the deletion of relative pronouns has also been a focus of

linguists' interest. Norris (2000) investigated why Japane.e students f ind English

relative clauses (abbreviated by Norris 2000 as RCs) difficult. His study revealed that

the difficultywas mainly caused by the manner of formation of the RCs which is

different from thal in Japanese, and, in particular, thd use of relative pronouns in the
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w�y RCs :ire fomicd. In the Japanese language, tl1crc is no relative pronoun while in

English there arc many. Further, they arc dcletablJ, resulting in students' difficully to

cope wi1h lhc RCs. In the Thai language, there arc not as many rolativ� pronouns as

in English, and they arc not rlclctab!a. No one has investigated this matter in depth.

The pre.sei,t i;[udy wil! look into it and will sec whether the difference betwaen the
tw� languages in this aspect 11ffecls students' ability [o interpret and recover [he

English relative pronouns.

In regard to anaphor:s, lhc difficulty to relate the antecedent lo the elliptical

sentences is another thing that linguists arc interested in. The tlistam:e and the
ambiguity caused by too many poosiblc anteccdcnta arc suspected to be causes of

difficulty. This was demonstrated by Fi!7.ilatfar' s (1999) stmly which attempt�d to

sec to what extent the number of pessible nnteccdcnts, the different pronoun types,
the distance between anaphoric and mfcrcnt and readers' L2 proficiency level affect

processing of anaphoric relmion�. The subjects were a group of l\ar.iun students who

were divided to 4 sub-groups based on their L2 reading levels. The material was a
700-word �tory, which coiilai�ed four types of anaplmrs · (reference, ellipsis,

substitution and lexical items at distances which were: imr.icdiate, n1edium and

remote). Using a research dcs"1gn of four reading skill groups crossed with three

distances, il was found tlmt less proficient groups performed poorly for all anaphora

types. All groups showed poorer pcrform�nce as distaucc increased. Inability to
relate the elliptical tics seemed the hardest problem 10 th.: Iranian students.

According to Monson (1982), and Allen {1995), ellipsis structure is one of

the most difficult ;,roble ms for all L2 age groups. Elliptical fom1s that consist of a
sequence of constituents like lhc one below arc more complicated for U
1islc nc rs/readers:

A : Did the clerk put lhc b.mana on the shelf?
B : Yes.

A : The ice-cream in lhe refriger�tor?
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In spite ofall the hardship ellipsis can c1cate, its advantage has been found by

Brandon (1984) in his study focusing on semantic ellipsis in ideology. It is tlmt

ellipsis can promote rationality through the exposure of ideological confusion to

which ellipsis is sensitized. An understanding of how this fonn of ellipsis works can
be lll1 intelleclual tool.

Apart from literature on ellipsis in foreign languages mentioned above,

literature on ellipsis by Thai linguists has been surveyed to investigate what may

enhance or hinder the students' ability to handle English ellipsis Unfortunately, the
literature in this area is no[ extensive. There arc studies by Bandhumcdha (1967),

Phukbhasuk (198D), Clmnsing (1986), Wimonchalao (1992), Tantulakom (1997),

and Thep-akrapong (1997, 1999), all of whom agree timt tbe structure of the Thai
language is unique and is different from English in many aspects including noun,

verb, possessive adjective, article, classifier, passive voice, etc. all of which result in

the students' difficulty in learning English. The review here will be selective, based

on the objectives of\h� pm;ent resear,;h,

Wilh respect to nouns, when the number of something is expressed, English

puts the number in the front followed by lhe noun, while in Thai a classifier is

needed a Iler the number (Tantulakom [997). For example, English says 'two birds '.

Thai says "bird /IVO /Ill/ · (no English word i.� equivalent for lhe word /1111 i n this

context). In addition, the classifier is never omilted while the noun can be cllipted if
it is presupposed (Bandhumedha 1982).

Regmding verbs, Thai verb phrase usually consists ofa verb as a nucleus, and

a pre-verb, a post-verb or a verbal Linker. Tiiere are aboul thirty patlems of verb
phrase, acco:i:ling to Bandhumcdha (1967). Her investigation oflhe Thai verb phrase

stn..eture in everyday life conversation of Bangkok people revealed that the pre-verbs

usually occur before the verb while the post.verb may occur at the end of the
sentence or between verbs.1l1c verbal linkers always occur between verbs. She stated

that no finite verbs can be omillcd in Thai.
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In contrast to Bandhumedha's {1967) study, Phukbhasuk (1980) found in her

study on verb deletion in Bangkokian's spoken Timi language that nine types of
verbs can be deleted; namely, conjunctive, contrastive, disjunctive, comparative,

temporal, serial, reduplicative, responsive and interrogative.
Eg.

A,

(tur) ja

B,

Mai (kin)

JG:
IG:

(you) will

kin (rue) mai

"'

Not {cat)

(or)

""'

kin

cat?

Two words are clliptcd in the sentence spoken by A, ·111r' (you) and 'rue · (or), and

one word in B's response, 'kin · (cat). It is common for Bangkokian to use shor t form

answers. In 'yes/no' question asking about doing something, ifthe answer is positive,

the lexical verb cannot be omitted. ln the above example, B has to answer 'kill' (cat)
ifhe wants to answer 'yes.' But ifhc wants to respond negatively, he can retain the

negation word '11mi, · and omit the lexical verb 'kin · as in the example sentence.

Phukbhasuk (1980) stated that the deletion process of each type of verb phrases
varies depending on the co-occurrence of the semantic elements.

Due to the difference of verbal ellipsis between the English and Thai

languages, the deletion of the verb 'be' in the English passive voice causes a big

problem to T!mi people 1Wimonchalao 1992, Tantulnkom 1997). The nonnal English

passive voice sentence is considered to be a serious problem for Thai students. But

the passive voice with the deletion of the verb 'be' is even more critical. This is so

because the active and passive voice structures in tho Thai language arc the same

while those in English are different. In the Thai language, listeners and readers can

intuitively figure out what the performer or the receiver of the action is. In cases
where il is certain that the animate or non-animate subject of the sentence cannot

perform a ce11ain action but receive it only, the verbal group is neither added nor
changed like that in English. For instance,
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English: This cloth w:s bought in Banglumpoo.
Thai,
JG:

p a - nee- sue- tee' banglumpno
clalh this buy at

Banglumpaa

The listener can understand at once that [he cloth was bought nol that the cloth
bought something. The same understanding applies to another example below:
English: This temple was built in Ratanakosin Age.
Thai,
IO:

nee- san g - (nail samai

temple this

build (in) age

ratanaknsin

rntanakosin

If anyone or anything is a receiver of a bad action, an auxiliary '111k' is needed in

front oflhe lexical verb. One may consider that the auxiliary 'tuk' is equivalent to the

verb 'be' in English. ll may be, but it never undergoes any changes like the auxiliary
'be' in English. Even the lexical verb ilsclfis never affected by any changed either.

For ��ample,

English: The thief was caught yesterday.

"'

jab

kow

"'

mue'wannec-

Thai:

kamoy

English:

His house was confiscated.

JG;

Housc {of) he

IG:

Thai:

thief

Ban-

l!tk

arrest yesterday
y,ed

tuk conliscate.

In English, the pcrfonner of the action is placed after the preposillon in a passive

voice sentence but in Tliai, the performer is placed after the auxiliary ·111k, '
English:

Thai:
JG:

He was abandoned by his parents.

kaw tuk poh'mae' tingHe

tuk parents

abandon.1No preposition is needed.I
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It can be seen that the passive voice in both languages is quite different, resulting i n

Thai students' difficulty in learning 1his strncture. When the verb 'be' i n this kind of
English slrncture is dcfolcd, it is even harder fer them to understand because they

cannot fignrc out that the remainirig part of·thc verbal group is derived from the

passive voice, especially the one with the past participle verb with the cd-cnding. The
students could not differentiate the pnst participle fonn from the past simple as both

are spelt the same. The passive voice with the omission of 'be' is ofleu found in

newspaper hc:idlines, written materials, and textbooks in particulnr. It often causes

confusion to Thai people. As mentioned earlier, Thai verbs do not undergo a n y

change hut the English do, This'-is a really serious problem when Thai students learn
English, especially when they translate English into Thai or Thai into English.

As for pronouns, unlike English, each pronoun in Thai has only one fonn

whether it functions as a subject or an object. For example, ·clum,' which represents
the speaker can be used as a subject or an object ofa verb. In English, ·I· is used as a

subject while •me· is used ns nn Object. However, in Thai there nro a variety of

pronouns for the speaker and the listener, depending on 1he interlocutors· relationship
and the deb<ree of politeness. Pronoun and noun subjects are often omilled in the Thai

language 1Wimonchalao 1992, Thcp-akrnpong 1997) if they arc presupposed

situationally or anphorically; for example,

English: My house is an old house.It has four bedrooms.
Thai:
JG:

ban- chan pen b a n - kaw' mee hong- non sec' hong-

house I

is

house old

has bedroom

four room

The pronoun 'it' in the second scntcmcc is clliptcd in Thai, and the whole sentence

can be placed ufler the firs! right away without any punctuation mark or space.

Initially there was no punctuation mru:k in the Thai language (Chansing 1986). Some

punctuation marks have been adopte<l from the English language but they arc rarely
used in typical Thai language. Instead a space is used to separate lhe words, ideas,

and sentences. With the ellipsis of the subjeels, it is, therefore, hard to rccoi,mise the
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end or the beginning of the sentences. Th.is also causes students to fall into the error

of writing nm-on sentences in English as they do not know when to stop or start the

sentence. The students have to learn how to chunkthe sentences. Nevertheless, there

are no specific rules of chunking the Thai sentences (Ch.nosing 1986), resulting in

difficulty when trunslating from Thai to English. Studcnts/trunslators have to use

lheir common sense and intuition to find where the sentence starts and ends, what
and where the subject of the sentence is.

With regard to translation, Wimonchalao (1992) says the translators' inability

to properly translate English into Thai is caused hy:

I. Lack ofunderstunding of vocabulary und idioms,

2. Lack of understunding ofgmmmar and structure,

3. Lack of understanding the linkage between sentences, and
4. Lack ofhackground knowledge.

She slates that lack of knowledge of grammar and structure is the worst problem
among Thai translators. She says that many of them do not realise that lhey arc poor

in this area. Instead, they think that their inability to translate is caused by not having
enough command o f vocobul;uy. In contrast lo their belief, it is often found that even

lhough they know the meaning of all difficuH words, they cannot understand the

given sentences.

In relation to the difference between Ttiai and English adjectives, in Thai an

adjective is usually placed after lhe noun it modifies while in English it is placed in

front. As per Thai possessive adjectives, they are fom1ed by adding the word 'kbo11g·
in front of the pronouns, e.g.

khong chan = o f !

(= my)
khong tcr = of you (= your)

In the case where the noun is mentioned with the possessive adjcc1ivc, the word

'k/,011g· can be omitted, leaving only the pronoun to modify the noun; for instance,
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English: my house
Thai:
lG:

chan

house (of) I

Apart from the arrangement of words, articles and conjunctions constitute

another problem area for Thai students (Clumsing 1986, Wimonchalao 1992). Even

though there are only 3 articles in English, Thai people always find them confusing

as there are no specific rules for certain cases and there is no article in Tlrni. As for
conjunctions, some of those in English cnn be used to introduce a greater number of

kinds of clauses. For example, 'since' and 'as' can be used in cause or time clauses,
etc. while, in Timi, conjunctions arc not inlercliangeable.

It could be seen that the Thai and English languages are diffe rent from each

other in many areas including ellipsis. This study will inclusively examine whether
any aspects affect the students' abilityor inability ta handle ellipsis problems. Beside

this, the present s1udy is designed and expected to cover students' ability to interpret

elliptical sentences, lo recover, nntl to recognise cllipted clements in science and

technology textbooks as no linguists have touched upon this mailer before even

though ellipsis has been studied by a number of them. It is boped that the results of
the study will be able to be used to help science and technology students to learn L2
more effectively.

4. Language Transfer
It is a commonly known and recognized fact tbat a learner's native language

has some influence on their second or foreign lnnguagc learning, though how much

inf luence depends on varying factors. Such influence can be detected from many
sources such as the systemic or non-systemic errors made in the L2, and usage o f L 2
structures similar to tlmse o f L l , etc. The influence or the so-called language trnnsfor
is considered to be a factor that cnn hinder or promote sludcnls' ability to learn L2.

As previously mentioned, the Thai and the English languages arc quite different from

each other thus language transfer might have played a crucial role in Tbai students
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who arc learning 12. In particular, it might .affect the students' handling ellipsis
problem. Language transfer will, then, be investigated inclusively in this study.
Chunjic and Fang (2000) say Ulat L I influence on L2 production, especially

on L2 writing, has drawn considerable attention of generations of linguists.

According to Tarone, Cohen, and Dumas (1983), it is possible that some !earners

apply native language rules and forms to the target language at the theoretical level

and in transfer. This accords with Blnm-Kulka and Levenston's (1983) claim which

is that all learners begin their second language learning by assuming that for every

word in LI tberc is a single translation equivalent in 12. Therefore, they begin to
communicate in second language by thinking in their mother tongue first and the use

the word-for-word translation strategy to speak and write in L2. Such habit formation

results in errors in the target language (Blum-Kulka and Lcvenston's 1983, Faerch

and Kasper 1983, Chunjic and Fang 2000, Dechert 1983, Ellis 1997). ll seems that

this belief contradicts Gass and Selinker (1992), who have raised some interesting
issues abo\\t the interference ofLI on 12 as follows:

1) Is LI on inhibitive ora facHilativc factor when people acquire or !cam an

'-"

2) Do people only fall back onthci, knowledge of1he native language when
U,e command of1he second language is insufficient?
3) Which elements oflhe nalivc language can be tmnsfemd ond why?

4) Why do some clements of the native language pmi,t in some L2 speakers'/

5) How can tran<fof be studied?

(Gass and Sciinker 1992, p. 20)

This matter is reflected by Pouw (1995) in his review of Corder's paper on

"Strategies of Communication." According to Corder, the native language is just a

basic, simple, possibly universal grammar that has little or n o effect on the second

language. Learners can either learn or probably create and remember the target
language via tl1eir own linguistic development. Pouw comments that on the basis ofa

cognitive approach to second language acquisition, the knowledge of LI is

sometimes focili1ativc, sometimes inhibitive in L2 acquisition. "When L2 learners

use the second language, they compensate their lack of command by using their
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knowledge of the native language irt order to express their intentions or interpret

messages in the second language" (Pouw 1995, p. 25). This belief is backed up by

Schwartz and Sprouse (1996) who claim that learners can develop their L2 syntax via
extensive L1 influence at the initial stage.

On the contrary, Robinson (1978) claims that transfer is not nccomplished

easily except by the highly motivated or very gifted learner. A strategy or even a

single skill taught in a given situation can be mast successi\Jl if it can be applied in

another situation almost identical to the one in which it is taught. If the strategy is

used in a different environment and if there has not been a great deal of practice in
positive reinforcement, it is unlikely to be successfully utilised in a new situation.

However. Chunjie and Fang (2000) postulate that LI serves as an

intermediary language when learners apply meanings and reasons to process the
large\ language. LI influence on L2 production is hidden in the high-level cognitive

operations in language production.

Iwata (1998, p. 2) confirms that language transfer is a major factor in L2

acquisition. It is governed by learners' perceptions about what is !mnsferable and by

their stage of development in L2 learning (McArther 1988). Iwata adds that apart

from the fonns, 12 learners tend \o, transfer meanings and culture of the native

language to the foreign language when they try lo speak in the L2. Based on the
behaviorist theory, Iwata (1998) assumes lhat a major cause oferrors in L2 is caused

by the difference between the two languages. If the slrocturcs of the two languages

arc obviously different, then a relatively high frequency of errors is possible to occur
in L2, which indicates an interference of LI on L2 (Dechert 1983, Ellis 1997). In

addition, it can be predicted that leamers would demonstrate difficulty in organizing
L2 knowledge inlo nppropriate coherent structures (Bhela !999). Sometimes there
arc interferences and occasionally responses from one language arc used in speech in

(he other language (Albert and Olber 1978 cited in Bhcla 1999).
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In contrast to those linguists' perspective, Fantini and Reagan ( 1992, p. 5)

argue that L2 learners' errors do not only result from the difference between the two

languages but also from another 3 types of strategies, namely, 1) transfer of rules

from LI; 2) generalization and overgeneralization of L2 rules; and 3) redundancy

reduction by omitting clcmcnls of the L2. In addition, learner errors may also result

from faulty instructional materials, which do not adequately or appropriately explain
the differences between the two fonns, re.o:ulting in learner confusion.

Nevertheless, it is quite certain that difference between the two languages is

one of the factors that causes learners' difficulty in learning L2. The number oferrors
caused by language differences varies from language to language depending on lhe

nature or characteristics of the compared languages. For example, there are a lot of
differences between the Thai language and the English language. Students have been

observed to make a lot of mistakes when learning English. The present study may be
able to list some ofthem.

To solve the problem of thc transfer errors, Facrch and Kas;,er (1983)

postulate !hat L2 learning will be most successful if the situations in which the two

languages nro learned arc kept ns distinct as possible. Like Faeroh and K�sper (1983),

Iwala (1998) adds lhat L2 learners need to learn those differences so they do nol
transfer their LI fonns, rules, mcaniii.gs, orcul!Ure to L2 wrongly.
From tbe literature mentioned above, it can be said that language transfer

plays a very important role in second language learning This thesis will investigate

whether LI has any influence on tlic students· ability or inability to intcl]Jrot, recover

and recognise elliptical sentences.
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5. Interlanguage
AE this study is related to second language learning, it is ;ilso ccnccmcd with

how and whether students operate witl1in an interlanguagc system to interpret,
recover or recognise ellipted elements or not.

·The tcnn intcrlanguage was coined by Selinkcr (1972) to refer to the interim

grammars which learners build on their way to full target language competence (Ellis
1996}.- In other words, an intcrlanguage incorporates the ways in which a given
learner uses a transition system to guide them in understanding and using lhe target

language. According to Selinker (1972}, interlanguagc results from a learner's

altcmpt lo produce the language that meets the target lmguagc nonn. In doing so,
learners use several processes including borrowing patterns from the mother tongue,

expanding patterns from the target language, e.g. by analogy, and expressing
meanings using the words and grammar which arc already known (Richards, Platt,

and Webber !985). Using these processes, students produce their own provisional
language that is different from both mother tongue and target language (Krashen
2002).

Ellis (1996, p. 30) claims that ·inlerlanguagc theoty has identified a number of

other, more specific processes such as overgcncralization, i.e. the extension ofan L2
rule to a context in which it docs not apply in the target language, and simplification,

i.e. the reduction of the target language syslef:1 to a simpler fonn.· Cabrcra-s (2002)

research on overgencralisation of causatives in the interlanguagc of native speakers

of English learning Spanish confirmed that overgcncralisation of L2 was a process
underlying inter!anguagc.

A number of linguists such as Corder (1981), Tarone, Cohen, and Dumas

(1983) seem to agree lhat language transfer plays a significant role in learners'

interlanguage while Corder (1981) claims that learners' interlanguagc is systematic,

regular, and consistent and it is based on L2 learners' personal grammar knowledge
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or competence. Through this system, the learner is creating an account of structural

entities of the target language, about its grmmpar, on the basis of his/her interaction

with the infonnation he/she is exposed to.

Nevertheless, Tarone, Cohen, and Dumas (1983) argue that it is still a

controversial matter as to whether certain interlanguage fonns should be considered a

result of transfer from the native language or rather overgcneralisation of the target

language. They also believe that teaching methods involving drills can lead to

students' overgencralisation ofL2 rules as a factor in interlanguage fonnation.

In contrast to this idea, the investigation on Bulgarian learners' awareness of

the functional morphology signalling present simple and progressive tense in English
by Slabakova (2000) revealed that ifL2 learners were properly trained, intcrlanguage

was unlikely to develop, even though Ll and L2 rules or systems were totally

different like the case of Bulgarian and lhe English tense systems. In Slabakova's
study, the students were trained on the two tenses with a number of drills before

being tested. It was found that 89% of the �ubjects were target- like in their use of-s
and -ing endings, revealing that the difference of LI and L2 did not affect the
learners' ability in acquiring L2.

On the other hand, Plag's (2000) investigation on the irregular past tense

fom1alion in English interlanguage by German learners of English revealed that

cross-linguistic innucnce might partio\ly be responsible for the L2 patterns as he

fouud that the Gennan students created in their English some past tense ablaut fonns
thal were close to the Gcnnan vowels.

According to Selinker (1972), a learner's interlanguage system, or

approximative system as designated by Rictiartls, ct al. (1985), can directly be

overidden by many factors including language transfer, transfer of training, strntegies
of second language learning, strategies of second language communication, and
overgeneralisation of target materials, language rules and semantic feature s.

One

learner's interlunguagc pattern is, therefore, not necessarily the same ns another's as
it is generated individually.
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With respect to development of interlanguage, Ellis (1996) claims that it

develops through three concurrent phases which arc in,10vation, elaboration, and

revision. Jn the innovation phase, the learner acquires new fornrn. Next he/she

elaborates them when he /she discovers the contextual uses of a form. Then at the
last stage, revision, he/she adjusts the entire system.

Regarding lhe development of interlanguage, Tono (1999) conducted a

corpus-based analysis to observe the interlanguage development ofJapanese learners
of English and found that at the initial stage of L2 learning, learners tended to

frcqucnlly operate their L2 with interlanguage. Particularly when L2 learners fonnd it

difficult to put their ideas into English, they adopted Japanese words in English

sentences. But when they moved to the next stage, the problem disappeared as a

resull of L2 practice. However, they still avoided using complex sentences. The

study also nivcaled that the use ofcomplex propositional phrases was one oft he most
salient characteristics of fully developed interfanguage. Tona (1999) suggested that

errors caused by students· interlanguuge should not he treated as mistakes. It was

recommended that teachers try to identify students· intcrlanguage rules and point out

how they differ from the corresponding rules in the tnrgel language. This could be

achieved by asking students to identify !heir el"TOrs and explain why they made them.

The controversy of how and why L2 learners operate interlanguage or which

processes they base their intcrlanguagc on might be resolved by using the learner as
an informant in explaining the errors, assuming that he/she cun provide reliable

explanations so that students' errors caused b y their interlu�guage can be traced and

corrected on the right track (Tarone, Cohen, and Dumas 1983, Tono 1999). Corder
(1981) also postulates !but corrections to this system can be made on an unconscious

acquidtion level or through deliberate self-correction.

The present study will, therefore, explore whether (he way in which Thai

students handle ellipsis problems may be affected by the fact that they are operating
according to an intcrlanguugc system. If this should be the ca.sc, the 1rnturc of lhe
effect will be documented.
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6. Reading Comprehension and Learner Strategies
Since this study is directly related to the readability, interpretability, and

recoverability by students of ellipsis in textbooks, research on reading

comprehension, interpretation as well as strategics for solving L2 problems are
reviewed here.

It is certain that language learners at all lcvc!s use some strategics to

understand what Uiey are reading (Channot & Kupper 1989 cited i n Oxford 1989).

Such strategies accumulate during their study" of both Ll and L2 either consciously
or unconsciously. Strategies arc like a tool for·linking new information with learners'

existing schemata. Singha] (1998) believes that i f L l readers are frequently exposed

to many examples, they may be able to �eneralize language patterns or guess the

meaning of words, which may not have initially been i n their linguistic schema, and

the same procedure can be applied to the second language reading.

Regarding the similarity and difference of strategies used in L l and U,

Barnett ( l988) has found that learners use similar strategies to reml both languages.
He claims that the reader interacts with the text lo create meaning. The level of

readers' comprehension of the text depends on many variables, such as interest level
in the text, purpose for reading the text, knowledge of the topic, foreign language

abilities, awareness of reading proc�s, and level of willingness to tuke risks i n

interacting with the lext composition, which include text type, structure, syntax, and

vocabulary ((Zintzc 1974, Barnell 1988). Nonetheless, Singha! (1998) believes that

there arc a number of other factors, which contribute to the difference i n LI and L 2

reading. Students' perceptions o f their reuding difficulties are similar i n many ways
1cross languages. Readers, especially U readers, can better understand some of

similarities.

According to Oxford (1989), the most successful learners tend to use learning

slralegies that are appropriate to their reading situations including the material, the

task, and their own goals, needs, and stage of learning. Learners with more

proficiency have a tendency to employ more strategies in their reading situations
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t!mn do those with less proficiency (Barnell 1988, Oxford 1989). Nevertheless, nol

all learners arc aw:1ro of the strategies they employwhen 1hcy rend.

:n lenns of roading process and strategies used in text reading, a good reader

tends 1•> overview the text first by looking at titles, subheadings, and diagrams
(Singha] 1998). Then he/she would look for more importunt infonnmion and pay
greater a\tcntion to il lhan other infonnntion. An attempt lo relate one important point
in the text to the other woulo also be made in order lo understand the text as a whole.

The reader'� existing knowledge would be activated and used to interpret the text.

Then 1hcy would reconsider and revise the meaning of the text based on its contcnl.

Within the process of reading, they would altempl to infer infmmation from the text,

dclem1inc the meaning of words that they could not understand or recognize by using

cc>�1cxl clues or neighbouring context, monitor text comprehension, identify or infer
main ideas, use strategics to remember tcxl s�ch as paraphrasing, repeating, making

nolcs, summarizing, sclf-qucslioning, clc. The good reader would try to understand

relationships between parts of text and recognize text structure. If 1heir

comprehension foil� lo proceed smoothly, they would change their reading strategics
to the ones more appropria1c (Singha[ l 9YS).

With rcs;:,cct to strategy of inference, Nash.Webber ( 1978) describes il as a

factor in the derivation of non-explicit antecedents and referents for J types of

discou:sc mmphora , delinite pronouns, 'one'·anaphorn, and verb phrase ellipsis This

derivation process is seen as llcing part of the nonnal process of text· understanding.

It is claimed that the use of non-exp!ieil antecedents and refcrcnls for anaphora

depends on n contract between writer and reader. TI1is contract rc�uircs that if the

writer uses an anaphoric expression whole antecedent or referent musl be
inferentially derived, he �hould be sure that the reader can infer accordingly.
Another interesting strategy is avoidance.

Many lcamers lend to use

avoidance strategy lo gel around 1argct 1:mgungc rules or fom1s which arc not yet an

established part of the lcamds competence (Tarone, Cohen, and Dumas 1983, Ellis
1995)

Upon questioning, 1hc learner may indicate an awareness of lhe target
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language fonn or rule, but may prefer nol to try to use it. According to Tarone,

Cohen, and Dumas (l 983), and Ellis (1995) there arc 7 sub-strategics of avoidance,

numcly, topic avoidance, scnmntic avoidEl!lcc, appeal to authority, paraphrase,

circumlocution, message a�andonmcnt and J°nnguage switch. All of these will be

considered in this thesis. Below is a brief description of each strategy according to
Tarone, Cohen, and Dumas (1983).

By topic avoidance, it refers to the learner's attempt lo totally avoid

communication about the topic which he/she docs not know well obout how to use

the target language. He/she may avoid by either changing the topic or giving no
verbal response at all.

lo semantic avoidance, the learner tries to evade the conlenl lhat he/she is

unable to explain with the appropriate target language rules or fonns. He/she may
avoid by using related concepts, which may sustain the desired content

The appeal 10 authority sub-strategy occurs when the learner docs nol know

how to say or cannot rcmcmhcr the words and, then asks someone else to supply a

form or lexical item. He/she may ask if a fonn or item is correct, or he may look it up
in a dictionary.

When using the paraphrase sub-strategy, the learner rewords the message i n

a n a!tcmalivc and accc-ptablc target language cons1niction i n order lo avoid a more
difficult fonn or conslniction.

The cl.-cumloculion sub-strategy is u strategy in which the learner describes

the desired lexical item or gives a definition of it in o1hcr words. For example, when

one does not know the word for 'hammer,' he/she describes il as 'a 1bi11g _rm, rise to
drive a 11ail. ·
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In message abandonment, the learner cuts short the message on the initiated

topic because he/she encounters difficulty with how 10 communicate in n target

language.

The last sub-strategy, language switch, is employed when the learner use a

native word or expression, untranslated, into the intcr'anguagc utterance. According
lo Tarone, Cohen and Du mus ([983), the motivation for the language switch may be

either an altempt to avoid a difficult target language fonn or one that has not yet been

learned or a desire lo fit in with one' s peer.

It can be seen that there arc many strategics tliat can be employed in reading.

The present study will investigate students' strategics used in handling ellipsis

problems to see how many of them arc employed and whethe r they are successful or
not.

7. Conclusion
According to the relate<\ iiteraturc mcntioued above, i( can be concluded that

there are many kinds of ellipsis, some of whie.h can cause ambiguity. There are also

many factors that support and hinder the ability to interpret, recover and rc.:ognisc
English ellipsis; for example, backb<Tound knowledge or world knowledge, similarity
and difference between L1 and Li sentence structures, presupposed infonnation,

dis1ancc of presupposed clements, types of ellipsis, number of constituents, Li
learning strategics, L1 interference. Tiiis may result in the long nnd tedious

interpretation and even midntcrpretation when studen1s read English textbooks.

Accordingly, this research will attempt, for lhe first time, to find out whether ellipsis

and such factors affect her students wllo study in the field of science and technology

and have to read textbooks in English. The issue will be addressed with the following
research questions,
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Research Questions
I. To what exte:it do students interpret elliptical sentences correctly?

2. Arc students aware ofcllipsis where it occurs?

3. Arc students capable of recovering ellipted clcmcn1s?

4. What factors arc associated with students'

a) ability I inability to interpret ellipses correctly?

b) ability / innbility to provide the cllipted elements?
As th.is study is at!empting to investigate students' understanding and

awareness of elliptical sentences by looking_ al their ability to interpret elliptical

sentences and their ability to recover and w_:ognisc elliptcd clements, the ellipsis
,
category and prindples of n,.,_ . -· "''· tl 98:i) were chosen to base th.is study on
because they arc more related to these objectives. Quirk, ct al. (1985) classify ellipsis
types according to how each type is recovered. Using their categorisations would

help lo reveal the intcrprctability, recoverability nnd recognition of ellipses on the
part of the students. Therefore, the following hypotheses are proposed:

Research Hypotheses
I. Students' difficulties in interpreting elliptical sentences and recovering ellipted
clements eiln be related to (a) Ll transfer {b) 12 reading strategics.

2. Degree of difficulty in retrieval of ellipsis, based on Quirk, ct al.'s (1985)
principle, relates to degree ofdifficulty in iiiterp1etation.
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Definition of Terms
The following tenns are frequcntlymcntioncd in this study and need to be

defined,

Ellipsls is, as described by Quirk, ct al. (HISS, pp. 883°884), Ilic gmmmatical

omission of one or more words that are obviously understood and grammatically or

contextually recoverable.

Eg. "the man that he sees" maybe changed by 'ellipsis' to "lhe man he
secs"

Elliptical Sentence refers to a sentence from which some elements are clliptcd.
KMITNB refers to King Mongkut's Institute ofTcclmology North Bangkok.

Subjects / Students / particlp�ntS refers to KMITNB first year students who have

completed two compulsory English courses and are selected to be the subjects ofthis
sludy.

USG refers to the high scoring group, the group of the subjects who scored their
classroom English achievement lest at the top 50.

LSG refers to the low scoring group, the group of the subjects who scored their
Classroom English achievement test al the bottom 50.

L l / Native Language refers to Thai language.
L2 refers to English language.

Native Speakers refers to speakers ofEnglish language as first lunguoge.

D e e p Structure refers to a representation of the syntax of a scnlcnec distinguished

by varying criteria from its surface slruclure {Chomsky 1965, pp. 1 28-147).

Surface Structure refers to a reprcscnt1tion of the syntax of a sentence seen as
deriving, by one or more transfonna(ion, - from an underlying deep structure
(Chomsky 1965, pp. 128-147).

Ellipsis type 1 mfors to strict ellipsis.

Ellipsis type 2 refers to standard ellipsis.

Ellipsis type 3 refers to structural ellipsis

Ellipsis type 4 structural ellipsis withoutprecise recoverability.
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Ellipsis type 5 refers to non-finite claose with ellipsis of the relative pronoun and the
verb 'be.'

The following chapter will deal with thesis methodology. The overview of

methodology on which this thesis i5 based will be presented. How the thesis

instrument is constructed and administered will be explained, The chapter will also
include lhe research design, the description of the subjects of the study and the
selection process as well as the process of data collection and analysis.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
1. Introduction
This chapter will present an overview of methodology employed for lhe

research on which this thesis is based. It will provide reasons for the research
methodology adopted and show how the test papers were prepared and how the

subj eels were selected. The research design, the testing and scoring process, and data
analysis procedure will also be explained.

2. Overview of Methodology
As ellipsis is suspected to be a problem area students face when they need to

comprehend their tcx1s, this study focuses on investigating the students' performance

in handling the kinds of ellipsis which occur in science and technology textbooks. I n

accordance with the assumption tlmt perception might have some effects on

performance, the students' perception of the difficulty of ellipsis was also one of the

main areas of focus of this study. Therefore, students' ability lo int<lrpret elliptical

sentences, to recover and to recognize the ellipted elements as well as their

perceptions on ellipsis were inveslii;aled in order to know to whal extent the students

understand the specific kinds of ellipsis frequently occurrini; in the chosen textbooks.

To serve the purpose mentioned above, three tests on ellipsis, namely,

interpretation, recovery, and recognition tests, were designed. Perception rating

scales and open ended questions related to strategics employed in answering the tests

were also included to find out the students' opinions on and strategies to handle

elliptical sentences, whether the students were aware of ellipsis, und whether their

perfomrnnce correlated with their perception. The elliptical sentences in English

Sdencc and technology textbooks were analysed and classified using Quirk, ct al.'s
17

(1985) criteria (see Chapter 2, pp. 34-37, 41),·and then some of them were extracted

to develop the tests. Since Quirk, ct a!.'s (1985) principles arc based on an analysis
and classification of elliptical sentences in terms of recoverability using their set

criteria systematically, it was most appropriate to busc this study on them. It was also

expected that they would be of help- in analysing !he students' ability to interpret

elliptical sentences, to recover and recognise elliptcd elements, thus resulting in the

accomplishment of the objectives of this study. The three tests as mentioned above
were constructed and administered with KJ\,iITNB first year students who had
completed two English compulsory courses.

To ensure lhat lhe scoring was reliable, the tests were examined by the

researcher and a second rater who w;as experienced in assessing English tests. The

students' scores were analysed and used as an indicator of their ability lo interpret
elliptical sentences and to recover <:llipted elements. Existing scores from students'

English course profiles were also taken into account to sec whether they correlated
with the ellipsis scores obtained in this study, ll!ld whether lhey could be used to

predict students' achievement in reading English texts. The test items, students'

answers and verbal responses which have been trml.'lcribed will be analysed and
discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

3. Subjects of the Study
Sixty first year students from the Faculties of Engineering, Applied Science and

of Technical Education at King Mongkut's Institute of Technology North Bangkok

(KMITNB), Bangkok Campus, Thailand made up the study group. The students

sitting for t11c test comprised 18 from the Fa�ulty of Engineering, 17 from Applied

Science, and 14 from Technical Education. Another 1 1 sludenls did not give the
name oflheir faculty.
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4. Selection of the Subjects
To select lhe subjects of the study, the researcher obtained the first year

students' records of Lwo English co�rse scores kept in the Department ofLnnguagcs

and Social Science. TI1e two comses were English for Science and Teclmology I and

11; course codes: 2620! II, and 260112. The number of students enrolled in both
courses in the first year of their study in KMITNB in 2000 was 679. The students'

scores on those two courses were added up. The range of the scores obtained was

between 59- 172 out of the total of 200. The selection of the subjects was based on
the students' percentile rank of the total scores. A high scoring group (HSG) and a

low scoring group (LSG) were formed for the study by taking the top 30 and the
bottom 30 students regardless of their faculty. The scores of the top group ranged
from 139 - 172 while those of the bottom were 66- 100. Twenty additional students

from the top and the boltom were obtained in case someone could not attend the test.

The reasons for choosing the top and the bottom ranked students was to maximise

any differences related to high or low· Engli�h performil!lce, to find out whether both

groups had the same or different problems in handling ellipsis, and thereby to gain a
better underslil!lding of the relationship betwCen overall proficiency in English as a
foreign language and proficiency in dealing with ellipsis.

5. Research Design
The methodology for this research is an integration of qualitative and

quantitative procedures. It at\empts to investigate students' pcrfonnance in
interpreting elliptical sentences in English science and technology texts and in

recovering elliptcd clements in order to see whether ellipsis is a cause of

misinterpretation or inability to interpret such sentences. Assuming lhat students

have been exposed to enough foundation knowledge of the English language from

their school yea.--s and from the two compulsory courses in their first year of studying
in KMITNB, first year KMITNB Students studying on the Bangkok campus were

selected as the target group ofthe study.
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The research also investigated the relationship between students' performance

on the test, their own perception of the elliptical sentence I a.<lks, and their

achievement in the JG,.,f!TNB English courses, Three teots ofthe same content and
context, namely, interpretation, recovery, and recognition test.,, were provided and

administered. Each test initially consisted of30 reading items but after the careful re

exill11ination and re-classification in tho light of the students' test performance, it was
found that some items could lrnve been ambiguous while others might not have

included the best answer among the mulliple choice options offered. Consequently,

10 items were left out of consideration in th? analysis and only five ellipsis lypes

were taken into account.

AH items in the study were extracted from science and technology textbooks

generally assigned for students to read. In each item of the first test (Appendix \), an

elliptical sentence, hased on Quirk, et al.'s (1985, p. 889) categories, was included

and underlined. This test was constructed to invcstig.1tc whether the students were

aware of ellipsis and to wlrnt extent they demonstrated their understanding of

elliptical sentences. The subjects were asked to interpret the underlined part in Thai
as they wot• ld be more comfortable to express their understanding.

A� die students had to take thrc�. tests consecutively for the study and,

according to the rescarci1cr's experience, the students always had difficulty with

vocabulary, the researcher decided to give t!1em a glossary of difficult words to

lessen their anxiety and time spent looking up the words in the dictionary. An
important additional reason for giving glossary was to gain their coopcrntion in doing

the tests. Many dictionaries including those dealing with technicul tenns, and

lecturers as well as experts in the subject area to be tested were consulted to obtain
the correct meaning of the words for a glossary. In addition to the glossary,

dictionaries were allowed for those who might want to look up more words.

As to time allowed, there w.as no limit imposed, but the subjects were

encouraged to finish the task as soon as possible. After interpreting each item of the
interpretation test (test I, Appendix !), the subjects had to answer in Timi why they

interpreted the sentence that way and which strategies they used in their
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interpretation. Their answer:s were either tape recorded or written down in the space

provided on the paper. Beside each item, a 7·point rating scale was provided for the
students to rate the level of difficulty of the ilem. The rating data were used to

examine the students' perceptions on the test items and to check whether they

accorded wilh their interpretation performance. For example, if a student rated the

item as very easy, and could score on the ilem, it would indicate that the item was
1

really easy, as he/she perceived it. The perception examination would help lo find out

how the students perceived elliptical sentences and whether their perception was

related to their performance or not.

The recovery test (test 2, Appendix 2) contained the same items as test !, but

the subjects were asked to fill in the gaps provided in the place where the omilted
clements were to be retrieved. This test was used to recheck wl1ethcr or not they

were aware of ellipsis and to examine whether or not the students understood English

sentence structures before some clements were ellipted. The advantage of the gap

filling test, according to Swinney and Osterhaut (1991), is that "it is perceptual in the

sen5c that immediate effects are driven by what is possibfo with tile syntax". If any

student could not find the word/s to fill in this test, they were allowed lo leave
blanks. However, they were encouraged to try. Again their reason for why lhcy

thought their word/s were the right clmicc for each item, aud which strategy they
employed in retrieving the cllipted elements, were tape-recorded or written doWTI.

In the recognition test (test 3, Appendix 3), again the test ilcms were the same

as those in the first and second tests. The blanks were provided for the students to fill

in the ellipted clements the same as in the recovery test but mulliple-choice answers
were provided. The students were to choose lhe best altc,native. This test was

designed to trace the students' problems in relation to English ellipsis. Again,

students were tape-recorded when discussing why they thought that their choice was
the correct one.

Invitation tellers were sent to every selected subject to altcnd the test

scheduled on May 31, 2000, which was in the institute summer vacation.
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6. Test Paper Preparation
In order to ensure lhat lhc test items would be Cl(trnctcd from the textbooks

commonly used by students of ::ll science and icchnology disciplines and assigned by
lei:turers in the core course departments, the researcher directly asked the Registrar's

Office what science and technology subjects all students had to study in the first

year. It was found that physics, mathematics and computing were the common core
cmm,rns students had to study. The lecturers of those three subjects gave lhe
researcher the names of the books they had assigned their classes to read. Tiicy were:

I. Physics for Scicmisls am[ El1gi11ccrs by Raymond A. Serway, Fourth
Edition, 1996, 1442 pp.

2. Ca/culiis mid Allolytic Geometry by George B. Thomas and Ross L. Finny,
1996, 1139 pp.

3. Compmcr by Larry Longand Nancy Long, Fifth edition, 1998, 522 pp.
The elliptical sentences found in the books wc!'C analysed and classified according to
Quirk, et al's (1985) criteria. Some examples areshown on Table 2 below.
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Table 2: Examples ofthe analysis of elliptical sentences appearing in 1'' year
students' science and technology textbooks.

Criteria*

a

b

C

d

e

+

+

+

+

+

?

+

0

As we will discuss later, these properties hold in three

dimensions as well as two. {from math p. 960/ ellipsis

type I)

The fundamental laws used in developing theories arc
expressed in language of mathematics , the tools that
provides a bridge between themy and experiment.

+

+

+

?

+

+

Is there a production level !hal will maximize American

+

Gadi;et's profit? !.f.fill.. what is it? (from math p. 3601

0

+

+

(from physics p. 3/ type 8)

type2)

Once on disk storage, it can be loaded to a computer and
manipulated as you would otber graphic image. (from

computer p. 139/ lype 6)

One often children and the son of the blacksmith

+

Faraday received a minimal education and became

apprenticed to a book-binder at age 14. {from physics p.
?

+

0

90/ type 5)

The special theory of relativity developed byEinstein

succe.<:sfully predicts the molicn of objects at low speed

and at speeds approaching the speed of light and hence
is a more general tl1eory of motion. (from physics p. 3/

ellipsis 8)

* Criteria of Quirk, ct al (1985) (see Clmpter 2 pp. 34-37, 41)
As each book contains many hundreds of pages and only 30 elliptical

sentences were needed for lhc sludy, twenty percent of the pages were, therefore,

selected to obtain elliptical sentences. The pages were sorted by a systematic

sampling method. That is one page wa,; taken from every 70 pages of the physics
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text, from every 60 pages of the calculus text and from every 40 pages of the

computer text. lfno appropriate elliplica! sentence was found on the selected pages,

preceding or following pages were reviewed. Every incidence of ellipsis in the

selected pages was analysed as shown above and was classified according lo Quirk,
et al.'s (1985) criteria and seven types of ellipsis. Ellipsis type 3, Quasi e!lipsis, and

ellipsis type 9, Semantic implication, were excluded from the study as they were not

treated as eHipsis by Quirk, et al. (1985).

As the physics and calculus texts contained more p�gcs, two elHptical

sentences of each type were used as test items from them while only one was

extracted from the computer text. The detailed investigation of ellipsis types in ihe

selected pages was made to find tl1c frcql)cncy of each type occurre11cc. 11m

investigation, which also served the first purpose of the study slated in Chapter I,

revealed that the frequently used types of ellipsis, according to Quirk, et al. (1985),
were:

I. Ellipsis type 8: Nonfinitc clause vith ellipsis o f the relative pronoun

and the verb 'be,' (32.62 ¾}

2. Ellipsis type 6: Strnctuml ellipsis (21.22 %)

3. Ellipsis type 7: Structural ellipsis without precise recoverability (15 %)

4. Ellipsis t�� 5: Ellipsis short of criterion o f unique recoverability
(1 2.99%)

5. Ellipsis type 2: Standard ellipsis (1 2.46 %)
6. Ellipsis type I: Strict ellipsis (5.57 %)

7. El!ipsis type 4: Situational ellipsis (None were found)
However, the frequency with which each ellipsis type occurred differed from

book to book. In physics texts, nonlinite clause with ellipsis of relative pronoun and

the verb 'be' was the most frequent (40 %) followed by standard ellipsis {14 %),
strnctural ellipsis nnd structural ellipsis without precise recoverability (13.7 % each),

ellipsis short of criterion of unique recoverability (12.97 %), and strict ellipsis (4.45

%). Structural . iJlipsis without precise recoverability was the most fruquent type in
the calculus and computer texts (35.7 % and 19' % respectively). Within those 6
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types, strict ellipsis wus the lens! frcqncnt in physics and computer 1cxts (4.45 % and
2.72 % respectively) while standard ellipsis is the leas: in cakulus lcxl (5.71 %).

Following data analyses, it was, discovered that some items had been

misclassified. After reclassification, there were only 2 items left for ellipsis short of

criterion r,f uniqu� recoverability (Quirk, ct aL's (1 gss) ellipsis type 5). Therefore,

thir, ellipsis type was deleted from the finul analysis and data for c!lly five types w.:rc
presented. These five types were renumbered accordingly: ,,
I. Suict ellipsis

2. Standard ellipsis

3. Stntctumi ellipsis

4. Structural ellipsis withot, t Jlrccisc recovernbilily

5. Nonfinite clnu�e witl1 ct'.:psis ofthe relative pronoun and theverb 'be.'
As per the content of the lest item, some sentences preceding and following

the cllipted clements were included so that the students could sec the em>tcx! and JlCt

some ideas what the text was about. A glossary of difficult words was providci.l
which cOJntaincd definitions of technical terms given by lcctur�rs and experts. The

three tests were then compose'<! {Appendices I, 2, ani.l 3). Tiie items were initially
arranged i11 the order of 6 ellipsis types mentioned n\Jove, S items for each type. But

the rccl:issilication aOCded ellipsis types, the item number of each type, as well as

the ilem order. Ellipsis type l (Strict el!ipsis) was made up of6 items (items 1, 2, 4,
10, 13, Jg), Ellipsis type 2 (Sta11dard cllipsi�) consisted of4 items {items 6, 8, 9, 13).

Ellipsis type 3 and 4 (Structural eilipsis and Structural ellipsis without precise

recoverability) wr.rc composed of3 items each {items 16, 17, 21 for type 3 and 22,

24, 25 for type 4), and ellipsis type S (t!onfinitc clause with ellipsis of the relative

pronoun and the verb 'bP.') included 4 itcm:i (items 26, 27, 29, ll!ld 30).

111c first test required the students to interpret lhr. underlined elliptical

sentences in Thai, the second r�'<juired them to retrieve the missing clements and in

the third one, they had to choose the missing clements from a set of 4 multiple choice

altcm�livcs to fill in the blanks. Each test consistcc! of 30 items or exactly the same
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sentences and glossary. However as mentioned above, only 20 items were used in

final analysis. TI1e first test also contained a 7-point rating scale placed beside each

item, for the students to ram the perceived level or difficulty. The reason why three

tests were required was to delenninc. in addition to the subjects' interpretation and

perception of ellipsis, whether they could also recover and recognise ellipsis. The
process of recalling what they had learned from their classes was captured with
written comm en ls and tape-recordings.

7. Testing Procedure
The testing took place in the morning from 9.00 a.m. in lhc lnslilute's

language laboratory which is equipped with Jape recorders. Before starting the test,

the researcher ensured that all students understood whnt they were required to do.

The instmctions wen:: also given on the lest papers. Any students nol happy wilh

being recorded were allowed to write down their answer in the blanks provided
below each i1cm. \fost
.
students preferred writing down thcil' answers on the test

paper reasoning th�t using a machine interfered with their concentration and wus
more time consuming. The sludcnls had lo do the 3 Jests respectively one afler
another.

8. Scoring Procedure
The students' answers were scored by the researcher and the second rater. For

the inlcrprelation and recovery tests (tests 1 and 2), two points were given for the
exact answer, one if the answer was not exactly correct bnt conveyed students'

undmlawling of the elliptical sentence, and zero for an incorrect unswer. The scores
of the inexact nnswcrs were added up to make the total for the purpose of the

analysis. However, for the r,urpose of number of the correct nnswcrs, only exact
answers were counted. Students' English grammatical errors when answering the

tests were ignored. For the scoring oflhe 1hird test (recognition lest), two poinls were

given to the correct answer, one point lo the partially com'C1, and zero to the
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incorrect one. The scores from the researcher and the second rater were added u p and

divided by 2.

9. Data Analysis
As already mentioned, subjects had to respond to three thirty, item tests:

interpretation of elliptical elements in written Thai, supplyiug elliptcd clements in

written English, and recognising English ellipted clements in a mul:iplc choice

format. However, only lwenty items were analysed due to the item re-examination

and reclassification. Data analysis proceeded ns follows.

The dala were ini1ially summarised to determine (a) lhe overall rrequcncy of

students who correctly answered each item and (b) the frequency of sludenls from
each group (HSG versus LSG) who correctly answered each item.

Next, data from eaell test were analysed at the tc.l lcvel, that is, test accuracy

scores were correlated with English course scores, lhe latter being the scores that
were used to divide students into hii;h and low English performance groups (HSG

and LSG). Jn this way the use of these groupings could be e1rnmincd. The scores

obtained from the three c!lipsis tests were correlated with each other to sec whether
there was any relationship between them.

Next data from each test were ar.alysed in terms or ellipsis types. As discussed

the reclassification resulted in 20 iiems being assigned to five ellipsis types. Mean

scores of each ellipsis type of the whole group of 60 students were calculnted to
compare the students' achievement in ans.,,.�ring eacll c!lipsis type. Mean scores

were ca!�ulatcd 1111d compared for the HSG and LSG grr-ups for each ellipsis type as
well.

Additional analyses were performed al the item ]eve] to examine the

relationship between inlerprctation accuracy and rale(l item difficulty (Interpretation

test only). The rating scores and the test scores were corrdatcd to sec whether the

subjects' perceptions rolulcd to their performance.
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Apart from the quantitative analysis, the data were also analysed qualitatively

at tho last stage. Each tcsl item of the inte_rpretation test was cited in lhis part
followed by a Romanised Thai answer key, literal gloss, and literal translation. Then

each item of the recovery and recognition tests was presented fo!lowed by their
answer keys. A comparison !Jclween English and Thai sentences was made for each

Hem. A basic ceinlent analysis was pcrfonncd 011 the qualitative data which consisted

of transuibcd, tape-reconlcd comme11ls and open-ended writlen comments. The

re.suits of this an�!ysis, together with students' perceptions rating, were used to

elucidate the reasons for their choices in the ellipsis tests. The results arc presented
item by item in Chapter 6.

The following chap(erwill be the presentation and an analysis of the students'

performance and perceptions on the Lhree tests. The mean scores mid the ranges of

the number ofthe correct items the students scored on each test as a whole group and

separately by groups (HSG and LSG} will be. displayed. The ,nca., score. of each
test will be calculated and presented as a whole group and separately by groups.

lllese scores include those obtained from the correct and partially correct un,wers.
The highest and the lowest scores of each test will also be summarised. Classroom

English test and ellipsis tests will be correlated. In addition ellipsis tesls will be

correlated with each olher, The number of scores each item gains will also be

presented to di!Tcrcntiatc the level of difficulties between the items. Perceptions on

the interpretation test v.-'11 be summarised and correlated with the pcrfonnanec

scC'rcd. In the last part of the chapter, students' perceptions on the items will be
presented and discussed in relation to their test performance individually, by groups,

and tesl by test.
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Chapter 4
Students' Performance and Perception on Ellipsis
Tests
1. Introduction
This chapter is intended to pre.sent data showing studerils' performance on the

tests at the item level, and lo discuss the findings and what they show. The chapter is

divided into 6 parts: I} the introduction, 2) the students' perfonnancc on the lhree

tests, namely, the interpretation, the recovery, and the recognition tests, 3) correlation

between the classroom English !esl performa11ce and the ellipsis test performance, 4)

Hludents' perception of the tc.11s, and 5) conclusion respectively. The number of
correct items for each test will be presented and discussed. The number of students

getting each item correct by groups will be inCluded (the interpretation test only). An

analysis oflhe tests will be made in this part. Following this, correlation between the

classroom English test perfonnance and the ellipsis test performance will be blade
and described. Then the studenl�' perception of each item of the interpretation test

will be presented as a whole �roup (HSG and LSG combined) and as separate

groups. And the last section will 'be the conclusion of (he analysis at the item level.
Three research questions: "I) Do:students interpret elliptical sentences correctly?, 2)

Are students aware of ellipses where they occur?", and "3) Are students capable of
recovering ellipted elements?" will be, answered i n this chapter.

2. Students' Perfor.mance on 3 Ellipsis Tests
In reference to Chapter 3, the subjecL, of the study were tested with three

ellipsis papers. Initially there were 30 items of6 ellipsis types in c.ach paper. The re

examination and reclassification of the test items resulted in the deletion of 10 items

and I ellipsis type. So the ellipsis types and items to be counted and analysed were as

follows:
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Type l : Strict ellipsis consisted ofitems I, 2, 4, 10, 18, 19.

Type 2: Standard ellipsis, items 6, 8, 9, 13

Type 3: Structural ellipsis, items 16, 17, 21

Type 4: Structurnl ellipsis without precise recnvernbility, ilcms 22, 24,
25.

Type 5: Non-finite clause with ellipsis of the relative pronoun and the
verb 'be,' items 26, 27, 29, and 30.

ll could be seen that each type of ellipsis consisted of a different number of

items, which might affect the quantitative findings to some extent. TI1is problem was

solved by transforming each b'fOUp into the same base. In addition it was considered

that the qualitative analysis, which will be presented in Chapter 6, would be of help
to confirm the reliability.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, all lhrce tests were based on the same example� of

ellipsis which had been drawn from tl1e students textbooks, but their appearances

varied atcording to the tasks M�igned for the students to do in each teal (Appendices
I, 2, and 3). The first test (interpretation) examined the students' ability to interpret

elliptical sentenr,es. The students were asked to express their understanciing of the

underlined part of each ellipsis example in Thai. The second test (recovery) was

designed to find the students' ability to recover the ellipted elements. The students

were asked to fill in the omitted elements. So this test was of a clozc variety. The

third test (recognition) was used to check the students' recognition of the ellipted

word/s. So they were asked to choose the altemativo that they thought best fitted the
slot provided. Apart from those abilities, the students' p�rception of tho relative
difficulty of the test problems was sought and rated in the interpretation test.

Regarding the scoring process, the total points for each test were 40. Two

points were allocated to the exact answer, one for the partially correct answer, and

zero for the wrong one. Only the exact answers were counted as correct.
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2.1 Number of Correct Items.
This section gives detail an how many correct items the students achieved for

each test, first as a whole group and then separately by groups, the high scaring group's

(HSG) and \he low scoring group' s (LSG). The data will be presented in tenns of
arithmetic mean. The milXimum and minimum scores (range) for each test will also
be included

Table 3: Number ofcorrect items on 3 ellipsis tests fo r the whole group.
No. of Studen1,

"" (rnn�o)
,

Test I
(Jnterpn:1a1iun)

Test 2
(Recovery)

(2-15)

3.88
(0-11)

,.,

Tcst 3
(Recognition)
1.45
(3-14)

As a whole and according 10 Table J, out of 20 items lhe slutleuts could

answer 8 items correclly on the aver.age (mean = 7.91) for lhe interpretation test, 4

items for the recovery test (mean= 3.88), and 7 Hems for the recognition test (mean

= 7.45). The inteiprelation test scores ranged from 2 to 15, while those of the
recovery test were from 0-11, and those of the recognition test were 3-14. The

students' achievement was below half (he possible score on every test. This showed

that ellipsis was difficult for them.

According to the mean scores, it could be

interpreted that the task the sludentS found most difficult in answering the tests was
to recover the elliptical clemcn1s, followed by lh� task of picking up the right choice

to show their recognition of the omitted words, and finally lhe task ofinlerprcting the

elliptical sentences. When the scores were calculated separately by groups, it was

found Hrnt U:e high scoring eroup perfonnetl much beller 1han the low scoring group
(Table4).
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Table 4: Number of correct items on 3 ellipsis tests for high and low scoring
groups.

Smdents

HSG

'
'

(range)
CSG
(range)

Test l
(lnterpret.uion)
l0.5

(5-15)
5.33

Test2

(Recovery)
6.04
(1-ll)
1.63

(0-5)

(2-10)

,.,

Tcst J
(Recognition)
(5-14)
5.0l

(3-10)

According to Table 4, on the average !he HSG students could score on 1 1

items for the interpretation test (mean = 10.5) while the LSG could d o 5 items only

(mean = 5.33). The average number o f correct items on the recovery test scored by

the HSG was 6 (mean = 6.04) while that of the LSG was 2 (mean = \.63). And the
average number of correct items on the recognition test performed by the HSG was
10 (mean = 9.9) while that of the LSG was 5 (mean = 5.01). Out of lhe total o f 20

items, the HSG could answer 1 1 items correctly in the first test ard IO items in the

third test. 1l1is showed that their ability to interpret elliptical sentences was at the

moderate love!. But on the second test, the HSG could not perform this well. Tlieir
mean score was quite low, ohly 6.04. The HSG's scores ranged from 5 to IS on the
first test, 1-11 on lhe second, and 5-14 on the third. For the LSG, their performance
on every test was very low. Their abilities to interpret and to recognize were almost

the s:imc whereas their ability at recovery was exlrnmc!y poor. Their scores ranged

from 2-10 in the interpretation lest, 0-5, and 3-10 iu the recovery and recognition

tests respectively. In the detailed investigation, it was found lhat many members of

the LSG could not score ou tlie recov-ery test. From the obtained scores, it could be

said lhat the HSG could handle ellipsis much betlcr than the LSG but their ability

was not high enough.

2.2 Number of Students Scoring Each Item of l11tcrprctation Test
It is necessacy to comment about :he number o f students who could correctly

answer each item o f the interpretation test so that it can be referred to when their

perceptions o f the items' level o f difficulty are discussed later in this chapter and

when each item is analysed ill Chapter 6. Again only the exact answers were counted
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as correct. The partial correct answers were not included. The number will be
presented according to groups (HSG and LSG) in Table 5.

Table 5: Number ofstudents scoring each item of interpr�tation test
Item No.

''

'•
'""'
""'"
""'"
""
""

"'"

SSG

'""
'"'"

Q:!;30)

"'
"'"'
"""
"""
""'

'"

""
'•
"•
""
"'"
'•'
""'
"''
"

USG
[N�lO)

""
"'"'
"

Total
(N�60)

'""'
"""
'""'"
'""'
'"

It can be seen from Table 5 that the students could answer items 16 the best,

and items 24 and 27 the second \Jest, Le. 50 students could answer item 16 correctly,
and 40 could score on items 24 and 27. On the contrary, few students could answer

items 8, 10, 13, and 211. No one from the LSG could answer items 2, 8, 10, and B.

The frequency of only 6 items, items I, !6, 17, 24, 25, 27, exceeded half of the

number of the students taking the lest, revealing that ellipsis interpretation was quite
difficult for the students.

2.3 Students' Scores from Ellipsis Tests
This section presents the students' scores obtained from ouch lest in terms of

arithmetic mc:m. Partial answer scores will be included. As for scoring, an exact

answer was allocated 2 points, and a Fartial answer one point. The total sco!"'.is of the

•

test were 40.
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Table 6: Students' total score means of3 ellipsis tests for the whole group.
No. orstudent,

'"

'

(range)

Te,! l
{lnterpre1ation}
16.93
(4- J.2)

Test 2
(Re,ovezy)
8.96
(0-25)

Tesl3
(Recognition)
16.95
(6--29)

The mean scores oftest I, 2, and 3 were 16.93, 8.96 and 16.95 respectively. It

can be seen that, as a whole group, the students could answer the interpretation and
the recognition tests correctly at almost the same level. The mean scores of both tesls

were dose lo each other. Nevertheless, the scores from the two tests were lower than
half of the total, revealing that the students did not understand ellipsis much and

could not recognize the ellipted elements. On the recovery test, lhe students
performed very poorly. Their mean score was as low as 8.96. Even though the partial

answers were also rewarded a point each, the students could ,;,·, gain many

addillonal points. Ellipsis must have been one of the students' problems in
understanding English tci.:tbooks. I n addition, they might not be aware o f ellipsis
when they come across lt.

Tobie 7: Students' total score means of3 ellipsis tests for high and low scoring
groups.

Students

,
CSG '
(ran •c)
SSG

(range)

Test I
(In1cmrcta1ion)
22.15
(J0-32)

ll.7
(4.22)

Tcst 2
(Recovery)
[4.33
(2·25)
3.58
(0-ll)

Tcst l
(Recognition)
2!.93
((3-29)
11.97
(6.21)

When the separate groups were taken into consideration, it was found that the

HSG could score on the inte1prctation test the best with the mean score of 22.15,

followed by the recognition test with the mean score of 21.93, both of which
excce:led the mid point of the total score. TI1is showed that the HSG understood

el!iptical sentences moderately well and could recognize some ellipted words.

However, their mean score on the recovery test was lower than half of the total

(14.33), revealing that they were un_uble to recall many omitted words. Nonetheless,

the range of each test scores of the HSG was very wide. The minimum scores o ftest
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\, 2, and J were 10, 2, and 13 while the maximum were 32, 25, and 29 respectively.

This showed that within the English high performance group, some students

understood elliptical sentences well whereas the oll1crs were unable to handle ellipsis

problems.

As per the low performance group, their mean score on every ellipsis test was

very low, only one fourth of the total for test 1 and 3 (mean = 11.7 and l l.97). Their
mean score on the recovery lest was extremely low, 3.58 only. Looking at the rang�
of each lest, we could see that it was also very wide. The minimum score of test 1, 2

and 3 were 4, 0, and 6 while the maximum scores were 22, 1 1, and 21 respectively.

Thus it could be assumed that most �tutlenls in lhe LSG were very poor in ellipsis
whereas a few of them were able to handle some elliptical sentences. According to
the quantitative data, the LSG were considered poor in dealing with ellipsis.

3. Correlation between the Classroom English Test and the Ellipsis
Test Performances,
The total of classroom English scores on each cllip�is test was plotted against

the classroom English test scores in onler to examine the relationship between prior

English achievement and understanding of ellipsis (Figure \). The HSG and the LSG

arc dearly described by two clusters confirming 1hat the choice of the top and bottom
30 students did indeed result in differences in performance. With a few individual

exceptions, the HSG performed betler than tin: LSG on each ellipsis test. Pearson's
Correlation Coefficients were correlated for each eUipsis test and significant positive

relulionships were found between each test and the classroom English scores (Figur e

]). This means that i f the students could answer any test, th<1y could possibly answer

the other tesls too and vice versa.
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When the correlations of the separate groups were calculated, it was found

that only o!le correl:'llion was sib'llificant for each gronp. That is, the HSG's

correlation between the recovery test and the recognition test was .406 (p < 0.05),
and the LSG's correlation between the interpr�tation and the recovery tests was .380

(p < 0.05). This revealed that if the HSG could answer the recovc1y test, they could

possibly answer the recognition le.st and vice versa. TI1is is the same as the LSG's

ability to do the interpretation and the recovery tcsls. As a matter of fact most

students could answer the first test well, the second test poorly, and the third test

almost as well as the first test.

4. Students' Perceptions Shown on the Interpretation Test
In [he interpretation test, the students were asked 10 rate the level of difficulty

on the 7 point rating scale provided alongside each test item. The perception was
used to determine whether it correlated wilh the students' performance on th�

ellipsis test or not.

4.1 Students' Pen:eptions on Each Item.
TI1e percentage of students rating each scale option was calculated to find out

how each item was perceived. Points were allocated to each option in the scale as
follows: I point for extremely difficult, 2 for very difficult, 3 for difficult, 4 for no

comment, 5 for easy, 6 for very easy and 7 for extremely easy.

The data will be pr�scnted in 2 !ables item by item. The first one highlights

the whole group's perceptions and the second one gave light on those on separate

groups (HSG and LSG).

As the percentage of the students' ratings for each item scattered across

almost every oplion and on the average more- than 30 percent of the students chose

the no comment optil'n, it was very hard to judge whether the students, as a whole,
perceived the items as which specific category. Therefore categories I to 3
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,
(extremely difficult, very difficult, and difficult) were collapsed to "difficult" and 5

lo 7 (easy, very easy, and extremely easy) to "easy." Th.e total percentage of each

new category will then be compared, The students' perception on the difficulty of

(he item will be assumed by the category gaining higher percentage. The no
comment option will not be counted as either easy or difficult.

Table 8: Percentage of students {who!<! group) rating the level ofdifficulty of each
item in the interpretation lest
Item No.

'''
'

Diffi�•,lt

s
s

36,7

D

35.0
23.3
15.0

rn

"
'"
'°
D

""
""
""
"'"

%
38.3
43.3

No comment
%
30.0
3�.3
36.7

36.7
33.3
30.0
41.7
40.0

s.,

56. 7
23.3
38.3

46.7
28,]

28.3 .

26.7
25.0
20.0
31.7
33.3
31.7

26.7

31.7

18.3
33.3

,:o.o

41.7
35.0

35.0

38,J

25,0
25.0

30.0

26,7

Easy
%
31.7
18,3

26,7
55,0

10.0

46.7
20.0
13.3
43.3
38.3
51,7
65.0
41.7
35.0
50,0
26,7
36,7

33.3
30.0
43.3

As a whole (Table 8), the items that gained a higher percentage on the easy

category were items 19, (65 %), 6 (55 %), 1 8 (51.7 %), 24 (50 %), 16 (43.3 %}, 9

(46.7 %), 30 (43.3 %), 21 (41.7 %) while those gaining higher on the difficult

category were items 8 (56.7 %), 13 (46.7 %), 2 (43.3 %), 27 (41.7 %), 1, 10, and 26

(38.3 % each). Items that gained approximately the same percentage on both

categories were items 26 (38.3 % difficult, 36.7 easy), 22 (31.7 difficult, 35 easy),

17 (35 difficult, 38.3 easy). The percent�ge of the students rating the items as easy

was apparently higher than that as <lifli-;ull, It might be claimed that the students
perceived th� ellipsis test as rather easy.
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4.2 Students' Perceptions ofthe Two Groups: HSG and LSG
In order to sec how each group of the subjects perceived each ellipsis icsl item

of lhc intcrprctation test, th� pcrccnmgc of each rating option was calculatctl and is
presented in Table 9.

Table 9: Siudcn1s' perception on each item in percentage by grr<lps: HSG and LSG
Group
High

,,w

'
'"
'"
"'"'"
""
"'"

hem No.

""
""
""
'"'
''
''
'"""
""'"
",,,

""
""
",.
'"

Diflicull
%
26.7
46.7
26.7

'fo comrn,nl
%
23J
26,7
30,0
. 23.J
23.J
16.7
4(,.7
4J.3
36.7
26.7
20.0
10.0
3JJ
2l.J
20.0
46.7
26.7
23.3

66,7
16.7
Jfi.7
40.0
IJ.J

2].J

r,_;

,.,

l.l.O
26.7

n

20.0
26.7
30,(1
]0.0
20,0
50,0
40,0
46,7
16.7
46.7
30,]
40.0
5J.3
4J.J
46.7
40.0
13.3
43.3
]6.7
]'.l.3
4r,.7
50.0
SJ.3
40,0
40,0

JO.O
l].J

Jfi.7
50.0

4].3

50.0
43.3
43.J
]6,7
36,7
20,0
26,7
JO,O
30,0
30.0
4J.]
4J.J
33.3
23.3

26.1

40.0
40.0
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E,sy

%

50,0
26.7
43.J

71, ,7
IO.O
66.7
1/,.7
11, .7

50.0

50.0
73.J
SJ.J
�6.7

50.0

7(, .7
)3.3
4f,.7
4(, .7
40.0
'i6.7
l.U
111.0

'"

33.3
10,0
26,7

23,]

10.0
36,7
26.7
JO.O
46.7
26.7

20.0
2J.3
2U.O
lf,.7
2(J .0

lll.0

20,0

As a whole, the HSG rated most items as easy. A greater pcrecnrngc were

allocated lo the easy category than to the diffi7ult one (T;iblc 9). Most HSG students

(83.4 %) rmcd item 19 as easy. Within this percentage, 16.7 '1/, claime<l il was very
easy, and 10 % vi�wcd il as extremely easy. No one rrom the !!SG rntcd ilem 6 as
difficult. According to its percentage scallcred on the easy categories (4(, 7 easy, 16.7

very easy, am] 1.3 extremely easy), this item would have been claimed as very easy.

Only 2 items, items 8 and 13 were viewed as difficult by the HSG.

Regar<ling the LSG, most items were ratc<l on the difficull categories. Some

students selected lhc extremely <lifficull option for most items. There were nol many

items \hat gaine<l more percentage Oil the easy side. llcms 6, nnd 19 gained 33.3 an<l

46.i % respectively. Both groups of the subjects had similm perception 011 lhesc 2

items. When their scores of these items were taken inlo considcrnlion, il was found

lhat they did not quite accord wilh their perception because only 20 1-JSG and 9 LSG
st11de111s could answer ilem 6 correctly, and only 21 HSG and 7 LSG could score on

item 9 (Table 5). The item llrnt both groups could score on well wa1s item 16, 27
HSG am! 23 LSG, bul hoth groups lrnd different opinion on lhis item. The 1-JSG

thought 1!",c item was easy while more students in lhc LHG said il was difficult. This
showed tlrnt the students' pen;ep!ion was not always in .iecordancc with their

performance.

5. Conclusion
The three research questions mentioned al 1he beginning of this chapter will

be answered to conclude lhis clrnpter. According lo the quantit;itivc data, the

students' ability to interpret the elliptical sentences was mo<lcmtc. Not all of the 1-JSG

students could do helter limn those of lhe LSG. But as a whole lhe HSG students
performed beller in every lest. Many studenrn especially those from the LSG could

not recover many items which suggests lhat some students were nol aware of where

ellipses occurred as they claimed thal some sentences were complete in themselves.

They coul<l not fill in the gaps. However, some students were aware of ellipses when;

they occurred; otherwise they would not have been able to interpret them correctly or
IOO

incorrectly. This will k discussed in dclails in Chapter 7, where every item will be

analysed indclails.

The next chapter will deal with sl11dents' perfonnancc and perceptions with

respect to ellipsis types. Mean score, mean rnnk and median of each ellipsis lypc will

be calculated. The compmison of lhc · mean score of each ellipsis type between the

HSG and the LSG, test by test will be presented. The order of difficulty obtained

from studen1s' performance and perceptions will be depicted and discussed,

Students' s\ralcgics in lrnndling the ellipsis lest items will be included.

IOI

Chapter 5
Performance in Relation to Ellipsis Types
1. Introduction
This chapter will present the findings on the subjects' pcrfomrnncc and

perception according lo the lypcs of ellipsis. Mean scores from the items of each

ellipsis type are presented for tho HSG and LSG. Tho HSG and the LSG mean scores

obtained from each ellipsis type will be compared lo see lhe ellipsis typo tlrnt can be

successfully negotiated !he most, to a lesser extent, and tho least by each group of
students and why. This chapter, then, comprises a discussion of 3 main comparisons

of mean scores obtained from each test, and the students' slmkgics in answering the
tests and a conclusion,

2. Mean Scores by Ellipsis Types
Mean scores of the three tests were calc_ulated for each ellipsis type, lirslly for

the whole group, and secondly separately by HSG and LSG groups. The ellipsis

types in the present study arc based on the ellipsis categories of Quirk, et al. (1985)

which arc:

1) Strictcllipsis

2) Standard ellipsis

3) Structural ellipsis

4) Structural ellipsis without precise recoverability

5) Nonfiniteclause with ellipsis ofthe relative pronoun and the verb
'be.'

Each catego1y of ellipsis possesses different characteristics mentioned earlier

in Chapter 2. Results from the three ellipsis tests were added together for each

ellipsis type. As the reclassification resulted _in a lower number of items for some
ellipsis types, the data were converted to the same scale for comparison purposes.
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Allhough the data for the composite score� were not nil normally distrib11!cd, means
were the most convenient meusure of central tendency to examine dilTcrcnccs

between ellipsis types (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Mean scores of 5 ellipsis types of the 3 tests
In the interpretation test (test !), the mean scores revealed that the most

difficult type of ellipsis was type 2 followed by types 1, 5, 4. and 3 respectively

(means

=

.64, .69, .35, I.IO, and 1.13). In the recovery test {test 2), the order of

di!liculty was types 5, 2, 3, 4, and I (means = .12, .33, .36, .55, und .74) while that in

the recognition test (test 3) was types 5, 4, 2, 3, and l (means = .66, .63, .72, .84, and

1.15). This showed that each type of ellipsis hurl dilTercnt degrees of difficulty with

respect to interpreting, recovering and recognising. One kind of ellipsis could be easy

for one task but difficult for another.

Wi'�. respect to the mean sco!c5 in to",al of the 3 tests, students scored lowest

on dlipsis type 5, followed by types 2, 4, 3 and I. AH mean scores were less than

half of the total (.54, .56, .77, .79, hn<i .86 respectively). This implies that students
were not good at ellipsis.

10)

3. Comparison of Mean Scores between HSG and LSG:
Interpretation Test
This section compares the students' ability lo interpret 5 ellipsis types based on

Quirk, et aL's {!985) categories. Mean scores for each ellipsis type in the

interpretation test differed between the HSG and the LSG (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Comparison between mean scores ofthe HSG and the LSG: interpretation
test
According to Figure 3, it can be seen that the HSG could interpret ellipsis type

4 the best followed by types 3, 5, I and 2 (means = 1.50, 1.33, 1.07, .99, and .85)
while the LSG interpreted type 3 best followed by 4, 5, 2 and I (means =1.03, .70,

.63, .43, Md .38). The HSG's mean scores on all types of ellipsis were higher tlian

those ofthe LSG. Due lo the non.normality ofsome of the composite data for ellipsis

types, a Mann-Whitney U test was used to dclcnninc whether there were significant

differences betwee n the HSG and the LSG for the different ellipsis types. It was
found tliat the two groups were significantly different for ellipsis types 1,2,4 and 5. It

is apparent that the LSG ability was almost less than half of that of the HSG. This

difference was significant for each ellipsis type according; to the Mann·Whitncy U
test (P = 0.056 for type 3 and P < 0.QJ for the remaining; types).
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These findings lead us to the questions why the students arc not capable of

interpreting the elliptical sentences extracted from their own textbook.,, what factors

are causing difficulty i n doing this, whether they arc aware of ellipsis, and whether

the students' LI hinders their L2 learning.

As wi!l be seen in Chapter 6, one

obvious foctor is that the slruclure of the Thai sentences (Ll) is apparently dilTercnt

from that of English (L2). Therefore, the students might have had difficuhy

acquiring a structural rule in L2 when tlrnt rule is different in LI.

For ellipsis type I , strict ellipsis, even though an exact copy ofthe antecedent

was nvnilnblc for the stndents to refer to, they could not interpret the sentence in Thai

because the counted noun in lhe lasl part of the sentence in Timi cannot be totall y

cllip1cd. Whenever a counted noun in the later uttcmnce i s presupposed, i l must be

substituted b y n classifier rather thm omitted (sec detailed analysis of item I in

Chapter 6). As a whole, the Timi language does not have ellipsis type I as the

English docs. Word substitution is applied in the tmnslation or interpretation of

English ellipsis type 1.

E!lipsis type 2, standard ellipsis, has been proved to be lhc most difficult type

for KMITNB students in this study. Ofnll items in this type {items 6, 8, 9, and 13),

item 6 seems to be only one item whose structure is the same as that in Thai. An

object after the instructional verb can be omitlcd both in English and Thai. However,

in Thai, a specific word, "c/w11g", is needed to precede instruclionul verbs. This

caused the students to fail to interpret the sentence correctly. Most sludenls did not

put "clwng" in front of the instructional verbs in ellipsis type 2. Nevertheless, the

students' answers were still counted us a "partially correct" allhough the word
"clumg" was missing. For the olher 3 items in·this type, their structures vary item by

item and all are not the same as those of Thai. The presupposed words nm not the

exact copy of the ellipted elements. As cxp!nincd by Quirk, et al. (1985}, this e!lipsis

type can be used where criterion (e), that the ellipted word(s) be an exact copy of the
antecedent, is not applied. Many stndcnts, according to their responses to the tape

recorder, were apparently aware that something was missing because they fell that

lhe sentences were strange, especially item 8 (sec more details in Chapter 6). But
they did not know what was clliptcd. The students were not familiar wilh this kind of
!05

sentence. In Thai, neither omission ofa finile verb between the auxilia.-y verb and an

object nor omission ofa relative pronoun is possible. So they could not interpret the
item correctly.

For item 13, both the slruclurnl complexity of the presupposed

clause and the elliptcd part themselves augmented the students' confusion.

For ellipsis type 3, structural ellipsis, (items 16, 17, and 21), both groups of

the students could interpret it fairly well because such elliptcd elements as in English

sentences of ilcms 16 and 17 arc automatically aUachcd to the finite verbs when

translated into Timi.

Regarding ellipsis type 4, structnral ellipsis without precise recoverability,

(items 22, 24, and 25), the HSG students could interpret it the best while the LSG

could do it the second best. They could interpret items 24 and 25 well since in the

Thai language, the word 'tee" which is equivalent to the English 'that' is needed and

seems to be automatically attached to lhe preceding noun it modifies as one word.

With respect to ellipsis type 5, nonfinite clause with ellipsis of the relative

pronoun and the verb 'be,' (items 26, 27, 29, and 30), the students interpreted the

menning quite successfully because the use of passive voice is very rare in Thai.

(Bandhumcdha 1982, Phukbhasuk 1980). The same struclurc is used in both active

and passive voices in most cases. Listeners or readers of Timi can automatically
differentiate who or what the doer or the receiver of the action is. For example, Thai
people say, "Tl,e /muse is huildi11g" instead of "the Jmrise is being bui/1. " So in the
interpretation test, the students' answers were counted as correct even though they

did not use passive voice in their answers because the sentences were comnrnnicable

io the Thai language. But this Thai structure could be expected to cause a problem in

the students' recoverability of English ellipsis in test 2. The active voice pattern of

English cllipled elements will be supplied because the students directly translate
from thcirTlmi sentences.

Considered as a whole, the results of the students' interpretation are not

impressive because most mean scores arc below average (50%). If this was not

because of the different structures between LI and L2, it could have been because of
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the lexicon. However, since the students were provided with a glossary, they should

not have had uny difficulty with the lexicon while they were doing tl1e tests.

Moreover, 11 dictionary was allowed if they needed more cxpfanation. Many students

responded to the tape recorder that the tcsl was very difficult. Even though they knew

all the word meanings, they could not put the words togethe r to make sense in Thai.

Ellipsis, therefore, can be seen as a parlici:!ar problem for Thai students in
understanding English.

4. Comparison of Mean Scores between HSG and LSG:
Recovery Test
A comparison of mean scores between the HSG and the LSG was made for

the recovery test which required the students to supply the ellipted clements to the

tesl items (Figure 4). This test was d ,1signcd to test the students' ability 10 recover the

clliptcd clements in the sentences that ihcy had seen before in test l (interpretation

test). The srndents had to write doW11 the recovered words in the blank provided in
each item.
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Figure 4: Comparison between mean scores of the HSG and the LSG: recovery test
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The LSG's mean scores were extremely !ow in every ellipsis t)']le, cspecia!ly

in types 3, 4, and 5 (Figure 4). The lowest mean scores of both. groups were on the

same ellipsis type, type 5, nonfinite clause with ellipsis of the relative pronoun and
the verb 'be,' (the HSG's mean score = .23, and the LSG's = .01). This is true to lhe
prediction mentioned earlier in the analysis of the interpretation test above. The

students could interpret ellipsis type 5 corrcc!ly because, unlike in English, the active

and passive voice structures in the Tlrni language are the same. The listeners or

readers can distinguish who performs or receives the action mentioned in the
sentence. But when the students had to express a passive voice sentence in English,

they could nal do so because the stTUcture of lhe Thai passive voice differs from that
of English. Both groups of students recovered this t)']le of ellipsis very poorly.

With regard to the order of difficulty, bolh groups' mean srorcs varied from

type to type. It can be seen from figure 4 thal ellipsis type 4, structural ellipsis

witbout precise recoverability, was well recovered by the HSG, followed by types I,

3, 2, and 5. The LSG recovered type 5 with. tbe least success and type I showed the

best recovery followed by types 2, and 3. The LSG recovered ellipsis type 1 the bes\

while the HSG ranked this type second. Even tbough the score on type l is lbe best

for the LSG, it docs not reacb half of lbat of tbe HSG. The difference between the

HSG and LSG was significant for each ellipsis type according to the Mann-Whitney
Utest(P< O.oJ).

In dlipsis type 5, few students in Urn LSG supplied the words in the problem

sentences. Those wbo did not complete th.a sentences claimed thnt the items were too
difficult. So most students in the LSG got zero for most items.

According to the raw scores, no student could achieve half of the total scores

of this test. lliis may have been bcc,mse of lbe na(ure of tbe test itself. Cloze-tesls

are deemed very difficult. Students arc frequently frustrated wilh this kind of test
(Weir 1990, pp. 46 - 47). Jn the ellipsis recovernbilily test, the students mighl not

have understood why they had to fill in 1he blanks since they had seen the items in

the first test that seemed to be the complete ones.
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Another reason may be lhat tl1c> presupposed elements of most types of ellipsis

were nol lhe exact words for the students to retrieve. For the LSG, who could not

retrieve lypc 4 ellipsis, it might be because they could not sec any presupposed

words. The word 'to retrieve' was not present in the context of the test item. For type
5, neither group could recover the elliptcd clement. This may be related to the

difference between LI and L2, that is, the passive voice is rarely used in the normal

written or spoken Thai language. Even though the students had practised both full

and short forms of relative clauses, they could not recall these structures when [hey

had to use them outside cl:iss. Tiiis is a problem that needs solving-. It seems that

either the students cannot apply the knowledge gained from the classroom to the new

setting or the teachers cannot teach them to do so.

Another problem may be that the Engl\sh of textbooks is rather complicated.

The writers may not have targeted a non-native speaker audience. They may not

realise that non-native speakers in many countries still have to rely on their textbooks

to keep pace wilh the global academic advancement. So in addition to the students'

unawareness af dlip�fa, !heir in�bility to 1mdcrstand the senlcnecs in their English

textbooks has also been revealed.

5. Comparison of Mean Scores between HSG and LSG:
Recognition Test
Mean scores of the !-ISO and those of the l.SG were compared for lhc

recognition tcsl {Figure 5). This test aimed to measure the students' ability to

recognise the ellipted clements which were provided as one choice among the other
three. The test items were still the same OS those in the interpretation and the
recovery tests.
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Figure S: Comparison between mean scores of the HSG and the LSG: recognition
test

Compared with the recovery test, the ability gap between the two groups is

much nmrowcr for the recognition test (Figure SJ. Do1h groups of students were able

to do this test better than the second one. The LSG ditl this test much better than they

did the second one. It may be said that the LSG arc better at recognising elliptical
clements in test 3 than at recovering them in test 2.

In considering the order of difficulty nfall ellipsis types in the recognition Jest,

both scored on ellipsis type I the best, followed by type 3. The 1-!SG scored on

ellipsis type 5 poorly while the LSG ranked it the second poorest.

The difference between the HSG and LSO was significant for each ellipsis type

according to the Monn-Whitney U test (P = !l.022 for type I and P < 0.01 for the
remaining types).

Ellipsis type 5 still poses a serious problem in the recognition test since these

ellipses were recovered less readily than other types of ellipsis. The students could

not recognise lhe ellipted clements of this type, which were a relative pronoun plus a

fonn of the verb 'be. · It was found that lhc students' choice of each item varied.
Some chose only the rdativ� pronoun. Others chose the relative pronoun plus a

subject and n verb 'be'. TI1is again ref lected a lack of grammatical knowledge as well
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as 1he interference of Ll. In Timi, a pronoui;i subject is inscncd after the rclalive
pronoun. For example, in lliai, item 2i can be:

"The .,cc011d ba/fof//,c proof. tlml Eqs. (3) imply Ihm
F/., cm1scn·<11frc, is a ca11scq11c11cc ofS1ok<•s • theorem
..
whirb 1,h111 it U'/IJ 1akc11 up i,1 Scctimi 14. 7.
In type 3, i1cm 21, most students thought that the embedded clause was a time clause.

They chose "when· instead of '1/,111· to fill in the blank ofthis item which read:
"Curefi1I slm(1• shows 1/1<11. <IS rite /cmpcrn/J,re of1111 abjcc/
when
ii emit.I" nmsi.1·1.,·
increase.,, //w thermal rmliulio11
ofu crm1i11um1.< distribU1ia11 ofwaw:lc11J!/hsfro111 1hc inji"arcd,
..
im•i:;ib/c, <111<I 11/1nwio/c1 p-1mions ofspec/nm,

This indicates that the students did not sec the relationship between che head noun

and its modifying clause. They paid more :ittrn:icn to the modifying clau�c illld

lhought that it was an adverb clause. On further unalysis of both the LI ulter:mccs
and some students' responses to the tape rccor:lcr, ii was found thal an equivalent

relative pronoun in Thai is "we/a "" which might have been equated to "when "",

"We/ii " can be used to introduce either a time clause or a relative clause. However

the latlcrcasc is rarely found.

For items 2 2 and 25, the problems read:
"How mw1y deril'llti1•es do 1hcfimclio11s _ _ you kllo\1'
lmve?" and
"/fownw, if yo11 sec somct/ii11g 011 TV__ _ you
like, you <'<Ill pro/Jo/Jly oh/ail! Ilic righls lo 11se it
(11wallyfarfree)."'
Most students picked up 'if instead or ·111111· as their choice to fill in tbc gaps. This is

so because they were more familiar with conditional clauses of 'if.1•,m know' and 'if
you like' in Thai. While in item 24. a number or students selected 'where· being
certain 11rnt it was a relative pronoun representing place lo put in the problem
sentence.
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"Ajuyslick is 11 \fflica/ slick th/// moves /he gmphic
cursors i11 //,e direction _ _ _ the slick is pr,shcd, "
They did not understand the application of the relative pronoun 'where · in the

rclalive clause, that is, it represents a place preceded by a pl't'position. This may be
due to lack of practice with the grammatical feature or the students' carelessness.

The overall mean scores of the 3 tests reveal a di!Tercnce in ability between

the HSG and the LSG. The HSG could answer every test better than the LSG. It can
be inferred that the s1udents' achievement scores obtained from the classroom test

could distinguish the good from :he poor and could also distingui�h their ability to
Jcal wi1h ellipsis tests. The HSG scored on all ellipsis test� belier than lhc LSG did.

6. Students' Reading Strategies
(n the investigation of the slralei;ies employed in finding the answers to the

tcsl items, most students said they primarily used the grammatical knowledge

obtained from their English classes, aJJd the contextual clues to help them solve the

elliptical problems. They nlso spcciflcd the clues lhey made use or, cg. the word
·.,ig11ijiw111figure.,' in item ], elc. Most of the clues that the students identified were

correct. Apart from context clues, they also looked at the strucmrc of the
presupposed slntcmcnL So, three str.itcgics, namely, grammatical, contextual and

structural were frequently employed. If those 3 strategics did not work, their last
option was lo guess.

7. Conclusion
111c quan1itative findings in relation to ellipsis types revealed tlmt the

�tudcnts' ability to interpret, recover and recognise each ellipsis type varied mostly
depending on the similarity or difference bel\Vccn the students' native language and

the target languai;e. Most types of ellipsis in English arc different from those of llrni.

The s!udcnls, therefore, encountered difficulty in interpreting, recovering and
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recognising the ellipted clements. Th,c students used various strategies developed in

!heir English classes to help in answering the test items. Most students overestimated

their understanding of English (Chaptcr4).

The next chapter will deal withqualitative analysis. All i:cms or each test will

be analysed taking into account the statistical data obtained from the previous illld the

present chaptcri;, The students' performance and pcrccplions will be discussed in

more detail. The chapter will fully discuss. the students' problems in handling

ellipsis. The thesis objectives. questions and hypotheses will be revisited in relation
10 the findings.
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Chapter 6
Item Analysis
1. Introduction
This clrnptcr will discuss the tests, item by item to sec in detail the students'

pcrfomiancc, perceptions, and reasons for their answers, lhc structure of each test

item, and any impediment or support for L2 from LL The students' tape-recorded

responses will be referred to in this chapter. As one of the purposes ofconslructing 3

tests for this study wa� so that the researcher Could trace the students' understanding
of ellipsis, items of ,�,c same number in each test will he analysed together. Each

group of ellipsis items will fonn a part of this chapter. The quantitative infonnation

will be integrated with the analysis in each case. So this chapter will be divided into

9 parts including the introduction, the presentation of the �nalysis, discussion of the
findings and the conclusion.

2. Presentation of Item Analysis
As five types of ellipsis based on the categories of Quirk, ct al (1985) were

investigated in lhis study, lhe test items were arranged from types I to 5. The first six

items, which included items I, 2, 4, 10, 18, 19, were of type 1 referred to as �lrict

ellipsis while the second four, items 6, 8, 9,.13, were of type 2, standard ellipsis.

Items 16, 17, and 21 constituted type 3, referred in this study as slrnctuml ellipsis.

llcms 22, 24, and 25 made up type 4, slructurnl ellipsis without precise

recoverability. Ellipsis type 5, called nonf initc clause with ellipsis of lhe re!alive

pronoun and the verb 'be', consisted ofitcm 26, 27, 29 and 30.

ln analysing each item, it is necessary first to refer to LI structure and usage.

Since there were few scholars investigating Thai ellipsis, the researcher based her

analysis on her knowledge of the Thai language as a native speaker who was
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required to study her own language al school and coliege. Bandhumcdha's (1967,
1982), Phukbhasuk's (1980),

Clrnnsing'5 (1986),

Wimonchalao's

(1992),

Tantulakom's (1997), and Thcp-akrapong's (1997) findings and works will be
referred to inclusively in this chapter.

The structure of the analysis of each test item is composed of:

I. the test item or problem statement {PSI) ofthe interpretation tesl (lest \);

2. the answer key (AKI) for the cllipled part in Thai pronunciation using
Romanised words;

3. the interlinear gloss {10);

4. a literal trnnslalion (LT) with ellipled portions bracketed where necessary;

5. the problem statement ofthe recovery test and th� recognition tc.11 (tests 2&3,
abbreviated us PS 2&3) and the answer keys (AK 2&3};

6. explanation of relevant feature., of the Thai language;

7. the students' performance and strategics during the tests;
8. the reasons for the students' answers, and

9. the r.cscarcher's overall interpretation.

The students were asked which strategy they used to nnswer each test item

and they were also asked to give reasons why they answered the items as such. The

students' strategics and reasons were recorded on tape cassettes or written on their
lest paper. All of this information is used in lhe analysis.

As mentioned earlier in Chapter 2 Thai is a tona! language and tone markers

arc applied nonnally above the i[)itial or the second consonant (if clustered) of a

word. There are 4 tone markers called MAI- EK for falling tone, MA!- TO for
rising-falling, MAI- TREE for rising, and MAI- JATAWA for fallini;-rising tone.

Due to the constraints of the keyboard, i n this thesis the 4 tone markers arc
represented b y ', -, • , and + respectively each of which will be placed al the end of
the syllable or word of such tone in the answer keyofthe interpretation test.

In addition, items that share cnmmoa characteristics of the Thai language will

be explained together.
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3. Ellipsis Type 1: Strict Ellipsis

(hems

I, 2, 4, IO, 18, and 19)

According to Quirk, ct al (1985), strict ellipsis meets 5 criteria:
I. The ellipted words are precisely ri:coverable.

2, The elliptical construction is grammatically 'defective.'

3. The insertion of the missing words results in a grammatical sentence
(with the same meaning as the original sentence).

4. The missing words arc textually recoverable.

5. The missing words are present in the text in exactly the same fonn.

The problem sentences of items I , 2, 4, !O, 18, and 19 met all criteria mentioned

above, Therefore, they were categorized as strict ellipsis. The data obtained from the
tests of those items were analysed as follows:

Item l
PSI:

In this ca.<:c we would express the mass as 1.5 x !01 g. if there are lhree

AKI:

ta- mec

JG:

significant figures, and 1,500 x !OJ g. ifthere are four.
;r

see'

'"'

there arc} 4
{
have

(classifier of bird)

PS2&3: if there arc three significant figures, and 1,500 x 103 g. if there
are four _

_

_

AK2&3: significant figures

_

_.

As said in Chapter 2, in counting anything in the Thai language, a classifier

must he put after the number and it cannot be omitted except in some short
conversations (Bandlmmedha 1982, Tanlulakom 1997). Different nouns have
different classifiers.

e.g. 4 pens

-

Gloss:

pakka

'"

5 tables= toh•
Gloss:

table
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see' d a m -

4

ha-

5

(classifier)

'"'

(classifier)

So in this case, lhe students had to apply a classifier for the word 'sig11ifica11/

figures' which is 't11a' in the Thai language. The Thai word for 'siguifica11tfiguros'

could also be ellipted but it would be clearer if lhe students put it in their
interpretation.

In regard to the research question number one stated iu Chapter 2, which reads

'To what extent do students interpret elliptical sentences correctly?' thirty-four

students (56.6%) answered this item correctly. Most of those who could not score on

the item d i d not put the classifier in .while the rest misinterpreted the sentence. As for

the strategics employed in answering this item, most students said that they looked
for the contextual clues and looked at the structure of the sentence to help them

interpret it. Even though many students said that they were familiar with this type of

scnteuce, as they had seen such sentences in the textbooks before, more than 40 %

could not interpret this sentence. It is possible that the students translated the
sentence word by word using the glossary and stopped suddenly at the word 'faur',

not realising that such an expression is not used in Thai, or (hey might havo been

afraid that if they nddcd mor� Thai words tlrnn the wnrd� given in English, they
might not be cmTect. The students did not dare to tako the riak of answering i n more

words. Some of the studeuts may not have known what wa� ellipted either. So they
did not put the classifier in ofter the word 'four.' And it is probable that some did not

understand the whole sentence and, therefore, m i sinterpreted the whole thing. This

accords with Bamelt's (1988) claim, which isthat the level of willingness to take risk
in interacting with the text and foreign language ability are one or the variables that

can <Jetennine the level of reader comprehension. Taking Barnett's (1988) view into

account, it may be said that the students who did not dare to take the risk of adding

more words in their answer did not comprehend the sentence and the context to some

extent. However, tlic major problem arising from this item might have been mainly
related to the difference between Thai and English sentence structure.

In the recovery test, this item was correctly answered by 44 students (83.3 %),

25 from the high score group (HSG) and lB from the low score group (LSG). It

obtained the highest score frequency of all in this test. Those who did not score on
the Hem filled in the following words, slg11ificanl, whal will?. mass, J,500 x Ni.
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Those who did not answer the item just said that they could not answer. Most of

them were from the LSG. One ofthem said that the sentence was complete in itself
so he did not know how to find the word to fill in. This showed that he was not aware

of the ellipsis. But those who could score on the item claimed that they used the

previous clause as a clue to help find the words to fill in the sentence. They stated

that the presupposed clau , 'ifthere are three sig11ificar1tftg11res,' was the clue. And
1
they also viewed this 1
as an easy one. This confinned the views of Oxford
i
(1989) and Chamo' l<fpper (1989 cited in Oxford 1989, p. 2) that students at all
levels use strategies for reading but some or most learners arc not aware of the

strategics they use.

In the recognition test, thi� item received the highest score frequency from

both groups: 29 from the HSG and 23 from Jhe LSG. It can b e presumed that the

presupposition is quite clear. The students could make !11e right choice, saying that

they looked at the neighbouring context to get the words. This was quite in
accordance with Momouchi's (1986) claim which is that contextual infonnation from

previous frnme5 can help restoring dliptioa\ elements, For those who could not
answer the item correctly, it might have been that they could not figure on! the

meaning of the whole sentence and did not realise the presupposed part of the
sentence due to their poor English ability, i.e. the students had an inability to recover

meanings from the co-text because of lack of English vocabulary. (Akman 1997,

p.l). This group of students could be claimed not to have been aware of the ellipsis
in this problem sentence.

ltem 2

PS1 :

You should suspect that the law o f gr;wity docs not have the inverse square

AKl:

seung' man kuanja

IG:

dependence that it should,
that

it

should

!!!fil::

PS2&3: You should suspect that the law of gravity does not have the inverse square
dependence that it should _____c

AK2&3: do/have
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Verbal ellipsis in Thai is different from that in English and occurs less

frequently (Bandhumedha 1967, 1982), The finite verb cannot be omitted after an

auxiliary. But in some cases a finite 'be' can be left out especially when it is
preceded by an auxiliary 'should' and followed by an adjective.

Eg, <He is 1101 asgoodos he should be good .>
<He is 11ot as good as he should A>

And in most cases, the subject ofthe second clause can be cllipted if it is the same

person as that ofthe first clause (Thep-akrapong 1997). So the above sentence can be

spoken or written as:

Eg. < He is not as good as A should .-1.>

As per this test item, the main verb cannot be left out after the auxilimy

'should' in Thai. Only the object which is already presupposed can be omiltcd,

(Bandumedha 1982, Phukbhnsuk 1980), Only twenty-two students from the HSG
(36.67% of the whole subjeels) could interpret the sentence correctly. No one from

the LSG could score on this item. As for the s!rategy, some students claimed that the

context, grammar knowledge and the glossmy were of help while others said that

they guessed the answer. Some students translated the sentence word by word and
stopped their translation immediately aflcr lhe word 'should' for fear that it might be

wrong if they put more words than were in tl1e problem statement. So their answer

did not make sense in the Thai language. Guessing answers and not taking risk� to

answer were referred to by Ellis (1996), Tyrone, Cohen, and Dumas (1983) ns an
avoidance strategy. TI1e students answered this item the same way as they did in item

I. The others may have exploited their background knowledge of physics and

articulated the theory that they knew rather than slicking to the problem sentence.

Alternatively the students might not have understood the sentence. They may not ·
have understood what they were being asked to do. So tl1ey tried their best to explain
the concept lying beyond lhe problem statement. This might be counted as an

avoidance strategy too (Tarone, Cohen, and D.umas 1983). The students employed it
when tliey did not know the target language well. In the test, neither an explanation
in relation to ellipsis nor an example of how to answer the test item was provided

since this study was intended to find out whether or not the students were aware of
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ellipsis when it occurred. The students' inability to interpret partially proved that
some students were not aware of ellipsis.

It is very interesting that, in the recovery test, some students supplied the word

'suspecl' in the blank without considering the sentence thoroughly. They just

compared the &tructure of first part and the last part of the sentence they were
working with. The first part of the sentence reads 'you ,,/wuld suspect ... ' And the

last part also contained the word 'slto11/d' just as in the first. So they put the word

's11spect' in. This revealed that they certainly did not know the meaning of the

sentence.

A number of students completed the sentence wilh the verb 'be.' This can be

traced back to their past English classes. According to the researcher's experience,
the students had often prnclised most of the sentences wilh the pronoun '/,' and the

verb 'be' in the present simple or infinitive fonn in their English class. They as well

as a lot of Thai people, consequently, ovcrgcnernliscd the L2 rule (Se!inker 1972,

Corder 1981) and 5aid or wrote 'I'm' or '/ am' whenever they wuntcd lo start their
sentence with 'J.' Moreover, they were also accustomed lo the word 'be' which is

used after some medals such as will, would, can, cor1/d and should. So in this study
the phenomenon, that the students Pt1t the word 'be' in, was just a lmbitua! action of

too much practice of the medals followed by 'be' during their English language

study. This is called 'the prefabricatedpaucm', a subcategory of overgenera!ization,

which was defined by Hakuta (1976) quoted by Tarone, Cohen, and Dumas (1983, p.

8) as a regular patterned segment of speech employed without knowledge of ils

underlying s!mcture, but with !he knowledge as to which parlicu!ar situations call for

what patterns.

However, some students put the verb 'have ' in their answer. This could be

analysed in two ways. Firstly, this phenomenon is related to the mailer of language

tronsfcr or the interlanguage where lhe students compared the problem sentence with
that in their native language and lhen interpreted or retrieved the word(s) having the

same meaning as that in their native language (Tarone, Cohen, and Dumas 1983,

Iwata 1998, Chunjie and Fang 2000., Ellis 1-997, Albert and Olber 1978 (cited in
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Bhela 1999), Blum-Kulka and Levenston 1983). Practically in the Timi language, the
finite verb could not be omitted or substituted (Bandhumedha 1967, Tiiep-akrapong
1997, Phukbhasuk 1980). The students, therefore, put 'have' in their answer.

Secondly, this phenomenon may have been related to students' familiarity with the

British English way of using the word ',',uve' as a finite verb without any auxiliary in

the interrogative, negative, and declarnlive sentences as well as inn short answer.
eg. Have you any money?
Yes, I have.

No, I have not.

The students might have thought of such sentences they had learnt in school, and
consequently, answered '/,ave' for this item. The matter of interlanguage and
overgeneralisation of target language, as Selinker (E172} and Corder (1981)

postulated, could possibly account for this answer.

Apart from this, some students put 'have tile square depeude11ce ' in because

they retrieved the exact presupposed elements which include the object of the verb
'have' due to their lnck of undc,rstanding of grnmmar and structure of L2

(Wimonclmlao 1992). This, following Chomsky {1965, pp. 128-147), may be

considered as the deep structure of the sentence before it was shortened lo 'have' or
derived to 'do' in American English in the surface structure of normal conversation
or writing. Traced back to its origin, this sentence consists of3 sentences which read:
I. You should suspect something.

2. The law of gravity does not have !he inverse square dependence.
3. The law of gravity should have the inverse square dependence.

Sentence 3 was derived to be an embedded clause of sentence 2. The

derivation process should look like this. 'T/ae law of gravi1y' in sentence 3 was

changed to a pronoun 'ii' to represent lhc same words in sentence 2. Then the word

group of'have /he inverse square depc11de11ce' was omitted as il was also a repetition
of that in sentence 2. The word 'that' was inserted in the front as a conjunction. So

sentence 3 became 'that it shauld.' Tiien the whole derived par! was placed after the

words '1/,e i11verse square depe11de11ce' in sentence 2, resulting in the sentence which

reads 'The law of gravily does 11ot have the inverse square dcpemle11ce that ii
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s/wuld.' Then the conjunction '1/mt' was inserted in the front of sentence 2, which
was later replaced the word 'somethiug' in sentence L So at the surface level, the

sentence reads;

'You should smpect that tl,e law ofgravity does 110/ have
the inversesq11are depenrle,rce that it should.'

Having realized such a possibility, the researcher gave one point to the

students who retrieved 'have an im•erse square dcpcmleuce' as this answer,

according to the researcher, was also coo:ect to some extent. Their answer showed
that they understood the essence of the sentence correctly in spite of the omission of
some words (Hardison 1992). In this study, the researcher did not limit herself to

looking at the surface structure of the sentence only because it was nol possible to

predict what kind of structure the students would retrieve. So any kind of answer
whether invoking deep or surface structure, and whether short or long was acceptable

as long ns it conveyed the students' coo:ect understanding. But the deep or long

strncturc retrieval was counted as the partially comic!. Only 'do' or 'have' was

counted as a comet item.

Most students in giving the reason for their choice of words said that they took

the context of the whole sentence and its structure into consh.leration. This implies

that the teaching of context clues and grammar was helpful to the students. The

students had been tanght how to combine sentences. The deletion of the repented
word(s) was included in the teaching. So in this case, those who could retrieve the

exact copy of the presupposed clements might have maintained what they had

learned in class in their conscious or subconscious mind and applied it in this test.

However, only 1 2 students (20 %) recovered the clliptcd element correclly; 1 1 from
the HSG and I from the LSG.

For the recognition test, fifleen students (25%) could score on tl1is ilcm: 1 1

from the HSG and 4 from the LSG. A number of students claimed that they looked at

the neighbouring context before choosing the words. Tbis was the strategy employed

by most test takers (Hardison 1992, Allen 1995, Placencia. 1995), However, for this

item the students looked at the wrong part of the sentence. They just compared the
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part that looked similar and decided to choose 'suspccl' without considering the
meaning and the rest of the sentence.

Item4

PSI:

lfthe fommla holds forn "' k, docs it also hold for11 "'k+J? The answcris

AKI:

I. Jach nee'

IG:

AKI:

JG:

yes, and here's why.
'"d

'"'

here ;,

helpon

�

2. Jach nee' k,o hclpon

'"'

here ;,

rea.�on

wah' tammai jucng
why

1JCII

chcn'nan-

�

wah' tammai jucng chai'

why

�

PS2&3: Ifthe formula holds for 11 = k, does it also hold for" -'k+l'! The answer is
yes, and here's why _

AK2&3: the answer is yes

_ ___

Ellipsis like that in the above problem sentence is nol possible in Thai. It

needs a substitution for '1/Jc 11nswer i�· yes' to complete the sentence. We cannot say
'here's why' as in English. 'hetp011 wah " _(1/ie reasou walr ) must be inserted

betwee n the verb 'bc'and the question word 'why' and 'j11e11g pen chen ' 111111-' must

be placed afler 'why' to mnke sense. Tfthe sentence had been 'and here is the reaso11

why ii is so,' the students might have been able !o answer the item because they used

the word to word translation slralegy. Literally, lhe elliptical sentence means '/oc/1

nee' /me /ammo/' in Thai which is not standard. Most of the students, therefore,

interpreted it wrongly. Only 16 students (26.6 %) could answer correctly. Those who

answered the item incorreclly literally translated the English sentence word by word

and slopped their translation at the word 'why'. They thought that this sentence was
very easy since there was no difficult vocabulary. They did nol realise that some

words were elliplctl in English but could not be in Timi. So their answer was not
correct. Their perception of the sentence was wrong.

However, it is possible that the stude�ls understood this sentence well but
some of them could not express the meaning appropriately in Thai since they were
from science and vocational streams. Their Thai and their English skills tended to be
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poor. Nonetheless, some students reolly did not know that there was an elliptcd

clement after 'why'. Therefore, they failed to reconstruct the ellipsis,

In the recovery tesl, there arc many varieties of the wrong answers: ii docs,

docs ii hold/or 11�k+J, n�k+ I, thcformr,!t, holds. ii is /rile. it md, ii is. twt lntc. it

fi,lse, it yes, do yo11 ll1i1Jk? For the first 4 answers, the students tied themselves u p

with the question 'why' and they were quite certain that 'the ll'hy question' was

derived from 'why does it also holdfor 1i=k+J · as the answer tu the question was

'yes. ' Actually this answer is grammatically wrong too. The word 'docs' cannot be
used and 'liold' should be 'holds' with 's' ending because this is supposc'll to be a

part ofan affirmative sentence. The students did not realise this matter.

For the answers, ii doc.<, ii is /rm!, ii real, ii is, ii yes, they were literally close

and it could be assumed lhat the students did not know how to express themselves in

appropriate English and could not recall the exact word to retrieve. These answers

apparently showed that the students used analogy with English words, not realizing

that a particular word had lo be used in a particular context; �s for example, in the
case of the words 'tmc' and 'real.' The meaning of both words is the same in some

cases in Thai, espcdally in mathematics. So they may have thought that both meant

the same in this context too.

As per the answer 'do you think?' it mii;ht arise from the question 'why do

you think so' which was, actually, incorrect. Nevertheless, it reveals that that student
tended to understand the context of the sentence. As said in the analysis of this item

in test \, Thai people tend to retrieve '1a11111rni jucmg pCll che11 · 11l111-' which is

equivalent to 'why it is so' instead of '1am11mi kamtob kuc c/i'1i "' (why the unswcr is
yes). 'why it is so' is the surface stmcturc (Chomsky 1965) of1hc Thai lunguagc that

came to some of the students' minds unconsciously. Only 5 students from HSG

scored on this item in the recovery test.

!n the recognition test, this item scored 21; 13 from the HSG and 8 from the

LSG. Most students allowed the subject knowledge to override linguistic cues; i.e.

they related their answer lo the preceding mathematical problem more than to the
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lmlgunge. So they chose 'ii u/.m hn/d,·fi,r n�k+l ' or 'dries ii also lw!d.for n�k+ l' as

their choice. Those who made the former choice were accurutc with respect to the

sentence structure while those who dwsc the luncr may have b�n careless or may
not have known the structure of the indirect speech well enough. This nrny be said to

be n matter of inattention. This item received 21 scores: 13 from the HSG and 8 from
the LSG.

Item 10
PSI:

Which deluxe singl e hospital rooms, ifuny, will be vacated bythe end of

AKI:

! . mce

JG:
AKI:
JG:

LT:

AKI :
JG:

AK!:
IO:

LT:

the day?

hong- pisct

'·��""'"""'·-�•'"•;
dicw' mni? ta- m
""'•

rom

? If_JThere is.
�mve J

_JThcrc ist_oom deluxe single
�ave

_f

Ja

yai-

ok

will move out

b a n g - yen

which

nee- ?

evening this?

ls there (any) deluxe single room? Ifthere is (one), which room will (i1s
patient be) movc(d) out this evening?

2. jn

mec

hong- plset

diew' hong- nai

wang'

room deluxe single room which empty
will rnve
}
f
is cvacuntcd
there be

bang
-"Y

yen

nee

evening this?

Will there be (any) empty deluxe single room this evening?

PS2&3: Which deluxe single hospital rooms, if _
vaca1cd by the end of the day?

_

_ any _

_

_ will be

AK2&3: if thcre is/ nre any dclu�c single hospital room(s)
Tlie Thai sentence for this item is totally different from the English. It cannot

be translated word by word. Many clmnges must be mndc to make a proper Thai
sentence (See the gloss given). To interpret or translate this sentence into Thai ns in

the first answer, tl1e words '1hcre i.1· ... deluxe single room.1·' can be elliptcd as in

English, but the ellipted clement must be presupposed. In the second cnse, 'ifany' is
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clliptcd in Thai and the word 'there is' is moved lo the front nnd clmngcd into 'wU/

/un'c.'

Only three students from tl'C HSG could answer this ilem correctly in the

inlcl]lretation test. Lexically and structurally, this sentence is too difficult for the

students to interpret. There is no Thai eq�ivnlencc for this sentence. The students

said that even though the glossary was provided, they did not know how to make

sense of !hose words. This type of elliptical sentence is tao complicated for them.

Almost none of the students could intCl]lret 1his item. This contradicted Uljin and

Strother's (1990) finding which is 1hat the complexity of the syntax docs not affect

the reading comprehension of native and non-native English speakers when reading
technical English. In this study, it did 11ffcct their reading comprehension
�ignificantly.

!n the recovery test, lhis item received 18 scorc.1; 14 from the HSG and 4 from

the LSG. The answer 'whic/J on�· supplied after the word ·,my' reveals (hat the

students partially understood the context of the sentence but could not retrieve the

words. Some students put 'of it' aflcr 'any' because they knew lhal lhc word
following

'011y'

must be the presupposed noun in lhe front part ()f the sentence but

they failed to notice that the presupposed noun was plural. So they replaced it with a

singular noun. Allhough their answers were not correct, they revealed a pnrt of the
smdcnts' English knowledge gained from their EFL classes. Most students did not

supply the clliplcd words sayir.(l thal it was too difficult and they did not know the

answer.

In lhe recognition test, fewer students could answer thi; item because of the

complicated order of the sentence. Nine students from the HSG and seven from the
LSG could gain the point. Most of them said they chose the answer by guessing. So
it cannot be said that they knew what was elliptcd.
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Item 18
PS:

What docs it mean for a function to �c diffcrcnliablc on an open interval?

AKI:

lach

On a closed interval?
tua

JG:

t�c' (sucng' )ha nnupandai- bon chuang'
And (chtssifier offunction) thal dilforcnliablc
on interval

IG:

closed

AKl/2: pid
LT:

maikwamwa' yang'mi
mean

what (or how)

And {what about the) one (lhal is) dlffcrcntiablc on (a) closed interval,

(what/hr·-<' doeJ it) mean?

PS2&3: What docs it mean for a function to be diffcrcnliablc on an open interval?

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____o
, n a closed interval?
AK2&3: What docs it mean for a function to be differentiable on a closed interval?

The cllipted clements in this sentence cannot be omitted in the Thai lanb'l.W3e

bll! some words, especially a noun, c.m be substituted. The phra�e 'for afimc1io11' is

substituted with 'tua tee" which is similar in mcm1ing to '11, e o,w that' while the
question is substituted witli and expanded lnto '/aeh ....... mai11vamwa ' yang'rai,

(And wfml ab,wr ....., mewls what?.' The relative pronoun 'lee · (//mt)' and lhc verbal
group 'Im a11upa11 dai- (literally rncm1s 'can ca/cul,,1eica11 fi11d w,luc for ils

dcrivmive · in Thai but here il can mean '(be) differentiable) are also n�-:ded to

modify the classifier in the Thai sentence in this case. Actually the word

'dijJerct11iuble' means 'lee" or ',·,mg ' Ira am1pa11 r/ai-.' When 'tee " or 'sung' ha

a11upa11 dai-' is placed after the word 'Illa tee ',' the word 'Ice" or 'srwng" in fronl
of the word 'ha mmpan dai- "' is deleted because both 'tee" and 'suc,ag " function

similarly as a conjunction joining a noun/pronoun and ils modifier together.

Howavcr, il is common for some Thai people to say or write ' /uc rec ' sung" but not
'ruarcc'Jcc'.'

In the interpretation lest (lest L), thincen sludcnls from the HSG anci only one

from the LSG could score on this item. In the recovery test (test 2), eleven HSG

students and three LSG could recover the elliptcd element correctly while in the

recognition test (test 3), fifteen HSG und thineJn LSG students recognised the

cllip!cd clements provided in the multipl� choices.
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The problem with this item was caused by the di!Tcrence between the

students' tmgcl and firsl languages. The presupposed sentence structure in the target

language was totally dilforcnt from that i n Thai. In Thai, lhis sentence is not spoken
or written as long as it is in the English Ianguagc. ll is rcud:

Thai: Function lee' (or sueng')haanupan dai- bon
IG: Function

differentiable

Thai/2: Maikwnmwa'

10:

Mean

on

yang'rai

chuang' perd

interval

open

what (or how)

LT: Wlrnt (docs the) function (to be) di!Tercnliablc on an open interval
mean'!

Thus the students were unable to undcrstan<.i tile English sentence (Chansing 1986).

And as a result they could not inlcrpl'et the second sentence either. The Thai

language used for translating or inlcrprP-ting the problem sentence was also very

complicated in itself because it needed a substitution and expansion. But for the
recovery test, the students applied the.:r skill at using context clues to help rclricvc

the clliptcd clements wiU1�ut knowing w!mt the sentence meant (Allen 1995). They

just compared the sentences and reulised the similarity, and finally supplied the
sentence as presupposed. This was lhe same for lhc recee,'llition test.
ltem l9

PS:

What i� a second derivative? A third derivative?

IG:

And (classifier ofa derivative) third

AKl:
LT:

tce'sam

kue arai
is

And what about (a) third derivative, what i s il?

PS2&3: Wlrnt is a second derivative? _

AK2&3: What is a third derivative?

_

_

what

_ ,a third derivative?

This item is similar to the previous hem in that the presupposed element

cmmot be cllipled in the Thai language but it can he substituted. The noun
'derivative' is replaced by the classifier 'tau'. And the question part is expanded into

'/ae/i ... kue aria (and what about ..... is what?' The word '1/iird' means 'tee" sam' in

Thai.
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In the interpretation test, twenty-one HSG and seven LSG students could

interpret the sentence correctly while in (],e recovery test, fewer students from the

HSG could score on the item; only nineteen of them. But more LSG students,

thirteen students, could recover the elliptcd clements correctly. In the recognition
test, fewer HSG students could recognise the omitted elements provided while many
more LSG students, nineteen, were able to pick up the el!iptc<l elements correctly.

Tiic students reasoned that they did not understand the presupposed sentence.

TI1ey tried to transfote word by word and co.uld not get the right meaning. In the
rcc�very test, many students supplied the word 'And' as n conjunction only.

Furthennore, most students in the HSG put 'Whal about' or 'How aboUI' in, and they
also chose these two answers in \lie recognition test, reasoning that they were
fnn:iiliar with this type of questions. In addition, they were close to the Thai language

when being trnnslatcd. The students did not get any points fo r those two answers
because they were not the exact one and according to Huddleston and Pullum (2002),

'Whm abor11' and 'flow about' arc not appropriate in formal language such as tlrnt
found in written textbooks. Those who could score on the items said that they just

copied the presupposed sentence beo;ause they looked at the neighbouring context
and believed that what they found there was of Ilic same paltem. In the recognition
test, many HSG students chose either 'And whm abow' or 'Ami how abor11 · which
was just partially correct. So they did not score much on this item.

With respect to the dimculty of this type of ellipsis, the quantitative analysis

in Chapter 5 revealed that its mean scores of the correct items in the interpretation,

recovery, ari d recognition tests were .69, .74, and 1.15, making the average score of
th<"" 3 tests of .86, the highest score of all types. However, il is below the mid point.

As for the students' perception on this type, most students viewed four items as
difficult. Only items 18, and 19 were rnted as easy. Fram this it could be claimed that

this ellipsis type w�s rnther difficult. Both groups' perceptions accorded relatively
well with their performance.

The investigation of the students' performance by groups and by tests shown

in Tables 3, 4, and 5, Chapter 5 revealed that the HSG was much bcllcr than the LSG
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in anewering the interprotntion and recovery tests. For the recognition test, both

groups could perform almost similarly. The mean scores by tests of the llSG were

.99, 1.03, and 1.25, while those of the LSG were .38, .45, and 1.04 respectively. The

finding accorded with the ability of each group. As for the perception, the HSG rated

most items as easy while lhe LSG did lhc opposite. The LSG's perception was true
while that oflhc HSG was somewhat less so.

4. Ellipsis Type 2: Standard Ellipsis (items 6, 8, 9, 13)
Four criteria are applied for this type of ellipsis, according to Quirk, ct al

(1985). Criterion (e), the exact copy criterion, need not apply.
Item 6
PSJ:

Ifthc velocity ofa particle i� non-zero, can its acceleration ever be zero?

AKI:

.i.ruJ.g atibai

JG:

Explain.
explain

PS2&3: lfthe velocity of a particle is non-zero, can its acceleralion ever be zero?
Explain _

_

_
_

AK2&3: Explain wilyor whynot it is so.
In tile Timi langnagc, the clements after 'explaill ·can be cl!ipted as in English.

But the word 'jo11g' must be added in the front of 'alibai' (explain) because it is a
pre-verb for ordering someone 10 do something (Bandhumedlrn 1967). It is not a part

of the word 'explai11 ', However, the word Jo.11g· may be omitted if the sentence is

not e!iiptcd. That is, 'jong' may nol be needed when we say 'Erplaill whether the

particle's acce/era/iou can everbezero ifits velocity is 11011-zero. '

This item was interpreted correctly by 29 students (48.33 %). Most students

viewed it as an easy item. The ones who got it wrong did so because they did not put
the word 'jong' in the front.
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Some students gave only the meaning of the word as in the glossary, not being

aware of ellipsis both in English and Thai.

In the recovery lest, only three students from the HSG and one from the LSG

scored on this item. A number of students said there was no need to fill in the blanks

because the sentence was complete in itself, implying that they were not awure ofthe

ellipsis. Those who completed the sentence with the wrong answers put in the

following: how, how could they do /hat, please, why does ii happen, the reason why
irs accelcralio11 ever be zero, why ii can be zero, ycur thi11ki11g, why ii con or ca11 '/,

its "ccelera/fon may be zero, why do yori tlaink like thm, yow· <111swer, rhat, re/ale
between velocity 011d 1Jcce/era1/o11. The students' answers reveal that many of them

knew well what was requested by way of explanation but they did not know how to

express it in English. Their answers, ' w/Jy it can or why ii c1111 ' 1, ' can best illustrate
their ability to retrieve the elements. The answer ""please'" reveals that the students
might have thnught in tcnns Mpolitencgs in spoken language.

In the rcCO!lnitiM test, twenty-two students (15 from the HSG, 7 from the

LSG) answered 'why or why not its acceleration co11 ever be zero.'

This

phenomenon is the same as what they did in item 2, which is related to the mauer of
surface and deep structure. The students might have unconsciously applied the
grnmmar rules for sentence combining and word deletion which they had

ovcrgenernlised (Se!inker 1972) to their retrieval of their answers. TI1oy,
consequently, retrieved almost the exact copy of the presupposed clements, not
realiiing another layer of derivation.

In addition, there were some studenls who chose 'ubmit the velocity and the

acceleratio11

af a particle'. This answer r.an be said to be associated with the Thai

language. Thai teachers usually ask students, in the Thai language, to explain ' abo111
something' not 'e;,:p/ai11 something/ So the word ' explain about· remained in lbeir
mind as an intcrlanguagc phrase, causing the retrieval of such words in the given
situation (Cabrera 2002., Luth 2002, Krnshen 2002, Zingale 2Q02, Tona 1999). This
is wby only 7 HSG students could score on this item.
Ill

Item 8

PS!:

AK!:
JG:
JG:

Video are produced as you would any video products (set, actor, and so

on), then digitized for storage on CD-ROM,
There are 2 possible answers:
J, video tuk pa!it

k,
,0�
1"aac'le"e''e
P•e;,
o ,
re•le;1-�
yang' tee' ,k,�

video

produced as

they produce

video

produced as

you produce video in general

2. video tuk palit

yong' tee' ,ko,o,�p,al,H�

in general

"•
� ''•'•"cl,","'ce
l"e'',
pa,1

PS2&3: Videos are produced as you would ____ any video product,
AK.2&3: produce/ do to

In Thai, the first alternative from the answer key is preferable if the word

'you' is changed to 'they' because it is understood that most readers could not

produce a video. Rather someone else could. The word 'k(111' is a post-verb meaning

'with each other, ' or '/ogetlier' when many people do something together o r

something similar. In the first alternative intcl]lretation, the auxiliary 'would' and
'video products' can be lefl out. For the second, the word 'you' is still present, the

word 'would' is dropped out, 'produce' is retained, and 'prorlr1cls' is elliptcd.

Not being professional translators, all studcn1s answered with the second

choice. Only three students (8.33 %) from the HSG could answer this item correctly.

Almost all students viewed this item us hard. This may be because such sentences are

very rare in textbcoks used In English classes. The researcher is quite certain that

English teachers rarely teach this kind of sentence. If lhey happen to come across it,

they may just translate it for the students, not emphasising wlrnt is cllipted o r

explaining why the sentence i s formed a s such. Tl is possible that the students did n o t

nnderstand why t h e auxiliary i s followed by the object instead o f the finite verb. If

they had realised this, they should have known that the finite verb is elliptcd. But if

they had never been taught ellipsis of this kind, lhis would have been beyond their
ability. This type of sentences needs to be taught.

Only 6 students could answer this item correclly in lest 2; 3 from each group.

The incorrect answers are: as, prod11ce by, assemble, be, have, use, like, produced,
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hig/itec/1, video digitized, to, digitiied, be produced, storage and so on. Among these,
assemble is the closest to the context but the word is not presupposed. However, this
reveals that the students' thinking process is based on their native language. And as

they were students in the field of science and technology, they picked up the

technical term to complctc the sentence. The answers, /aightcc/1 . video digilized, and
digitised, also revealed the studeots' background knowledge in technology. The

answers, 'be' and 'like' illuslratc the ;;tudcnts ' acquaintance with the two words

employed oiler the auxiliary 'wo11!,r cau�c�! hy fn:qucnll)' heard English expressions

in and outside the classroom. The phrnscs 'pmd11rr /Jy, produced. and be praduced'
show lhat the students knew the presupposition but were not able to recover the

correct word. This resulted from their lack of grammar knowledge. The answer
'storage ' is very clear evidence that U1c students tried to find the word by equatin g

the English with the Thai and they did not know that 'slomge' i s a noun. Tiiis reveals
that sOJme students' grammar awareness was very poor.

In test 3, this is also a matter of code-mixing of L2 and Ll (Zingale 2002).

The students took the presupposed clements and their first language rule inlo
account. What was presupposed was 'produced' and the Thai grammar rule

prohibited the omission of the finite 1•erb. Therefore, many students answered

'prod1 1ced,' the exact copy ofthe presupposed element, not realizing lhat the elliptcd
verb was placed after the auxiliary 'would,' and the righl word must be 'prod1 1ce,' an
infinitive verb. Fourteen students from (he HSG and six from the LSG scored on this

item. TI1is reveals that ifthe cl!iptcd word� are not the exact copy of the presupposed
one, it is almost impossible for Thai students lo recover or recognize them.
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Itcm9
PSI:

AKI:
JG:
IG:

In 1981, IBM tossed its hat into the personal computer ring wilh its

announcement of the IBM Personal Computer, or IBM PC. By the end of
1982, 835,000 had been sold.

There arc 2 possible answers for this item:

1 . kai computer IBM PC dai-1 {orpai) 835,000 krueng'
sell computer IBM PC

835,000

computer

835,000

2. computer

IBM PC tuk kai pai 835,000 krneng'
IBM PC was sold

PS2&3: By the end of 1982, 835,000 _ ____ had been sold.
AK2&3: IBM Personal Computers I IBM PCs

Unlike in the English language, the se_ntem;c structure of the active and the
passive voice in the Thai language is the same. The Thai readers or the listeners can

automatically realise or distinguish who the perfonncr or the receiver of the action is.

{Wimonchalao 1992, Tantulakom 1997).
Eg. Thai:
IG:

LT:

sapan kamlangkoh'sangbridge

is building

(Tlic) bridge is (being) built.

Most of the time, only action that causes negative results is written or spoken

in the passive structure as in English (Tantulakom 1997}. In Timi, the word 'tuk'

(which is not a form of the verb 'be,' but can be considered equivalent to the function

ofthe verb 'be' in English passive voice) is inserted in front of the main verb to show
that the subject ofthe sentence is the receiver ofthe action.
Eg. Thai:
IG:

LT:

pu-chai kolJ!lueng' tuk ka'

"

A man was killed.

was killed

In item 9, the problem statement is in the passive voice. The students may not

have realized or remembered the passive voice structure of the English sentence. So
some of them could not interpret this sentence. Twenty-six students (43.3 %) could
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interpret correctly and they chose to interpret as in tl1e second alternative in the
answer key.

Of those who did not answer, some th0ught that 835,000 was the amount of

money the company had got as they did not recognise the passive verb that followed

but thought of the money earned in relation to the word 'sold.' Unlike English verbs,

verbs in the Timi language never undergo any change no matter what time the events
occur or what the subject is, singular or plural. 'Sell' or 'sold' means the san1c in

Thai. Wl1en one 'kai' (sell, sells, sold) something, he gels the money. So they put the

word 'doli or' or 'bahI' (Timi currency) in.

On the eontrnry, some students did not put any word af\er the number in their

interpretation. Theyjust wrote:
Thai:
JG:

kai dai- 835,000

sell

835,000

as their answer.

leaving ambiguity as to whal the number refers to. Tiiis, according to the researcher,

was cheating. The students did not know exactly what the number referred to. They
chose not to supply any word after the number lo be safe from penalty despite not

allowing the omission of a classifier in the Thai language. They used a n avoidance

strategy to answer this problem. (Tarone, Cohen, and Dumas 1983).

Wilh respect to the word 'dai-,' it is a post-verb meaning that one has done

something and gained whatever and ' pai' in the second answer key is also a post

verb used to indicate that something was taken away. {Bundhumedha 1982,

Phukbhasuk 1980).

Regarding the number '835.GOO,' as there was no noun af\er it, it was

ambiguous to the students especially when they did not recognise the passive voice

sentence. To them, it might have referred lo what was sold or to the amount of
money received, It may be said thai in this ilCm, the students knew tbat something

was ellipted but they did not know what, so they did not put any word in. Some

sludenls might have bccu afraid that it would be wrong to put more words in as it

would be different from the original sentence. Therefore, the causes of the mistakes
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here were related to their low English proficiency and the interference of the mother

tongue.

Twenty-three students recovered the clliptcd clements correctly in test 2; 19

from the HSG and 4 from the LSG. The interesting wrong answers are computers,
rmits, products, piece. These particular answers show that the s1uden1s had tried to
find the word with the same meaning as u cl�ssifier for {a) eomputer(s) in the Thui

language to fill in, but they could not recall the exact word. The other answers were

costed, $, profit, bath {llrni currency). They show 1hnt the students did not
understand the sentence. Seeing the big number, they related it to lhc word 'sold' and

filled the blank with such words. Another interesting answer is 'ofit' which implies

that the students knew what 835,000 referred to but could not use the proper English
word to answer,

In test 3, the researcher intended to have choice (e) ns lhe correct answer for

this item, she offered 2 alternatives within this choice; IBM personal computers or
IBM PCs. Her intention was that citl1cr IBM personal computers or IBM PCs was

correct. She did not mean that the students had to fill all the words of this choice in
the sentence slot.

In llmiland, it is common to have 2 alternatives in one answer

choice us the one in (c), if both are correct, or jf one allemalive is the abbreviation or
another name of the other one. It is c.ertain that students know and are familiar with

this kind of option. Since r.tudcn1s are thus likely to interpret the two elements i n ©

a s alternatives rather than constituting the whole answer, either element ('IBM

personal comp111ers' or 'IBM PCs · could also be counted as correct. So in choice {c),
if the students understand the presupposed and the elliptical sentences, it will not be

any problem to them, However, within this choice the researcher unintentionally

typed the word 'tile' in front of the words 'IBM personal computers or IBM PCs, '
which made the choice grammatically wrong. Nevertheless, twenty-seven students

chose choice (c) as their answer, saying that they looked at the presupposed sentence

in finding the answe r for this item and knew that 'IBMperso11a/ compwers or IBM

PCs were sold.' According to the analysis of this item in the interpretation and the
recovery tests, the students' mistake was caused by other factors rather than the

article 'the.' A number of students c:.ould not s�ore on this item in the recognition test
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mostly because of other kinds of b'fllmmar mistake. For example, they did not recall
that the ellipte<l words needed an 's' ending as it is a plural noun. Unlike in English,
no additional clement is needed at the end of a noun to mark its plurality in Thai. In

this item, the ellipted word was different from the presupposed noun. It needs an 's'

ending because it is a plural noun. Consequently, some students foiled lo recognise
this point. Some students answered 'IBMs' because 'IBM' to their knowledge in

common speech refers to (any bramls or kinds of) �omputers rather lhan to the
company itself. IBM was the first brand of computer machines tlrnt came into use in

Thailand. So 'IBM' is oficn used in reference to any brands of computers just as with

many other types of merchandise. For example, instead of using the term detergent,

lhey say 'Fab,' the first popular brand of detel"gent in Thailand, to refer to any brands

of detergent. It could be inferred that this was a problem of conceptual influence
across cullures. However, it cannot be that choice of the answer (a) '/BMs ' revealed

the students' recognition of the plurality of the recovcr�-d clement because in choice

(c) the answer was in lhe plural too. Even though cjicc (c) contains an article '1/rc · in

the overall response or in the first alternative within response (c) (the IBM personal

computm), the �econd alternative (IBM PCs) could be argued to be correct for those
who interpret option (c) as providing two altemativcs. Tiie students who chose to
answer 'JBMs' did not realise that this response-though pragmatically appropriate in

common speech-is itself elliptical. Moreover, the word 'IBM' in the presupposed

sentence refers to the company prodaeing IBM computers but is used as a 'classifier'
(in Halliday's tcnns) in the phrase 'IBMperso11a/ computers. ' The researcher would

rather claim that the students did not know that the words 'personal computers ' or

'PCs ' had to come after the word 'IBM'.
Item 13

PS:

How is a function's differentiability at a point related to continuity there, if

AKI:

1a-pue' man

JG:

LT:

ll!....lill?
;r

bangeam

coincidentally

sampan kan

relate

with each other

ifit is coincidentallyre!atcd (with each other at all)

PS2&3: How is the function's differentiability at a point related to continuity there,
;r_

__ _ at all?
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AK2&3: ifit is al al!/ ifit is related to continuityat all?
This sentence is considered a standard ellipsis sentence because the recovered

element is not exactly lhe same copy as that of the presupposed sentence. The
presupposed 'afi111ctio11 's dijfere/1/iability a/ a point' is replaced by the pronoun 'it.'

In the Thai language, this sentence was spoken or written di!Terently. ll reads:
t a -p11e ' man bangearn sampan ka11

which literally means 'if ii

is

coi11cider.tally re/mrd wilh each ollwr. · The word

'pue','or '!wk' is a part of the word

mean

'if.'

'if.'

'ra-pue," 'ta-hak,' or 'In-' can be said to

In this case, it i s necessary to say 'ra-p1w," or 'ta-lmk,' and 'bangeam',

because the combination of these three words included the meaning of the word 'at

all.' The word 'sampaa' is usually followed by either the word 'ka11' if two things

arc related to/with each other or by 'k1111 kab' if one thing is related to/ with another.
The word 'l«m' is a post-verb which means 'with each other' o r 'togerhcr.' (sec item
8)

Only two students fro.rn !Jie HSG could interpret lhis item accurately. This

item is considered the hardest one. One reason behind this is that the elliptical
sentence of this kind does not nccur in Thai. We have to say it in full as in lhe answer

key to the interpretation test (AKI). Another reason is that the students arc more
familiar with 'at all' in another sense as in 'I do11 't /ih tl,;s at all,' rather than this

type of sentence. 'at al/' in '/ da11 't like this <1/ all,' means 'lacy,' which is a word for

expressing emphasis. So when the students combined the words 'if and 'al all' in
this sense, tl:ey could not arrive at any sensible meaning.

Apart from this, the lexicon and the structure of the ;::.«supposed sentence arc

also factors that obstruct the students' ability t.o interpret. The subject of the problem

sentence is modified with too many words both i n the i�nt nnd at the back. Some

students thought that 'related lo • .......there' was a participial phrase modifying the

word 'a point'. They felt confused. However, some students considered that this item

was easy because only a short phrase was required for the interpretation and they
were sure to score on this item. But they were wrong.
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In test 2, only one student from HSG could score on this item. Thirty-five

subjects did not supply any word saying that they did not know and could not find
any word for the slot. TI1c wonls the students had filled in were: one. 1h<11. i11c/i,des

any case. afimc1io11 's diffcrc111iabi/i1y. co11/hmity. the poi11/s arc. ail of which were
relevant to neither English nor Thai. It might be said that the students knew neither
the structure nor the ellipsis of this kind of sentences.

In test 3, not many students could score on this it�m either. This was so

primarily because the structures of the Ll and L2 sentences were vastly different, i.e.

tho omit1cd part was totally different from that of the Thai language, and secondly

because the modification of the noun subject was so complicated. In addition, tbe

auxiliary and the finite verbs were placed very far from each other causing students'

confusion. However, lbcre were some students who made lbe choice containing
'there is' which indicates that they nsed lhc neighbouring context lo help to retrieve

the missing clements. Unfortunately, they were nut correct. Only 18 smdents could
recognise the elliptcd clement in this item: 1 2 from the HSG and 6 from the LSG.

In regard to the quantitative analysis in Chapter 5, standard ellipsis of lhe

interpretation test was ranked the lowest with the mean score of .M lliis ellipsis
type's mean scores of tests 2 and 3 were .33 and .72. By !;fOUps, the mean score of

the HSG was twice as high as that of LSG (.85 and .43). for the perception on this
type of ellipsis, the students viewed two items as difficult (items 8 and 13), and

another two (items 6 and 9), as easy but 1hey scored on the items very poorly.

According to the quantitative and qualitative analysis, it might he inferred that

students' problems of incomplete grammatical knowledge, ovcrgeneralisntion,

interlanguage, and sentence ambiguity as well as complexity found in the analysis of

this lypc significantly caused the students' difficulty.

5. Ellipsis Type 3: Structural Ellipsis (items 16, 17,21)
Ellipsis of this type can be recovered structurally, i.e. the ellipted element can

be retrieved with the help oftbe structure of the sentence. Two probleru items in this

type arc similar in that the word 'that' following tho:: verb and preceding a clause was
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clliptcd. But in Tiiai, lhe word 'wa ·• which is equivalent to the English word 'that'
in this context cannot be omitted. It is automatically attached to the verbs related to

thought and speaking such as 1/ii11k. beUeve, assrm,e, co11dude, say, wouder, !mow,
etc., when they are followed by a clause. The other item is also structurally
recoverable. The relative pronoun 'that' representing things is omitted. l l means

'tee " or 'sueng" in Thai and it cannot be elliptl'll. However, the students were more
familiar with the word 'Iha/' as a demonstrative adjective meaning '11011-' in Thai.

Item 16
PSI:

Repeal this process until you arc convinced you have found the shortest

AK!:

jonkmtung' kun

Jll!!h.
JG:

AKl/2: tang
!G:

path

you

nae 'jai

arc convinced

tee's an- tee' sud lacw-

wa' kun dai- pop

that you have found

shortest

PS2&3: Repeat this process until you a,c convinced__ _ you have found the
shortest path.

AK2&J: that

This must have been the easiest item for the students. It received the highest

score frequency of ail in the interpi:elution test; 27 from the HSG and 22 from the

LSG, making a total of 49 points or 81.66 %. The students could interpret this item
wcH because the word 'wa" comes automatically after the word 'co11villced' in Thai.

For those who could not score on this item, it was because they did not undern!and

the meaning of the whole sentenco. TI1ey just used their imagination and answered
something different.

In the recovery test, no one from the LSG could retrieve the ellipted element.

Only 16 students from the HSG could answer this item correctly. The reason why

most students could not recover tl1e word after 'co11vinccd' is thut there is no

equivalent English word for 'wa" in Thai. So most of lhcm said they did not know.

Some of them suid lhe sentence was complete in itself and there was no need to find

the word to complete the sentence. However, some students tried to find th� English
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word that they thought was closest in meaning. For example, some of them put in the
word 'which' because they got confused by the relative pronoun 'which' nnd 'that'

botl1 of which can be used to represent a non-human noun. They thought that 'which'

means the same as ' thar' 1101 realizing that the 'tlwt' in this test item conveys a

different meaning. Some students completed the sentence with ii. process, and

so/U1io1J. This rnight be because they thought that 'couvillced' was a transitive verb.
So they supplied a n objec1. For the answer ' with process·, it is rertain th�t the

smdenls translated from the Thai language. Thai people say " 111w'j,1i k,,h something'
meaning 'co11vi11ced

with

somell,illg'. '/rah' means 'with'. So instead of saying

'convinced ofsomcthillg', they say "co11vil1ccd will, somethi11g'. This shows that the
students did not understmid that 'co,1vi11ccd that' must be followed by a clause and
'co11l'i11ced with' must be followed by a noun. Apart from those answers, there are

some interesting ones like 'or rmt/1, a11d, until', in which it may he presumed that the
students supplied the connector to combine the two clauses togct;1er.

Some students did not chose the word 'that' in the rccove!)' test, maybe
because they forgot thnt it can be used as a com1ec1or me�ning '\\'u·• in Thai, not

only as a demonstrative adjective. So they tried the other choices. However, 37

students; 26 from the HSG and l l from the LSG, could answer this item correctly.
Item 17

PS!:

A billio11aire offers to give you$ I billion if yon can com,t it out using

only one-dollar bills. Will you accept her offer? Assume you can count

one bill every second, and be sure to allow for the fact 1lmt you need eight

AKI:

IG:

LT:

hours a day for sleeping and eating.

sommut wa' kun samart nab

assume that you cm

assume (that) you can

count

count

dni- nueng' bai' toh' winatcc.

'"'
°"'

note per

second

bill every second

PS2&3: Assume___ you can count cue bill every secoml,
AK2&3: that

TI1irty-six students could interpret this Hem correctly. Many students who

could not said they did not know. They wrote something like ' they arc cu1111tir1g ba11k
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110/es,' etc., for their unswer, In this test, the researcher did no( provide the meaning
of the word 'assume' for the students because if it had been told, they would have
known nt once thut 'wa" was omitted. The students would have alreudy known this

word. If not, they were allowed lo consult the dictionary or ask the researcher or the
proctors. So the problem here was that they neither looked it up nor listened when

their peers asked the researcher nnd the proctors. Another problem is with lhe word

'every'. If it had been changed to the word 'per', more students might have got the

correct answer. The s!Udcn(s were more familiar with the word 'per' limn 'every' in
lhe sense ofrntio. Sothey could not interpret the item as they should.

For the recovery test, the students could not recover the omitted word '!hat'

because they could not find im English word equivalent lo the Timi word 'wa '.' This
is the same problem as llmt irt the previous ilcm. They were more familiar with the

word '1/aut · in lhc form of a demonstrative adjective modifying a noun placed far
away as mentioned earlier.

It was obvious that lhe number of HSG ,;\udents being able to answer this item

correctly was dramatically fewer than 1hosc who could successfully complete the
intcrprclation test and the previous item. Only 7 of them and I from the LSG could
recover the right word, Many students did not give any answer. Some answered 'if

b�causc lhcy were accustomed to saying 'sm,mm/ wa' ta-' which means '<1ss11mc

rhat if-' Many Thai people say so even though it is not grammatical in Timi. 'if is the
repetition of the conditional word.

More than half of the student:, pid<: �d 'if as lheir choice in the recognition
test. Tiiis is so because, as said above, Thai people can s a y 'asrnme 1/,u/ if.' The

students did not know that this is not possible in English. S o only 16 students; 13
from the HSG and 3 from the LSG, could ans1�cr the item correctly.

Item 21
PSI:

Careful study shows that, as the temperature ofan object increases, the

thcnnal radiation it emits consisL'l ofa continuous distribution of

wavelengths from the infrared, visible, and ultraviolet portions of
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AKI:

IO:

LT:

spec1rum.
rangscc

kwamron-

radiation !henna\

lee

man pae' okma

thal it

(The) thcnna! radiation (that) it emits

emit

PS2&3: Careful study shows that, as lhe temperature ofan object increases, the
lhennal radiation

it emits corisists of a continuous distribution of

wavelengths from tbc infrared, visible lllld ultraviolet portions of spectrum.

AK2&3: that

Twenty.one students (35 %) could interpret this item corrcclly. Most students

who could not score on this item probably were not aware that 'ii emits' is a relative
clause modifying 'thermal radiat/011' and they did not know how to break the

sentence into chunks so that it wa.s easier to inte.prcl (Chansing 1986). It is very

common in Thai that when we talk about something, we say the noun subject first

followed by its pronoun then a verb and the rest of the sentence, for example, 'lhe

teacher he doesn ·1 come loday'. This characteristic of the Thai language was referred

to as 'Topie-eomme11t' by Thep-akarapong (1997, p. 293) as '/efi .dislocatioJJ ' by

Grohmann (2000). So in this item, the students maintained lhe word order of the
mother tongue (Zingale 2002) by arplying tlicir first language lo L2 interpretation

based on their familiarity. So mosl of them say "raditUim, t/icrm11/ ii will emit w11vc

thermal conlimwus/y, "not being aware of the omitted word 'that.'

Only 8 students from the HSG could recover this item in the recovery test.

Most students did not put any word in, saying that they did not know what was

missing. As noted above, the students did not know how to split the sentence into

chunks to make it clearer for their inteTJJretation. The wrong answers that can be used

to trace the students' idea arc object, of. ofWI object, make. The students put the
word 'object' in as a noun modified by the thermal radiation. Those who completed

the sentence with 'of aad 'of mi object' might have thought of the relationship

between 'the thermal radiation' and 'it' or 'an object,' while those who chose the

word 'make' might have thought of finding a verb for the subject, 'the thermal
radiation'. The students did not realise that 'i(emits' was a relative clause modifying
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'the thermal radial/au.' They had based themselves 011 the Thai language most of the

time when they were stndying English.

As some students did not realise that a relative clause was embedded due to

lhe length and Uie comp!exily of the sentence, they chose either the word 'when' or

'of to fill in the blank in the n::cognition test. Twenty-three students, 11 from the

HSG and 1 2 from the LSG, scored on this item.

According to the quantitative data in Chapter 5, the mean scores of ellipsis

type 3 (structural ellipsis) of the whole group (HSG and LSG combined) were 1.18

for the interpretation lest, .36 and .84 for the recovery and the recognition tests

respectively.

By groups, the HSG performed much better lhan lhe LSG did. The mean

scores of the HSG were 1.33, .69, 1 . 1 1 and those of the LSG were 1.03, .02, and .58.

Both groups' mean scores of the interpretation test surpassed the mid point. As said

above that the ellipted word is automatically attached to the Thai verbs that mean
'co11vi11ce' and 'assume. ' So the students could interpret them correctly. But their

attempts to recover the words in test 2 could prove that they were nol aware of
ctlipsis of this type.

As per the students' perception on this type olcl!ipsis, both groups viewed all

items as easy. Nevertheless, they wen:: 1101 awarded many points, Their performance
and their perception did not accord wilh each other.

6. Ellipsis Type 4: Structural Ellipsis without Precise
Recoverability (items 22, 24, 25)
According to Quirk, el al. (1985), this type of ellipsis can be recovered

structurally bul the ellipted clement can be one of the two or three different words,

for example, the relative pronouns 'who,' 'whom.' a11d 'that' all of which can b e

used t o represent a human noun. The fol\owing items oftbis study contain this type
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of ellipsis. The ellipted clements are a fonn of relative pronouns. They arc either

'which' or 'Ihat' which means 'Ice" or 'sue11g" in Thai. The difference between the

English and Thai languages in relation to relative clauses is !hal the relative pronouns

can be omitted in some cases in English bul they cannot be omitted in Thai. These

two Thai relative pronouns must be put immediately after the noun lhey modify.

Item 22
PSI:

How many derivatives docs the function you know have?

!G:

function that you know have derivative how many?

AKI:
LT:

function tee' kun

rujak mcc anupan

kce' tua?

How many derivatives (does) (the) function (Iha!) you know have?

PS2&3: How many derivatives docs the function _
AK2&3 : which I that

_
_ you know have?

Most s!udent1 foiled to mention the clanse 'do you know' i n their

interpretation of this item. Many of them said 'How ma11y derivatives does this

fimctio11 have?' or 'How ma11y fi111ctio11s does the derivalh'e have?' Twcnty·one

students (35 %) could interpret this sentence correctly, 18 from the HSG and 3 from
the LSG. Nonnally, the structure of the English qnestion is complicatr-:1 to Thai

students since many differences occur (Chansing 1986); the arrnngement of word
order, the placement of the question word, the movement of !he snbject, and the

addition of an auxiliary verb, all of which rcsnlt in Thai students' confnsion. When

the nonn snbjec! is modified by a relative clause whose relative pronoun is omi!tcd, it

is even more confnsing. !f the relative pronoun were not deleted, the students might

be able to interpret the given quesllon.

In the recovery lest, most students did not answer this item. Only 13 students

from the HSG could recover the cllip1�,1 element correctly. Tiic wrong responses

were order, do, ca11, are, if, of. The answers that can be traced back arc 'do' and 'if.'

The students filled the blank wilh these two words bceansc they were familiar with
the question 'Do yo11 know.... ?' And the clause

'ifyou know•. .'

In the recognition

test, they also picked up these words as their choice. This confirmed the researcher's
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speculation. Thirty-five students could score on this item, 20 from the HSG and 15
from the LSG.

Item 24

PSI:

A joystick is a vertical stick that moves the graphic cursors in the direction

AK!:

nai tittang

LT:

in (the) direction that (the)joyslick is pushed

the stick is pushed.

JG:

tee' joystick

In direction that joystick

tuk pluk
is

pushed

pai

PS2&3: A joystick is a vertical stick that moves the graphic cursors in the direction
___ the stick is pushed.
AK2&3: that/which

Forty-one stude111s (68.3 %), 25 from the HSG nnd 16 from the LSG could

interpret this item correctly. As the r-clalive pronoun in Thai cannot be left out, the

students put the word 'Ice"' in its pla,;e automaticnlly. Some of those who answered

wrongly said, 'this se11/e11ce talks about a device.' They did not realise what they
were asked to do. Some just spoke about something else like 'To usethe device, the

device is pushed,' or 'move tlm cursor by p11shi11g tile slick.' This reveals that the
students were not aware ofwhnt they were asked to do and what the sentcnco meant.

In the reccvery test, c11ly one student from the LSG a11d 1 7 from the HSG could

recover this item. And only 14 students could recognize the cllipled element in this
item i11 the recognition test, 9 from the HSG and 5 from the LSG.

Hcm25
PSI:

Hcwevcr, if you sec something on TVyou like, you can probably obtain

AK!:

tn- kun hen kong tee' kun chob nai

LT:

if you sec (some)thing th.it you like in TV

JG:

the rights to use it (usually for fee).
if

you

sec thing that you like

in

TV

TV

PS2&3: However, if you see something on TV _ _ _ you like,

AK2&3: which/ Um!
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Some students appeared to translate thi> sentence word by word, causing a n

ambiguity on what 'you like' (the 'TV' or 'something'). Thirty-six students (60%)

could score on this item in the interpretation test. This English sentence is ambiguous

to Thai students. They are not sure aboul 'what you like', 'so111e1hi11g' or 'TV'
be<:ause in Thai, the relative clause 'yo11 like' i s nonna!ly placed after the noun it

modifies. Eighteen students from the HSG could recover this item in test 2 (the

recovery test). 11iose who could not, possibly, did nol remember or understand what

they had studied in their Euglish clusses in ri:lation to the relative clause. In test 3

(recognition test), the same number of students ns that in test 2 could recognize the
omitted word, 15 from the HSG and 3 from the LSG.

Owing to the findings above, it may be concluded 11rnt ellipsis type 4,

structural ellipsis wlthoul precise recovernbility, wns one of the difficull lypes. Its
mean scores for each test were 1.10, .55, and .68, which were less than half i n the

recovery and the recognition tests. However, by groups, the mean scores of the HSG

were 1.50, 1.08, and 1.06 and those of the I.SO were .70, .02, and .29 respcclively.

The HSG's perfonnancc onthis type of ellipsis is much better that that ofthc LSG.

With respect to the students' perception on this ellipsis type, they viewed the

first 2 items as easy (items 22 and 24), and the last item (item 25) as difficult. Their

scores did nol accord with their perception. I{ may be claimed lhat their perception
was deceptive.

7. Ellipsis Type 5: Nonfinite Clause with Ellipsis of the Relative
Pronoun and the Verb 'Be' (items 26, 27,29, 30)

Ellipsis of this type is related to the omission of the relative pronoun and the

verb 'be' in the passive voice relative clause in English. The passive voice relative

clause in Thai can be shortened by deleting the auxiliary 'be' when it is certain that

lhe object of a verb in the relative clause is not the perfonner of the action

(Bandhumedha 1967, 1982, Tantulakom 1997). The relative pronoun and the other
parts must be retained.
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Ilem26
PSI:

AKl:

The first part of this textbook deals with mechanics sometimes referred to
as either classical mechanics or Newtonian mechanics.
kolasat

sueng' bangkr/l!lg' ajja maitueng kolasat

IG:

mechanics which sometimes

IG:

mechanics Newtonian

AKl/2: kolasat
LT:

Newtonian

may refer to

classic

rue

mechanics classical or

mechanics which sometimes (was) referred to (as either) classical mechanics

or Newtonian mechanics

PS2&3: The first part of this textbook deals with mechanics, _

_
__ sometimes
referred to as either classical mechanics or Newtonian mechanics.

AK2&3: which is I that is

Only three students, two from the HSG and one from the LSG could interpret

this item. Most students said, 'sometimes classical meclumics or Newtonian

mechanics is referred lo ill mecha11ics.' In this sentence, the word 'referred' is the

past participle used to modify the word 'mcchrmics.' As the past simple and past

participle fonns of the verb "refel' are the same, that is 'referred,' Thai students can
hardly distinguish the difference between the two. So the students might have

thought that r
' eferred' was another main verb of the sentence as in Thai, the

participle verb modifying lhe noun object is oflen thought or used as a main verb of
that noun object.

Eg. Thai: chanhen kau dern yoo tee' sayam squarc
IG:

LT:

see him walk

at Siam Square

I saw liim walk(ing) in Siam Square

The word 'dern' or 'wa/k(i11g}' is often thought as a finite verb of the word 'kau' or
'him.' This is the cause why Thai poople frequently speak or write run-on sentences

in English.

Moreover, in Thai, passive voice is translated the same as active voice

(Tantulakom 1997, Wimonchalao 1992, Thcp-akarapong 1997). So in lhis item, the

students tended to think that 'sometimes mechanics meam or talks abo111 classical

mechanics and sometimes Means Newtonian mechanics.' Three students, two from
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the HSG and one from the LSG could interpret this sentence correctly, and only one
student from the HSG could recover- the ellipted element in test 2 while the rest of
the students were likely not to be aware of ellipsis in this sentence. In the recognition
test, 18 students could recognize tho answer to this item, 13 from (he HSG and 5
from the LSG.

Item 27

PSI:

AKI:
IG:

The Faraday constant is thequantityofelectricity required to deliver n

standard amount ofin electrolysis, and the SI unit ofcupocitance is the
Farad.

pariman foifaqnantity

jamnuan nung' tee' tong- song'

electricity amount

AKl/2: electrolysis
JG:

LT:

a

that must deliver

kaw
in

electrolysis

(the) quantity (of) electricity (that) was required to deliver a (standard)
amount (of) in electrolysis.

PS2&3: The Faraday constant is the quantity ofeleclricity _
deliver a standard amount ofin electrolysis,

_

_

_ rcquirctl to

AK2&3: which is/ that is

Most students could supply the Thai relative pronoun in this ilcm in the

interpretation test. Tiiosc who could not explained the different matter of Famday

constant which they had learned from their physics class instead. However, this item

is quite hard for some students to interpret because of the lexicon and the structure of
the whole sentence. The words 'qmwlily' and 'amo1mt' occur in close proximity to

one another. To the students, their meanings are the same. So they could not express
their meaning in Thai. Moreover, the prepositions 'of and '/11' arc also placed next to
each other. This increases the load of interpretation. In the recovery test, only one

student from the HSG could retrieve the cllipted clements while in the recognition

test, 19 students could recognize the omitted word, IO from the HSG and 9 from the

LSG.
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Item 29

PSI:

The second ha\fofthe proof, that Eqs, (3) imply that Fis conservative, is a

AKI:

pen pon

consequence of Stokcs'thcorem, taken up in Section 14.7,
is

IO:

kong tritsadeeStokcs tee' yoo' nai tontcc' 14.7

consequence of

theorem Stokes that is

in section 14.7

PS2&3: The second halfofthe proof, that Eqs,(3) imply that Fis a conservative, is
a consequence of Stokcs' theorem, _ _

AK2&3: which was I that was

_ taken up in Section 14.7.

Twenty-two students (36.66%) could interpret this item. Some students

thought that Stokes' theorem caused the writing of section 14.7. The others said, 'the

co11seque11ce of Stokes ' lheorem is applied /11 Sect/an 14,7.' As Timi docs not use

passive voice sentences frequeutly, the students did not realise that this was a deleted
fonn of a passive voice clause, No one scored on this item in the recovery test.

Twenty-two students could recognize the cllipted elements in this sentence, 19 from
the HSG and 3 from the LSG.

Item30
PSJ:

AKI:
IG:

A special glove fitted with scmors coyers her right hand and allows her to
manipulate objects during the design process.
tungmue piset

glove

AKl/2: tee'
IG:

LT:

"'

tee'

special that

m,e

tidtung - tua sensor wai- suamyoo'

fit/install

kw, kongkau

sensor

wear/cover

h�d right ho

(A) special glove (that was} fitted (with) sensors covers her right hand

PS2&3: A special glove _____ fittcd with ,cnsors covers her right hand..
AK2&3: which is/ that is

The students were confused with this item since there are 3 nouns in the

problem statement; the glove, the sensors and the hand. Their answers show that they

did not think that the sensor wa.s fitted on the glove but on the hand. Some answered

'the sensors cover her ha11d,' Thirty students {50 %), 16 from the HSG and !4 from

the LSG, interpreted this item accurately in the interpretation test. It may be said that
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thls sentence is quite ambiguous to the students as they did not know where the

sensors were fitted. If they had been aware of ellipsis and passive voice, they should

have been able to score on this ilem. No one could retrieve the e!liptcd clements of
this item in the recovery test. Only 20 students could pick up the right choice for this
item in the recognition test, 15 from the HSG and 5 from the LSG.

As a whole, items 26 - 27 received the lowest score frequency of all in the

recovery test. The students could not retrieve the omitted elements. They said the
items were very difficult. They did not understand the sentence stmcture and did not

know how to make sense of lhc glo�5ary given. The quantitative data obtained from
the tests also supported the impression that this type of ellipsis was a critical

problem. The mean scores of the 3 tests were .85, .12, and .66. The students could

retrieve this type of ellipsis in tests 2 and 3 the worst. Nevertheless, lhcy interpreted

this type a little bit better than they did eHipsis types ! and 2 {strict and standard

ellipses). This was so mainly because of the difference between the Thai and the
English languages especially in the area of passive voice. Tests 2 and 3 (recovery and

recognition tests) could trace that the students did not understand English passive

voice well and could not recognise it either.

Rcga!<ling the students' perception, item 26 was weighed almost the same on

both difficult and easy sides. Items 27 and 2') were viewed as difficult while item 30

was expressed as easy. Their pcrfommncc and their perception were not quite in
accordance with each other.

8. Discussion of the Findings
The item analysis of the study revealed thal the students used several

strategics to handle ellipsis in the tests. At least l l strategies were quite obvious.

This finding accorded with Cham',\ and Kupper (1989 cited by Oxford 1989, p.3),

who confirmed that language learners at all levels use strategics for reading either
consciously or uncon.;ciously. But it contradicted Oxford's (1989) claim, which was

that the most successful learners tend lo use learning strategics that arc appropriate to

the material, to the task, and to their own goals, needs, and stage of learning (see
ISi

Chapter 2). !t w:is found in lhis research that even though the students adopted many

appropriate strategies such us using conlexlua\ or structural cties to answer the
9Jlipsis problems nnd even though half of the subjects hnd high potential in

classroom English, they were not so successful in solving the ellipsis problem. The
quantitative part of this study especially in Chapter 4 could best prove that both

groups of the subjects were not good at ellipsis. They scored on a small numtcr of
ellipsis test items (sec lhc students' test results in Tables 3 - 7, Chapter 4). The whole

group's correct item mean scores on the 3 tests were very low; only 7.9 items out of
20 for the interpretation test, just 3.88 for the recoverability nnd 7.45 for the

recognition test. When considering the high and low scoring groups separately, it can

be seen that the high scoring group's mean scores for tests I, 2 and 3 were 10,5, 6.04
and 9.9. They gained only half of the total in test I and 3 and did very poor!y in test

2. For the low scoring group, their me:in scores of the 3 tesls were 5.33, 1.63 and

5.01, which was very low. This led to tile question whether both strategies, using
contextual or structural cues to answer lhc ellipsis problems, employed by the

students were appropriate to the material, to the task, and to their own goals, needs,

and stage of learning or not. According to the researcher, they were very appropriate

because the test items were from their own textbooks and most el!iplieal clements
were presupposed. It was necessary for readers to examine conlexl clues or structure

of the sentence when handling ellipsis (Allen 1995, Momouchi 1986, Shapiro and

Hestvik 1995). The presupposed elements were certainly lhe best clues.

Nevertheless, these strategies were not very helpful in enabling them to interpret
elliptical sentences. It was possible that, according to Barnett (!988), the students'

foreign language ability was not high enough to comprehend the unique

characteristics of English sentence structure.

Apart from using contcxlufil and sentence structural cues as two major

strategics to handle most elliptical sentences, the analysis also revealed that the

students employed some other strategies to do the tests. These were word-for-word
translation into LI with the help of the glossary found in items I, 4, 6, 9, and 16 of

the inte1pretation test, looking at co-text for a parallel structure, in items 1 , 2, 13, 18,

19, guessing in most items, using subject mailer knowledge to work out the meaning,

in items 2, 9, 2S, 26, 27, applying classroom knowledge or generalization, in items 2,
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6, am! 10, operating with analogy with LI, in items 2, G, 8, 19, and 22, projecting
back to supposed deep structure, in items 2, avoidance, in items 13, !7, 18, and 19,
and operating by analogy within L2, in item 16.

Actually the word-for-word iranslation ·strategy was applied to many items in

the intcl]lre1ation test bnt it was very apparent in the items mentioned above and

those who used this strntcgy were not awarded a point because they stopped

translating where the sentence ended for fear that it would not be correct if they put

more words in. They were not confident enough to take a risk to answer the test.

This, as mentioned earlier, accorded with Barnett's ( ! 988) claim which is that
readers' level of willingness to take risk in interacting with the lCXl and their foreign

language ability arc variables that can detenuine the level of reader comprehension.

The more willingness and 1he better ability they have, the more risks they tend to

take. Wilh regard to the subjects of this study, it might he said that level of their

comprehension might have been low. If not, they would have taken more risks to
answer the ilcms in more words.

Another strategy frequently employed was guessing. Several students said that

they guessed in answering most items when they did not really know the answer.

And they used this strategy as the last choice. Guessing answers and not taking risks

in answering were referred to by Ellis (1996), Corder (1983), Tyrone, Cohen, and

Dumas (1983), as two of the avoidance sub-strategics.

Using subject matter knowledge to work out the meaning was another strategy

found in this study. The student might try to answer the test items but not be able to

!rnnslate 1hem literally. However, they knew the subject mal!er of those items. They,

therefore, nsed their background knowledge of the subject matter to explain in their

own words instead of intcl]Jreting tho part they were required to do (sec analysis of

items 26 and 27). This accorded with the finding of Kato (1986) nod Grant-Davie

(1995) which is that backi,mund knowledge of the subject matter is essential for the

intel]lretation of elliptical sentenccS. Guessing answers, not laking risks to answer,

and using subject matter knowledge to work out the meaning were referred to by
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Ellis (1996), Corder (1983), Tyrone, Cohen and Dumas (1983) as avoidance sub

slrategies.

In regard to analo�y, the recoverability test revealed that one of the strategics

frequently used was operating by analogy with LI. The students supplied the English

words translated from their first language. But the words they used wero not correct

in the particular context of iinglish. For example, in item 6 of the recovery test, some

students filled the blank with 'hoir could /hey do //,a/, ' 'why doe; ii happen; ' to

mean 'how ;uch phe1w11ie11011 occr1u ' because they tried to use the English sentence

translated from lhc Thai language, believing that bo\h were equivalent and should be

correct. This finding contradicted Robinson's (1978) claim, which was that a

strategy in a given silnation has the best chance of successful application ifit is used
in another situation identical to the one in which it is taught. In the classroom setting,

the students were o!len familiar with the translation method of tc�ching. TI1cy
appli�d it in doing the tc.1t, not realizing the lack of correspondence of the words and

cventual!y were not successful.

In addition to LI analogy, some s!Pdents chose to perform their task by L2

analogy (see analysis of items 4, 6, and 9). Tiiose who used this strategy might not

have realizer\ the limitation of the po�sibilities of analogy of L2 words, A particular

word can be used in the pRrticular �ontcxt; for example, 'do the job,' not 'make the

job' and 'make the bed' not 'do the bed.' However, sume students dill not recall this

matter because in this case, 'do' and 'make' mean the same in Tlrni. Thus, they used
the wor<l that they were more familiar with or they could think of first. (see lhe
analysis of item 4, 6, and 9).

Projecting back to the supposed deep structure was also found in the study as

one of the strategies the students used to retrieve the omit1cd clements. Blum-Kulka
and Levcnston (1983) say thal normally the students do accumulate knowledge o f L 2

structures but find it difficult t o organise and present lhem appropriately and

coherently. In this study, some students did not know the meaning of the sentJnee.

TI1ey just compared the preceding part with the part they were supposed to do and

copietl the words from the similar pru-t to retrieve for the clliptcd clements. (This is
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referred to by Hardison {1992) as 'ti,,, copyir,g process.') Conscqucn1ly, they gol lbc

wrong il!lSWer (sec the analysis of item 2). Nonetheless, other students did not
compare the structures o f tlrn presupposed and the elliptical scnlcnccs. They knew

the meillling cf lhc sentence and so copied the presupposed words, which actually
belonged to the deep �tructnrc of tltc sentence, not realising that the presupposed
elements were �crivcd {,:,fore they were omitted (sec analysis of ilems 2 and 8).

Ofa!l strategies, avoidance was mosl frequently employed. The students who

did not answer the test always said thal they did not know the nnswcr, to avoid

thinking of some other reasons.

Apart from students' slrntegics, the itc_m analysis also revealed a number of

studcnls' problems obstrm;ling their ability lo h;indle ellipsis such as di!Tcrcnccs

between LI and L2, English ability, teaching o f Engliih, etc. all of which might be
1;�nh mentioning in this thesis.

One unavoidable grass root problem was the difference between English and

Thai lilllguagc structures. Chansing (1936), Wimonchalao (1992), Tantulakom

{ 1 997), and Norris (2000) agree tlrnt structural differences bctwee,: lhe two
languages cause difficul\y in lranslmion. The present study ,1pparcntly supported

what they said as most students could nol do the interpretation test (test \). The

flSG's and LSG's mean scores were l0.5 and 5.33 0111 of the total of20 (see Table 4,

Cha1,ter 4). In reference to students' performance of test l '.11 Table 5, Chapter 4, it
could be- seen that there arc a lot of items on which students' scores were very low

such as items 8, 10, 13, and 2G. Only J out of60 ,audcnts could score on item 8, 10

and 26, and only 2 students could s�ore on item ll. When the structures of the

problem stmements were invcstig.ited and compared with those of the 111ai language,

it was found that they were lotal!y different. And so this was the cause of errors

(Dechert 1983, Ellis l 997, Iwata 1998, Nonis 2000).

Students' low English proficiency was another major problem that caused

difficully not only in the ellipsis tests but alsc in dealing with English as a whole.

TI1c cause o f tbi� problem could have hccn mnny; e.g. the students' ability, the
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students' experience in past English classes including EST clusscs, English class

materials, teachers, and learning cnvironmcnl.

The 0U1er two relevant problems found in this study were students'

in�omplcte knowledge of second language grammar and incomplete recall of second

language instruction, both of which were related lo each other. The analysis

especially of tcsts 2 and 3 revealed that most students did not lrnve proper

grammatical kuowledgc. Thuy depended loo much on understanding of sentence

parts rnther than the sentence structure as a whole, which, as Hoey (1991) claims, can

resull in inability to sec the semantic inlerrelntionship of each part of the long

sentence (sec analysis of item 21 us an e�arnple). The students could neither recall

nor recognize the ellipted clements well enough. For example, they inscrt�d a past

paiticiple verb 'produced' imtead o f an infinitive verb 'produce' after tho modal

'would' in item 8 in spite of having been laugh\ in class that a modal had to be

followed by an infinitive verb They <lid not recall the instruction on how reported

speech questions arc arranged. Consequently, they could not fill in the cl!ipted

rL'POrtcd speech nflcr the cl�usc '1111d here 's why' in item 4, A number of students

could not retrieve or recognise lhe conjunction 'that' in ellipsis type 3, structural

ellipsis, Mony of them said thut the sentences were complete. This also showed that

1hcy were not aware of ellipsis.

Students' msufficicnt second language vocabulary was one of the major

problems resulting in inability to gain clues from co-text. In the recovery test, in

which lhe clliptc<l clements had to be supplied, very few students could do so. Most
of them reasoned thal they n�ilher had much English vocabulary nor understood lhe

sentences even though a glossary was given. Moreover lhcy did not know that the
preceding sentences usually presupposed the elliptcd clements.

Another problem found was students' incomplcle background knowledge,

which could be an obstacle for their undcrsianding of English. In lhc analysis of

items 26, 27 and 29, some students used their background knowledge to answer the

problems rather than using !heir English language knowledge. As such background

knowledge was incomplete, theycould not answer the test items correctly.
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Lack ofattention to structural detail could be seen when the students answered

item 4, They were nol careful enough to examine what was exactly ellipted in lhc
English sentence. They just jumped to their conclusion and answered 'why it also

holds for 11�k+/' instead of 'why the answer is yes' in item 4. Item 17 could also

confirm that the students were careless. TI1cy did not pick up cues from the test
setting which could have helped them. They did not register when lhc proctor gave
the meaning of the word 'assume' to thoir peer. If they haJ done so, they could have

got the correct answer nt least for test ! , the interpretatior. test. The investigation also

showed that many students did not pny much attention to answering the whole tests

espccinlly tests I and 2. A number of test items were left blank. They reasoned that

they had no aptitude in language study and so were poor in English. For test 3, every
student did choose the answer providcd for all itcms but not many could answer the

items correctly.

Trnnsfcr of training and overgcnernlisalion were found intermingling and

obstructing students' ability lo rclr.ievc the omitted word correctly. This study

eonfinned 1hat if student5 were onen exposed to any words or sentence patterns too

often, such words or patterns would stick firmly in their mind resulting in habit

formation and ovcrgenerali5ation (Tarone, Cohen, and Dumas 1983, p. 8). Thai

students had been given too much concentrated prncticc with specific words like '/

am' or 'I'm' as it wns easier to slll!t practising with something in relation to oneself;

·J am a boy, I am a girl, I am Jumgry .... 'They, therefore, used '/um' every time they

started the sentence with 'J' no matter what tenses were employed. The finding in

this thesis revealed that the subjects used to frequently practise English sentences

with the verb 'be' preceded by modols such as ca11, could, will, wo11/d. They
sometimes put the word 'like' to follow the word 'wou/d' as they are accustomed lo
the cxpressian '/ wo11ld like 10 .....'. Moreover, too much prncticc of specific words

like '/am' or 'I'm,' 'like.' �nd 'be, '. many ofthem filled in '/Jc' instead of'havc' to

answer test item no, 4, which rends, ·You sl,r,u/d s11spect t/J//1 the law ofgravity does

1101 /Jave rl,c inverse square dependence that ii should _

_ .' This wns so because

the s1udcn\s could nol differen(iale between sentences (Ronco 2002, p. 2). ''They

thought about new experiences in lcrrns of old experiem:es," (Tagg 1996, p. 31)
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Another problem causing students' difficulty was the first language transfer.

This is a significant problem causing students' inability to master their second

language learning. Many ellipses in the Thai language arc different fa ' those i n

English. Students were not familiar with the English ellipsis, so they transferred their

Thai concept into their interpretation and retrieval of elliptcd elements in English.

Test item no. l 7 could best illustrate this claim. As the problem statement is 'Assume

you ca11 co1111/ 011c bill every second.' the students interpreted as 'Assume ifyor1 can

co11111 one bill every second' because it is very common in Thai to employ (he word
'ta- (if) ' af\er the word 'sonmmt wa· (assume llwl}'. TI1c students therefore

transferred their Thai to English intmprctalion and retrieval of ellipsis. This finding

supported what had been claimed before by Gass and Sclinker (1992), Pouw (1995),
Schwartz and Sprouse (1996), Chunji and Fang (2000), Iwata (1998), Bhela (1999);

Ellis (1997), Albert and Olber (1978 cited in Bhela 1999), Blum-Kulka and
Levcnston (1983) and Fantini and Reagan (1992) !hut language transfer plays a role
in influencing the students' L2 study.

As a result of language transfer, some intcrlangunge forms were used by the

students in this study. This could obviously be seen in items 16 and 17. The students

mixed the native language lexicon with that of th!l target language. They said
'ca11vince,l wit/1' instead of 'co11v/11ecd Iha/', and 'assume if instead of'assumc that'

because they could use those expressions in their native language (Tarone, Cohen,

and Dumas 1983, p. 8).

Verbal substitmion was found to be as another problem the stmicnts were

unable to handle. In many cases, before a part of the sentence is ellipled, it undergoes

some changes or derivations. Substitution is one of the phenomena. ln elliptical

sentences, it was hard for the students to sec that the cllipted clements had already
been derived to the surface form (Monson 1982). They just looked at the

presupposed part and copied it (Hardison 1992) for the answer (sec the analysis of

item 2}. Item 2 illustrated the conlradiction between Quirk, ct al.'s (1985) and

Halliday and Hasan's (1976) theory of ellipsis. The fornier seems in favour of
retrieving the exact copy of the presupposed elements while the latter prefer tbe

verbal substitution or the surface form. Witl1 respect to this study, both were
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acceptable because it at least showed that the students understood the sentence.

Unfortunately, not many of them could answer this ilem correctly.

Misreading of anuphoro, pragmatic misreading, and conceptual influence

across cultures were also problems hindering students' ability to interpret, recover
and recognize elliptical elements (McArther 1988, Fazi\atfar 1999, Nash-Webber

1978). In item 4, the students could not figure out what should be an anaphor of the

ellipted part. They let their Thai conc,;pt ovcITUle their L2 linguistic cues, picking np

the wrong anaphor to answer the test (see analysis ofilem 4). This phenomenon also
occurred in item 6 where the students misread the problem statements and, tl1creforc,
answered in terms of politeness by filling the word 'please' afier the instructional

verb 'Explain' instead of pulling 'why or why 110I it fa• so?' in.

Some students made mistakes because of their carelessness. In item 4 oftest 3

(recovery test), they chose 'does ii Jwldfor 11 = k+l' to complete the sentence 'The

answer isyes, 011d here is why _ ��- --··' They did not notice that this sentence
·
was not in(crregative. When they saw the word why, they just thought that it was.

They, consequently, chose the choice that was in the fom1 of an interrogative

sentence. Item 17 could also illnstrate the studen1s' carelessness. The students neither

paid attention to the proctor's explan'1tion of the meaning of the word 'ass11me' nor

consulted a dictionary. So they did not score on this item.

The analysis of item 6 revealed that the conceptual difference across sub

cultures could be a problem for students, as they could use a variety of words in one
situation in Thai but not in English.

Another problem causing students' difficulty was the ambiguity of some

structural cues such as the past simple and the past participle forms of regular verbs

in English ending with 'ed. ' Tlw students cou_ld not differentiate them. This was the

case for item 26.

English homonyms in L2 wen; another source of the students' difficulty. The

students were unable to pick up the right English word for the specific conte)l'.t. In
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item 4, the students did not know which English word to use to express the meaning

of 'luk, ' or 'jing' in Thai. They used lhe word 'real' in a wrong context

Inability to access deep s\rur:.ture seemed to be one of lhc problems in

lmndling cl!ipsis too. The analysis ofitemsl9 and 24 showed lhat the students did not
know the structure of a complex sentence containing a relative clause and participial

phrase, so they could not intcrpret,_recovcr, or recognise what was cllipted in such

sentences.

Of all problems found in this study, fack of instruction in ellipsis could

account for all mistakes the students had made. Most students admitted that they

neither knew the meaning nor understood the problem sentences they were required
to interpret, recover and recognise.

9. Conclusion
The ilem analysis revealed that students faced difficulty in solving ellipsis

problems. They tried their best to do the job using several strategics gained from

their past experience and English classrooms to handle ellipsis. Context and

structural clues were generally employed iu most items. If these two strategics failed

to overcome the difficulty, they resorted lo other strategies such as word-for-word

translation, operating with analogy of LI and so on. Yet most students guessed doing

lhe lest when they could not solve the problems and some used an avoidance strategy

by just saying they did not know how lo answer the tests. No matter how hard they

tried, they were not very successful. Severa! problems were found lo be the sources
of difficulty interfering wilh students' ability to handle ellipsis problems. The most

apparent factor was that they ha(l not been taught this topic in class before. But if

they incidentally had, the teaching was just indirect. So it could be concluded that

most students were not aware of ellipsis and could not score well on the tests. Some

major problems responsible for students' failure found in this study were insufficient
gramnrntical and structural knowledge, inadequate command of vocabulary,
inefficient reading skill, language transfer and transfer of training.
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With respect to the perceptions on t11e test items (Tables 8 and 9, Chapter 4),

most students viewed rnorc items as easy while their pcrfonn�ncc scores were not as

mlatively high. H may be claimed that their perceptions were not in accordance with
their overall performance on 3 ellipsis tests, which was very low.

lo the next chapter, the overall study including the quantitative and qualitative

data and findings will be reviewed in tl1e light of the research questions and

hypotheses. Implications and suggestions for further study will be included.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion, Implications and Suggestions
1. Introduction
This study has invcstii;ated students' ability to in!elJlrel elliptical sentences
and to recover and recognise ellipled elements occurring in science and technology

textbooks. It has also examined the factors supporting and hindering the students'

ability to solve problems with respect to ellipsis, Quantitative and qualitative analysis
has been carried out and presented in the previous chapters. In lhis final chapter, the

whole study including the findings will be summnriscd. Implications will be
discussed and a number ofsuggestions for further study will be made.

2. Summary of the Study
Teaching and learning English in Thailand has not been as successful as might

be desired. There seem to be many problems. English ellipsis was suspected to be an

obstacle hindering students' ability to learn English. The present study was,

therefore, conducted to find out whether it was true or not and to serve the following
pUIJlOSCS:

L to survey what types of elliptical sentences frequently occur in the scientific
and technical leKtbooks read by students at KMITNB,

2. to investigate students' performance in inte[Jlreting elliptical sentences,

3. to check students' understanding of elliptical sentences,

4. lo find out whether students can recover the ellipted elements,

5. to investigate what promotes or obstructs students' ability to intc[Jlret and
recover ellipsis in sentences,

6. to find out which particular types o f elliptical sentences arc more difficult for
Thai students.
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The study purposes led to the following questions:

I. To what extent do students interpret elliptical sentences correctly?

2. Are students aware of ellipsis where it occurs?

3. Arc students capable ofrecovering ellipted elements?
4. What factors arc associated with students'

a) ability I inability lo int-crprct ellipses correctly?

b) ability/ inability to provide the ellipted elements?

Then the following hypotheses were proposed:

I. Students' difficnltics in interpreting elliptical scntenccs and recovering
e!lipted elements can be related to (a) LI transfer{b) L 2 reading strategics.

2. Degree of difficully in retrieval of ellipsis, based on Quirk, el aJ.'s (1985)
principles, relates to degree of difficulty in interpretation.

To serve the study purposes, to answer the questions and to test the

hypotheses, literature related to ellipsis was reviewed. It was found that Halliday and

Hasan (1976), and Quirk, et al. (1985) have described ellipsis elaborately. Halliday
and Hasan (1976) classify ellipsis into 3 main lypcs. And within one type, there arc

some more subtypes, which they linguistically touch upon in detailing every

possibility (see Cbapter 2). But Quirk, et al. (1�85) classify ellipsis into 9 main types,
basing on the recoverability principles. Each of their ellipsis types represents a group

of sentences as a whole. Therefore, the ellipsis category of Quirk, el a!. (1985) was

employed i n this sludy because one of ils main purposes was to investigate the
students' ability to recover elliptical clements. Elliptical sentences were surveyed in

students' three core course English textbooks in science and technology, physics,

nmthematies, and computer. Six eHipsis types, namely, strict ellipsis, standard
ellipsis, ellipsis short of criterion of unique recoverability, structural ellipsis,
structural ellipsis without precise recoverability, lllld nonfinite clause witb ellipsis of

the relative prononn und tbe verb 'be', were found frequently to occur. Three ellipsis

tests were, then, provided, using the ci!iptica\ sentences extracted from the tbrcc
surveyed textbooks. All tests contained the same ellipsis examples but required the

subjects to do different tasks. The first one was for interpreting elliptical sentences

(Appendix I). The second and the third were for recovering and recognising ellipted
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clements (Appendices 2 and 3). The first test was supposed to check students'

understanding and aw(lreness of elliptical sentences while the second and the third
were intended to examine their knowledge of English as well as what promoted or
obstructed the teaching and learning process.

As for the size of the tests, there were 30 ellipsis problem statements in each

test. Pre or post sentences were also given as clues. Five items formed one ellipsis
t;,pc. However, it was found later that 8 ellipsis test items were defective, so they

were disc(lrded. The deletion affected the item number of ellipsis short of criterion of
unlque recoverability. There were only 2 items left in the type, So this ellipsis was

also deleted.

Ta lessen students' frustration at vocabulary difficulty, a glossary was given

in the tests and dictionaries were allowed. Apart from interpreting, retrieving, and

reCO!,'tlising, the subjects were also required to rate the difficulty of ilems in the

interpretation test (test I) as well as ta explain how they answered the test ilems. The

information obtained was used to trace students' strategies, difficullv, and

perceptions of the tests. All tests wen� ndministcred successively on the same day, on

May 23, 2000. Time allowed for students to finish the tests was no[ limited but nll
students could finish the tests within 3 hours.

In regard to the subjei;ts of the study, they were sixty students who lmd

enrolled in two compulsory English courses in the academic year 1999, the first year

of their study in KMITNB. To select the subjects, students' scores obtained from the

two classroom English courses were added uP. The top 30 students fom1ed a group
called the high scoring group (HSG) and the bottom 30 formed another group called
the low scoring group (LSG).

The tests were marked by the researcher and a second mter. Two points were

given to the C)l'.act answer, one to tho partially correct answer, and zero for a wrong
answer. The total scores of each test were 40. However, only exact answers were

counted as correct for the purpose of counting the correct answer. The total number
ofitems was 20. The obtained data wc1c analysed using SPSS for Windows software.
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3. Summary of the Findings
The findings wi!I be summarised in regard to three diffrrent levels of

investigation: tests, ellipsis types, and items. For each level, phenomena in relation to
students' responses to the ellipsis tests will be included.

3.1 Findings in Relation to the Ellipsis Tests
Il was found that, as a whole, tile students could do the interpretation test best,

followed by the recognition and recovery tests respectively.

TI1c average scores on

the interpretation test (test 1) and the recognition test (test 3) were slightly different,

16.93 for test ! and 16.95 for test -3. out of \he total of 40. The recognition mean

score was the lowest, 8.96. (Table 6, Chapter 4). No tests' mean scores reached half

o[the total, implying that the students were poor in ellipsis. The analysis ofthe tests

revealed that students could score more on the recognition ttsl because there were
multiple-choice answers for them to choose. Some could recognise the correct

answers while some got the correct answer by guessing. As for the interpretation test,
a variety of answers were wholly or palrtially acceptable in Thai. So the students were

awarded points for such answers.

In contrast to the interpretation and the rccob'llition tests, the recoverability

test was scored very poorly. Students could not score well since most of them used

the direct translation method. The third lest, the recognition test, which was desib'lled

to trace the students' thought, confirmed that the students thought of the nnswcrs in

the Thai language first and then tran�lated th�_m into English before putting them in

the blanks provided in lest 2 or choosing the answer choice in test 3. Most answers

did not make sense in English due to the difference in structures and vocabulary
between LI and L2. The perfonnance of some students on some items in the

recognition test could also confinn that there was, to some extent, an interference of

the students' mother tongue. Insufficiency of grammatical knowledge was assumed
to partially cause students' inability to recover and recognise the elliptcd :lenients.
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With respect to the number of lhe correct items in which only llm exart

answers were counted, students' test I evidenced more exact answers tlrnn tests 2 �.J

3. The mean scores of the correct answers we_rc 7.9, 3.88, and 7.45 respectively out
of the total of 20 hems (Table 3, Chapter 4), implying that students were very wellk

i n ellipsis

In terms of correlation among the tests which included lhe 3 ellipsis tests and

the prior classroom English tests, it was found lhat nil correlated with each other
significantly (P < 0.001). Most students cou!d score more on the first and the third
tests but less on !he second correlatively. The HSG could do every test belier than the

LSG.

In addition to the perforrmmcc test, the students' perception of interpretation

test was examined. It was found, as a whole, that the students viewed more items as

easy (Tables 8, and 9, Chapter 4). However, their scores did not accord with their
perceptions, i.e. one might have expected th�t they might have said thnt the tests
were veryorexlremely difficult since their scores were very low.

3.2 Findings in Relation to Ellipsis Types
It was found, as a whole, that the students could score on ellipsis type 1, strict

ellipsis, the best (with the mean score of .86) since the ellipted clements could be

retrieved from the exact copy of the presupposed clause. Ellipsis type 5, nonfinite

clause with ellipsis of lhe relative pronoun and the verb 'be,' was scored the lowest.

Its mean score was only .54 out of the total of 2 points. This was mainly due to the

structural difference between LI and L2 especially in the area of relative cfauses and

passive voice (sec item analysis in Chapter 6). The sentence structures ofboth active
and passive voice are the same in most ca.<:es in the Thai language. Readers or
listeners intuitively know who is the perform.er or receiver of the nclion. Relative

pronouns cannot be elliptcd in Timi. Therefore, ellipsis type 5 could be neither
recovered nor recognised due lo the influence of the students' mother tongue and the
complexity of the English sentences in the test.
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Another three ellipsis types were not scored well either. Their mean scores in

the order ofdifficulty were .56, .77, and .79 for types 2, 4 and 3 respectively.

In the interpretation test, students could do ellipsis type 3 best with the mean

score of 1.18 followed by types 4, S, [,and 2. In the recovery test, they scored on

ellipsis type 5 tl1e worst. Its mean score was only .12. Students did not score ellipsis

type 5 well in the recognition test either. Its' mean score was .66 only (Figure 2,

Chapter 5). This is because the answers in the Thai language in test 1 arc acceptable,

but the answers in tests 2 and 3 revealed that the students neither understood the

problem slalemcnts nor had enough backb'l"OUnd knowledge of English sentence

structures. Furthmnorc, a number of students were not aware of ellipsis for they said

that the sentences were complete in themselves and that there was no need to put any
words in the recovery test.

When taking the groups into account, the quantitative dn!a showed that the

HSG performed much better than the LSG in every ellipsis type and test. The HS(i
scored best on the recognition test, followed by the interpretation and recovery tests.

Its mean scores on most ellipsis types of the former surpassed half of the total. The
LSG interpreted ellipsis type 3 and recognised ellipsis type 1 lhe best with mean

scores of 1.03 and 1.04. Both groups s-cored poorly on the rC<:overy test (Figures 3, 4,

and 5, Chapter SJ.

3,3 Findings in Relation to Ellipsis Test Items
The calculation of correlations between test items revealed that most items in

one test correlated significantly with those in the other tests, indicating that the

students could score on the specific item in one test and that in the correlated test or

vice versa.

The item unalysis in Chapter 6 revealed that the students used many strategies

in handling ellipsis problems either consciously or unconsciously (sec also students'

transcripts in Appendix 4). At least 9 strategics were found. The strategics most
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consciously and frequently used were looking at structural and contextual cues, and
word-for-word translation. Another 4 strategics were; using subject matter

knowledge to work out the meaning, operating by analogy with Ll,
overgenemlisation of L2 structure, and projecting back to the supposed deep

structure. When those strategics were not effective, students tended to guess or avoid

answering. saying that they did not know or understand the sentences. The students

tried their best to succeed iu the tests using various strategics learnt from their

classrooms; nonetheless, they were not so successful as they should have been.

Several problems were found hindering students' ability in handling ellipsis.

The most important problem was the differen1:e between LI am! L2. Most ellipses in

English were found no\ possible in the Thai lafib'\lage, causing students' i1rnbility to
interpret elliptical sentences, recovering or recognising elliptcd clements. Students'

low English proficiency, incomplete knowledge of second language grammar,

incomplete recall of second languoge instruction, insufficient second language

vocabulary, incomplete background knowkdge of subject matter, lack of attention,
carelessness, misreading of anaphora, pragmatic misnmcling, inability to uccess deep

structure were all found to be obstacles that derived from the students themselves
(Chapter 6).

As for the problems caused by external factors, the careful investigation

indicates that lmnsfcr of training could lead to students' overgeneralisation, and,

together with lunguage transfer, could lead to interlanguagc features which

contrasted with target language features. <:;onceptual influence across cultures,
conceptual difference across sub-cultures, ambiguity of some structural cues, and

English homonyms were found to be apparent factors that obstructed students'

English ability. And another factor, which is !ack of intensive instruction on ellipsis,
could be held responsible for most of the problems (Chapter 6).

Apart from the problems, some factors were found lo support students' ability

in handling ellipsis especially in the interprcta!ion part. They were similarity of L I

and 12, some Thai unelliptible words equivalent t o the English el!ipted elementi;
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such as the word 'wah " which is equivalent lo the coitjunction '1/w1', and the
presupposed clements.

From the study, it could not he concluded that Ll is always an obstacle to L2

ellipsis in1crpretotion as there were some poinls that also supported the students'

ability lo imcrprcl elliptical sentence. But it could be said that LI plays an important

role In governing the students' transferring of language.

With respect to reading strategics, it could be concluded that using structural

aml contextual cues, and a grammar translation method arc stralegics that most affect

the students' ability in interpreting elliptical sentences and recovering 1he el!iptcd

clements.

lr, relation to the degree or rccovcmbility, it cannot be claimed that this

<l�pcnds on 1hc degree of difficully in int�r prc"ting. Bul the study has shown that the
stu<lents could i!llerprct twice us much as they could recover. It is possible that when

th,: students interpret in Th�i. whut tl1cy say is uu:eplablc but for the recoverability,

!hey just use the grammar translation method resulting in the wrong wonl/s for the
English eon1cxl most of the time. llic different structure and vocabulary or
homonyms ofthe two languages may partially !;indcr studcn1s' ability to recover.

In conclusion, l11c first hypothesis, which is 11rnt the students' <lifficu!ties in

intcrpretini; elliptical sentences and recovering clliptc<l clements can be related to (a)
L1 transfer (b) L2 reading s1ratcgics, was statistically and analytically supported by

the findings of !his study, while lbe second, which is !hat degree of difficulty in

retrieval of cllipsi�. based an Quirk, cl al.'s (!985) prit;ciplcs, relates lo <legrcc of

<lifficulty in inlerprclation, was not.

1-!owcvcr, the results of the study need to be inlerprelcd with camion as some

constraints arose <luring the test administration such as s1udcn1s' fatigue nnd boredom

for th�y had to sit for a long lcdiom; test with three papers consecutively. The

�Ludcnts might not have worked effectively in the second and the third les!S.

Moreover, the exrunina1ian was sch�'liulc<l aflcr a !ong break fro111 �tudcnts' English
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study am.I during their vacation. They might have forgotten some lessons they had
learned and might not have been in a mood conductive to being tested.

4. Implications and Suggestions
The findings of the present study revealed thal students in the field of science

and technology were still rn1hcr poor in the English of their field. Although, to some

extent, they knew the subject matter, it did not help them much in rcadiug English.
1cxtbooks in the same areas. According lo Grnnt-Davie (1995), ellipsis allows

efficient reading if the reader has enough background knowledge to allow ready
inference of what has been omitted nnd by requiring readers to make inferences, it

makes the writing more engaging, more intellectually or aesthetically stimulating.

Grant-Davie's (1995) belief could n-ot be applied to everyone especially the non

native speakers. It might par tially be possible that the students had not enough
background knowledge of bolh subject matter and the English language.

Actually the subjects of this study had been �tudying English for science and

technology for two consccutil'c semesters. 1lrny did nol perform as wc!I as they

should have done. It is possible that there may be Eomethini; wrong either with the

students themselves or with the Eng!ish instructions. As said in the first chapter,
students in the vocational �lream urc generally poor in English. This could be
confinned by the present study.

With respect to the teaching nf English, it was assumed in the prc,·ious

chapter that the past repetitive training on some words or sentence patterns could

affect students' learning proceas. They tended to 1ransfer the repetitive words/

patterns in most cases where such words occurred. For example, they would say '/

wn' or ·rm' whenever the word T w:1s mentioned. A variety of fom1s I words I
patterns arc suggested for practice lo overcome the problem of students'
overgcncralisation.

Jn regard lo the interlanguage, it may be assumed from this study that one of

the cause� of its retention was insufficient instructions. It is the teachers' job to
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explain in more detail or to give variou� usages of a word so that students do not

apply the wrong LI word they think equivalent to that in the English language. To

do this, or lo speculate which words should be explained in more detail, may sound

very hard for teachers to do. But if they can first try with words commonly used,
guide the students as lo h�w to choose the right word for the specific context, as well

as teach them Thai and English homonyms, it will be most beneficial lo the learners.

The present study also reveals that the students recalled incomplete

gmmmalical instruction. All students had certainly been taught how to combine

sentences using rdativc pronouns. The <le!ction ofthc pronouns am! the verb 'be' in
both active and passive voices had also been taught. But the students could not recall

what they had studied in class and could neither interpret the elliptical sentences nor

recover or rC<:O!,'Ilise lbc ellipted relat ive pronouns and lhe verb 'be.' It is possible

that during the cfoss, the s\udcnts might not have understood the lesson or been
attentive enough, or that the teachers neither emphasised the importance and the

frequent occurrence of this kind of ellipsis nor related what they taught to the reading

the students would encounter in the future. Relating ellipsis lo the relevant reading

and listening discourse is, thus, strongly recommended.

In reality ellipsis is always c�1ployed in both spoken and wrilten language.

Teaching cllipsi� as a separate topic is highly recommended to make students more

aware of lhis kind of discourse as the present study most qmunitativcly and
qualitatively confinns that students seemed to be unaware ofil.

With respect to the textbook according to Grant-Davie (1995, p. 6), "the

elliptical text is exclusive in the sense that it is not designed for all readers, just for

those who can supply missing infonnation or missing warrants or assumptions that

support an argument." It is suggested to textbook authors that the number of ellipses
be reduced and the occurrences be not too close or frequent. Even Halliday and

Hasan (cited in Placencia 1995, p.131) proposed two reduction principles which are:

"Do not reduce where reduction leads to unclarity. Otherwist, reduce as much as

possible." Mayer (1985) also recommended that science textbooks should be
improved. As Far as globalisation is concerned., students in most parts of the world
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can access textbooks more easily. ll will be beneficial to them if they can read good

textbooks more easily even though lhcy arc non- native speakers.

The findings of the ellipsis stady unveil a number of problems in rclatitm to

ellipsis in scientific and technological textbooks as well as teaching and learning
English in Thailand especially in the area of science and technology where most

students arc poor at English while the need for science and technology transfer

through English medium is apparent. Many problems arose from the students

themselves as mentioned earlier, yet many more were from learning and teaching
processes. Education planners, educators, administrators and teachers need to help to

solve such problems. It is necessary for English instructors to help to find out the

problems and to work out for solutions s o that the students in this field can improve

their English for !heir own bcnclit.

S. Suggestions for Further Study
The present study throws much light on students' difficulties in learning both

general English and English for specific purposes, There are many interesting topics

that need lo be deeply investigated. Below arc some suggestions thal may be useful
to perspective researchers.

As the study reveals thal mosl students were not aware of ellipsis and leads to

the above suggestion that ellipsis sltould be tnught intensivel y as anolher topic, a n

ellipsis teaching experiment should be conducted t o find out whether students' ability

in handling ellipsis is improved or no-t and to find out what supports and hinders their

ability.

This study did not investigate four types of ellipsis classified by Quirk, et al.

(1985) because they arc rarely found in science and technology textbooks. They are

quasi-ellipsis, ellipsis short of the criterion of unique recoverability, situational

ellipsis, and semantic implication. It is recommended that ellipsis of such types

should k studied in other forms or discourse to find out how frequently they occur,

to whal extent students can handle them, and whether lhey cause students problems
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in loaming English or not. The findings may help English cduca1ors, and teachers to
decide whether to put ellipsis in the teachin_g of English intensively. Moreover,

textbooks of different fields such as humanities, social study, politics, law,

commu!lication should be studied to find out which types ofellipsis frequently occur

and whether students can interpret, recover or recognise them or not. The language of
those fields is very important and necessary for communication and living.

Misinterpretation may lead to personal or global misunderstanding, and conflicts.
The further study may revea l many more things that will help improve global English
education. In addition, it m a y help to prove whether what Hutchinson and Waters

(1987) had found, which is that there .ire few semantic differences between scientific
and general English texts, is true or not.

Specific ellipsis types and subtypes of Halliday and Hasan (1976) could be

studied in the way in which this thesis has studied the types isolated by Quirk, ct al.

(1985), spcdfically, verbal ellipsis in relation to finiteness and modality, tense and
voice that could not be included or deeply investigated in this study. Unlike English

verbs, Thai verbs neither u ndergo clrnngc, rtor have a vnricly offorrti!i. In the present
study, the students got confused by p-r,st simple and past participle fonns of regular

verbs which look alike. They could not distinguish one from another. Furthermore,

they retrieved the words 'produced' and 'be produced' after the presupposed

elements 'Video are produced as ym, would ,.. ' in item 8, showing that they did not
understand modality and voice much. It would be interesting and clmllcnging to

investigate h�w students retrieve ellipsis of finite verbs. The outcome of the study
might help the teachers of English realise how necessary it is to handle ellipsis with

care in their teaching.

The current study also reveals that Timi students overgeneralised some

English words and expressions due to the transfar of repetitive training. Follow-up

studies could be made into the factors associated with this kind of transfer oftraining
and the ways in which student overgcnera!isalions on the basis of such learning can

be minimised.
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Appendices

Test 1
Student's Code _

_

_

_

_
_

Instructlons

1. Rend the following p�ssages carefully. Interpret the underlined part and write down
your interpretation in the llrni lungungc according to your understanding.

2. After interpreting each item, please answer the fol!owing questions either by tape recording or writing your answers on the blankE provided. Put n cross (X) in the box

on the right to express the level ofdifficulty according to your opinion.

3. Feel free to answer the questions. ln case you do not know how to answer, some
guidelines .ire provided but you can give more m1Swers according to your opinion.

Question I : Why did you lnterprcl as such?

(Below arc guidelines for the answers. You con choose more tban one or add some of
your own.}

a. I'm familiar with this kind ofsentences. [ always sec them in my te�lbooks.

b. J know the subjeel matter because I used to study it before.

c. I used to study and sec this kind of English sentences before.
d. I gue.ssed answering.

c. Others, p!cnse specify.

Question 2:

What help you to inlcl]lret ns such?

(Below ure guidelin�s for your answer. You can choose more tl1an one or add some of
your own.}

a. I used the knowledge ofgrammar and structure obtllinc<l fro m English classes.

b. I looked at the neighboring context. Please sper.ify which part/s or word/s.
c. Other.;, please specify.
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Test 1
Student's Code _

_

_

_
_

___

61LL'Ll:::th
1. sisrl1u'llflM1111111i11di1'l\!']1himt'i1mf111ii-iillrmurtil1111tu1iii m1w111l.lL'U1h,i;istl'n?.mn
Liluul'i1111;iuMlu'llfls�1s�rh1rn11111i
2. mtsLiluuti1Mau�lli1di£111l11sis111£1uti1t111J 2 'llfllliflltJtl t111mr,uius��'lm11JJ1iio1iiuuti1
111ou1Nlll��w1li1uiia 1m::sisn11fl°hlsllmu X 'lu'llas,i11ilo1t'i111w1111J�n11-iianm1i1
fl'l11Ju1n�1u1\1usl;i
3. ·'llfl11XLtA�HM11Jfi11111iumuM11J1ilu9'rs �11iJl'IS'lU9::l'lflUmi1sh "l::tifom1m111sn1r
111flU�1-.\1.\' 1!1fl9::111flUL�).JJ�Uiin/i1Ji
lilll'.l1L.1. li111Jli.;�r1111J1'11u1!u?
(1�om1ouU.mnn111 -!ioJ
n. �u1fluriu'Uor111u"Di1111dL1m::1,iu,i11rnulu1ii1rn.iflu
'II. 1f1ul1utfit1dmli.sf1ilfl\!1�"il1
fl. 1F1u�uu1m::1fluLliutl1::tur1m1:11ll,n�1:111uti1�u1nudmriou
'·

11111

"I. tu1 t1hun::y � - fhimu. !h::tr1bul\1il'n?.nli1fi11111fl::�fl'l1111'11u1!u?
(1ilfln111oul�mnn11 1 'Un)
n. t-iM1uf1�u1riuLflNl'lhS'llilsth::tt1fl 11fl::l1u1ntnl"
�lflm1aum
"II. n1ri'uiiom11Jlnl11i1u� ttJr111t::lj�1Hti1\!1nifoA111J1;i

fl.

tu 1 ttJtJllr.:ll
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In !his case we would express the masr as 1.5x tO' g
ifIhere11re threesigoir.caol figures and1 500x 10' g
iflhereare four.

01umn 7

''"

01umn
11iilM1miiu

'"'"" n"il o.,prcss• UMI
!gures • ofOLou
JilltlJL1. n. ,. "·

moss • mo clonmcanl•01�qi

i. _

_

__

___

_

' - -- - - --- -- - fl111J11...2 n. ,. fl. _ ____ _

_

_ ___

2. You should suspect tllat the law of gravity does not
01u�1n 7
01u»1n
01u
;u;peol • MOu law " nn 9,a,ily" uu1Ul,O,o Inverso SQuar•
dopondonce • m1utJ1"n<l"u"'1ri1610-.
fl1I!JJ1__j_. n. 1.

fl.

I, ____

!bmlL.2. n. �-

" -- --

_

_

bliim,�\\iu
_
_

_

' ---- - - - -- - - -

- - ---

mnmn
mnmn7

3. Plot points representing the profit as a runctiori of

year. and 1010them by as smoo'h a·curveasvou can.

.i1u�1n 1

''"

01umn
1Ji�R�71lliiU

plot poinls Lih11a1n represenliflll
proM • ri1lr luoclon
• �,rl,Tu 1o1n • 1�011lu, ,mooth • ,;uu curve• n1ul�•
O

O

JilltlJL1. n, 1, A.

s. -

----

••�•

;, _

-

_

-

_

__
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_

-

_

"'"

1J1nmn
tnnmn 7

filll1.IL..2.. n. ,. fl, ___________
4. lftlm formula holds for n = k. doos ll also hold for
n = k + 11 Theanswer is yes and.bru!u..�-

�1umn 1

formula = t"' l1olds Im = li11lW111 .. .L�U•i•
fl'.lil'.llL1. n. �- fl. ,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_

,. -

-

-

-

-

-

fl11llll...2. n. ,. fl. _

_

-

_

-

_

_

-

_

-

-

_

_

_
_

5. �' you can Instruct lhe agent to purch_�se
and deliver a present lo Ryan (a one-lime goal)
.,;,� = li'••n11 ;n,l<Ucl = uu::U, agent= a,unu purc�ase = �.
dol�o, = rl, pro,cnl a '""'l"11J Ryan a i;'•nu) l,tu goal = ,�1�u1"
fl'.lil'.llL1. n. �- fl. ,. _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _
_

,. ----

-

-

- --- -

fl11llll...2. n. �- A. _____

____

_

6. If t11e velocity of a particle is nonzero, can its

�1umn
�1U

1ilil1mu1nu
mnmn

mnmn7

�1uu1n 1
-i1umn
41a

uliim,mnu
u1n111n

111n111n 7

acceleration ever be lero? Ew@in.

41u�1n 1

velOG•li = M'"'h pa�lclc = �'I"'" non,oro = \ii,ilu,iuU
accolora!lon = """';' zero = �u,l Explaio = oilmu
fl1Il'.llL1. n. �- fl. ,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_

uliim1mnu

,. -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

41amn

-

-
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�1U

mmnn

a1mnn7

.fllllllL2. n. 1, fl. _

_

_

_

__ __

_

7. How do we know for sure wh�: lhe graph looks like between
the point we plot? The answer lies In calculus, as we will see

11umn 7

in Chapter 3. There we will use a marvelous malhemalical

!1u111n

tool called derivative to find out a curve"s shape between
platted paints. Meanwbllewe have tosetl1o roe plQ11lng

''"

1�ilm1mi'.1u

na]ols and connecting themas best we can
u1mnn 7
pt>nl a 1" plo� ploncd, plottlno a n,�u•iMtlunr,� hos rn a •,Jlu
'"'"''"'"' mathemalic" lool a ,a"ioail•momil�"'�"ffi,;,,r'll
de,l;atilto a mp'iut find out•�, curve a ",u\'ii, Sllopo a plh,
conneotino a ,iumi o

fl'.ill'.llL1.c n, 1, fl,

,. -

�- _

_

_

_

_

_

_

- - - - - - - - - -

filll'.lli..L n. �. fl, _

______

_
_

_

_
_

8. Videoare mod11cedas vouwouldanyvideoproduct
(set, actor, and so on). then digitized for storage on

.i1u1no 7

CD-ROM.

�,umn
�,u
hi�m,�l.iu

produced • ttO� producta tri\•11� d1g1lized a uiJ••�'ll'IJ1nJL0u
,:uuii'l�,n sl ori:go a L�U
/i:Jm.H....1. n. n. fl.

,. _

_

_

_______

' - - - - - - ----fl'.lfill1..l. n. �- fl. ___

_

_

_
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9. In 1981, IBM tossed its hal inlolhe personal computer
ring wilh its announcement of the IBM Personal

i1mn n 1

Computer, or IBM PC. By the end oJ 1982, 835000bad

J1u111n

''"

1lliim111lilU

lossed Hsilat ;n10: (ihtm� iMt�,� personal co,"pulor ,;n9 =
tfo�owamffl'l,�•fftow�"M sold=t,U

ii:m:rn...1. n. 1. �-

�- -

---

-

-

- ---

' --- - - - - - - - - Jrn!J..IL.2, n. 1, �. _

_

_

_

_

_

tnn�1n 1

_

_

_

_
_

10. \f\lhich deluxe slngla.llo:;)JM\.rl!Jl!m;, II.any. willbevacated
by the ond of Ills day?
J1u
dolu,o • fo11� �I"" singlo • ,�,,., hospool= 1,.,.,0,u,o ,aoalod =
�,lids;

tllilm1milu

1iJm.1L.1. n. 1, �- ,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_

mninn
mn1nn 7

,. -

-

-

-----------

n. ,. �- -----------
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111n

1 1 . �tupd
i
orbital motion)

.,,.n\u1Nol

!he ol hsrood Icartoon about

hln"" ,� IL<U "''"''''"• ""·

J1mnn 1
�1m11n
�1tl
hijj1muniu

otup;d � 11 Lho aohor ead • iJ•1�0nf1 ,i,rl,

liln.1H....1. n. ,. �-

'-

�. _

_

_

_

_

- - - - - ----

fl'.l..11'.l..1 n. 1, �- _

_

_

_

_

__ _ __

"'"

-

______

12. If lhe piece is cu\ in half. the two resulting pieces sll ll
retain their chemical identity. Butwhat IIthep�
c111 againandanain indefinitely?

�1i inn 1
J1u�1n
�10
ti.m,om1miu

"'"
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cl>en Hcal IOentrty = �ru�mliim,.nn indo1nHely c o�i,\,J���uin
.tiJm..lL.1. n.

,.

fl.

lilll'.llL2. n.

�-

Fl. _

,. -

�- ___

_

_

_

_

_

-- - - - ------_

_

_

_

_
_

____

_

13. How is a [unction's differentiabilityat a point related lo
continuity there, i!..aL.aU?

J1u111n 1
�1u111n
�1U

funcl ion's d1fleron1 1ablh11 ° o�>,uO,o,�,11-iu po,nl • i•

\J1ilfl�1ulilU

""

relaled to O ol"m'iul"ri\J/liiU'lt,,r\u oononulli • •11"'1otdm
fl1fillL.1. n.

�-

fl.

fl1nliL2. n.

�-

"'· -

,.

�.

-

---

-

-

mn111n 1

i1u111 n 7

Digital camera : Look, _

_

_ __ No film.

�1u111n
�1U
1��m111rilu

"'"

o,g,uilc,me,o c n�o,J;Sass
fl1fillL.1. n.
, _

_
_ __

ih.nw....z.

n.

�-

"'·
_

1.

_

;.
_

_

_____

_

"'·
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15, Vision Input offer., great promise for the future, Can you
Imagine traveling by car from your home town to
Charleston, South Carolina, wj (hout the burden or aclually
driving? Sound far-falched?Notreally?

"'"

V,s<on lnpu\ o�,rs a greal p<om;,o lor !ho ru,u,e, ; mri?itfmTn1Efoud,ool1'
001,iaa""l" imoglno • ""'""�i1 lmveling • mniitrn1>w,!hout a Unns,n
btJrdon • m,c oe!uOlly a si, 1 sound • \1<� lo�a,cllod • ln•t111»fa

.lllilllL1. n. ,, r1.

'-

-- -

,. _

-

_

___

-- _

fl1ffilL.2. n. �- r1. ___

_

,i,umn7
i1umn
i1u
'W�m1�1�u

_

_

-

mn1nn
mn�,n 7

_
_

_

____ _

16. Repeat this process ®ti! you are corwincedYOU

l1u�1n 7
i1u�1n

have round theshorlest oath.

re()<al a ,h-1"1 process• n1::uown1, unOI a Sl.!nlci, con,,lneed a u\lh
.,
four>el • m, .,.,,,.,1 a ltU"I" polh •�"
filmlL.1. n. t. r1.

,. _

_

_

___

_

_

___ __

' ---- - - - -- - - -BJ.IU!Ll, n. �- r1. ___

''"

'Wijm1�1"u

"'"

_
_

_

u1nmn 7
_

17. A billionaire offers to gtve you S1 bllllon If you Can count Ilout
using onlyone-dollar bills. Will you accept her offer?
Assume youcancountonebill eve!Y second and be sure lo
allow for the fact that you needs eight hours a day !or sleeping

i1u�1n 7
01umn

''"

'Wij,mm"u

and eating.

u1r.ll'ln 'I
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b1llmm; ,e � <11n,jliu!,u ollo,s • LOUO blllilo • .,;ui,u eoun\ • liu
one-dollar b;11, • ,uU•,luo= 1 ftoo1hf sccor>d = Su,� 00 sum lo allow for l�e
foci U,a\• �Oluu1si·,�o,;h,a1l�ulu

.tbn:rn...i. n. 1. fl, �-

,. ----

- - - - - - - -

Blrllli..l. n. 1. fl. _ _________ _

16, Whal does It mean for a function to be differentiable on an
open interval? onaclosed inte!Yal?

�1u111n 7
i1mnn

mean= Mu1w101II01 funclloo • liorl:iu d1llcrcntiobla • i,\11o�l1uM
open lnler,al • ,h,1il� ci..,o 1"1•'""•1 • ,J-,,il�

l1liim11J1·�u

"""'-'- "

'

"""'-2.

"

' "· '
,. "

u1n111n
01n111n7

19. What Is a second d�rivaUve? a!hieddarival lve1

ibmu....1. n. 1. �. �- _

'

''"

_

_

_

_

_

_

___

lrllllH...2 n. 1. �- _________ _

194

�,u111n 7
�1u�1n
�10
l'-liim11J11'u

"'"

mmnn
u1mnn 7

20. Smart comoulershoppers usually gel what they need,
notwhatthey lh[nls theyneed And they can save a lot

-i1a111n 7

of money.

-i1m11n
-i1u

'Wilm1m.iu
SmM compular shopporo = ,rrJ,u,m,n•lm1101of'�ui, nee<I = �"'""
'"'" =t!r"'ii"

Ji:m:w...J.. n. 1.

fl.

lllirllL.2.

fl.

-1. _

____

_

_

' - - - - - - - - - - n. 1,

_

_
_

u1mnn7

21. Careful study shows that, as the tsmperalure of an
-i1u111n 7

obj ect Increases, lhethermal radialIon it emits
consists of a continuous disttim!li9n ofwaveleng hS
l
from the infrared, visible. and ultraviolet porti�ns of
spectrum.

ft=t•••

corolul =
lomporalu,a = �rul<IJi' o"ioCI = S•Q lncroese.; � ,���ij
tho,molroOlaL�n= ni,u1lfo�n1,"!•u emit,= '"1e•n"1 co11,1,,s of=
t!1,n•u�,u conl rnuou,d'5U1bul100 a n11nr:,iuo�nu1<!l1<oiotrl.,

wo,olongth, = n'l'llJU'l'lftliU lnlrar.xl = Uu�!1L!ft vls,alo = �W1JJ<�u\Ji
ullra,rolo! = ���r,1o1ot�ft J)O,t;oos = '>"l, spocl 'lJm = �Lt!nnf"
Ji:m:w...J.. n. �- fl,

'-

•. _

_

-- - - -

li:m:m.i n. ,. "· ____

_

_

_

_

__

- -_

_
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_ _

_
_ _

,;1umn
01�
1�iJfl�1UL.iU

- - - - -- - -- -- ------------------ �

22. How many deciva!ivesdo lheftmctions you knowhave?

i1umn1
i1m11n

dor�,..,., = �11\1110 !enct,on, =

flJID..ILJ... n. n.

fl.

i1u

il,iWu

�- --�-

"· ------- - - .!b.nnL.2.. n. n. fl. _

_

_

_

-

___

-

-

-

-

____

U1m.11n

23. lN..rr!i!_l t,;,rhow{or out in lhesequenceofodd·
numbered termswbegin. we con always add

i1mnn 7

''"

i1umn

enough positive terms lo get an arbitrarily large
sum.

'Wiim1u1iiu

""

ao rno!or"""" !a,o•I = l,J,;,.,u111�1 lrnmu ,oqueoco = ,botu
ood-ournbored tmmo = Let� onough = "'"'"" ""''I"• lorn,,

mm11n7

·• La.inn arbitrar,ly la,ge ,urn a """"li,fli

!llfil!L.1. n. �- It

�- _

_

_

_

...:_
_ _

_

_

"· - - - - - - - - - ---li:J.mu..z.

n.

n.

fl. _

_
_ _

_______

24. Ajoysllck is a vertical slick that mov(ls lhe graphic
cursors inthedirection lhsslick is nusheet.

i1umn 7
i1umn

joy:l,ck = ��U��" sortical = u111�, st,ck • �i/nml urae��

"""°" • ,,,.r,�ofJ ot1:i�10uft1.�,,, d,rect,oo • i\""'' push,<! a

"'"

111\h11iuli/

ft'.lilllL1. n. n. fl.

"· -

-

-

-

�- _

-

_

-

_

-

_

_

-

_
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_

-

_

_
_

!rul]lL.2. n. �- 1'1. -

-

-

-

-----

-

-

25. However, if.y_Qu secsome1hingon TVVoll l1k,. Y.QIJ
!:.illl.�lllrua.lml.!IDbtiiJo.Jlli!l...ll (usually for

i1umn 7

Ice).

i1umn

p•obilbJy• "''" oo,ain = l� "qt11, = i\nii
lilllllLL n. ,. A. i. _ _ _______

uinmn

i1u

,. ---

- - - - ------

,bmlL.2, n. ,. A ______ _

_

_

111nmn7

_
_

26. The f,rsl part of lhis textbook deals wilh !lllli,�
SQJllfil,mes referred to as eilher class1cDI rnoct1anics

i1umn 7
humn

Q[JIJewtonian mechanics.

i1u
11iiom111,111.1

part c �,u to,moo, = oi;n ,reals"'"' a ,,.,if,.,,ru mocMn><• =
no•1�af rclmre� ,a = �,-n, a,• •hdlu o,me, ,,,,,.,,,,
'"'"°'""'" or """1om; m mocl1an,c, a non,n�f"�'"'" i,]o
n,a10•fiiot�,iiw
flJ!I.JlJ__j_ n. 1. A. l. _
_
_____ _
_

,. -

- - - - - --- -

!ru1]11..z. n. �- A. ____ _

_
_

197

mm11n
mnmn7

27. The Faraday constant is lhfil!Ufilltily oreeclricity
l
w11lrodlodelivera standardamount otin eectrol�sls.
l

and the SI unit of capacitance is the Farad.

FaradayconslMI : "'"'��"""" quon1'1y • tfi,rnu ol octri'"'' • l1l�1

rnquOed a�"'°" doh,or" O,l�, Slandord amounl ol eloc"o1,,os •

lili1,m111�11

fa<ad a �,l,un·,fft

�.

�-

lbmlL.1. n.

ii.

�- _

'

�. -

------

-

�,mnn
i11J

iim11U\,lo10-i1u,wii, SI ""'I ol c,p,oc,tarco � ao,0,1,Guu\tlrnonl•
filill.lL1. n.

�1umn 1

u1mnn

_

_

_

_

_

____

ain111n 7

28. Achemica inaliquid solulion (ordsoerned ina aas)
i
l

runs in\o a container hold Ing tlm liquid (or the gas) wi th,
possibly, a spcc1f1ed amount ol the chemical dissolved
as well.

che,nrco1 a 01M� hquld

"''""°"

a """'"""i1tGu'""""' �,spc,rsed

,oec,f,cd """'""' a t!l1nru�ri1uu11 dissa>1od a ,c,1u o, '""" a ,,iu�u
.!bn:rn....L n.

ii.

�.

llll1'.l..lL2. n.

�.

fi. _

'

•. ------

_

_______
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-

mmnn
mmn n 7

• /jrni:;," conia,not" m,u, hOfd,ng • lS pos,rbly • LGuhAfi
-

_
_

2'l. The second 11alf of tlie proof. that Eqs. (3) imply that F

is conservative. isa conseaueoceofSiok<·�.

-i1umn 7
-i1umn
-i1u

"'"

proof e n11ii�,1.J ,mpl ) uomiluiiu 1i1 coo,oc,01"" • ilfi10hn01
coosenueoco • "" S1o>e,· 10,0,em a ��u/j,o,nlaa sccl'<n •

u1nmn

R.\J
flJ.Il1l1...1. ll,

LI. I\.

BJfilH...2. n.

LI. I\. _____

s

l. _

_____

_

_
_

_
_ ___

_

30. a.i;�1avo nucd with sensors ™-.her right hand
and allows hor lo manipulate obj ec\5 during the design
process.

i1u

spec,a1g[ovo • �,ilofiL"� l11lod =

""J' '°"'" • liOLiin,fofcovo<, = "�"

allc,,.,, • 1il•lon1ol� rnan,puta,e = ffiLI�!I

ftlfilll..1.
s. -

-

BJDJH...2.

i1umn 7
i1m11n

fl. LI.

I\,

-

-

n.

-

LI. I\. _

�- ___

-

---

_

_

_

_

_

-

__

_

-

_
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_
_

-

_

_
_

_
_

01m11n

Student's Code -

-

-

-

Test2

-

Instructions

I. Fill in the missing word(s) that best fits Ilic context ofeach item in blanks provided

2. Aller filling in eueh item, p!cusc answer the following questions either by tape recording or writing your answers on the blanks provided.

3. Feel free to angwcr the questions. !n case you do not know how to answer, some
guidelines arc provided but you can give more answers according to your opinion.

Qµestion I: Wl1y dld you fill the partkularword(s)?

(Below me guidelines for the answers. You can choose more than one or add some of
your own.)

a. I'm fomiliar v,ith this kind of sentences. [ always see tl1cm in my textbooks.
b. 1 know the subject matter because I usedto study it before.

c. I used lo study and see this kind of English sentences before.
d. I guessed answering.

c. Olhcrs, please specify.

Question 2:

What help you 10 think ofthe particular word(s)?

(Below arc guidelines for your answer. You can choose more than one or add some of
your own.)

n. I used the knowledge of grnmm:ar and structure obtained from English classes.
b. l lo\Jkcd at tlic neighboring eonte�t. Please specify which part or word/s.

c. Others, please specify.

200

Test 2
Student's Code _

_

_

_

_
_

_

A,�m::tI,
9�wi1.1if11r1�11.1�ft,whL\.ll11:::�1.1��vi1u-rl11��1�

2. 11,l1�1�b.iri1Mll1JllMll::iim1ft19�1iJ>IUri1�11.1 2 -lill�i o1t!il 'iviu!lvi1�U�Mlu111U\.lt!lLiiluui-i1
vi11u:,�1u�11sl11aifll

3. -u•ti'li-i11��im11.1Fivi1i1u11rn1m11.11ilu9ls /hl1-hmu'i:::ii1>1U'ilth�h 9:::L�tmmm11sn11
A'ilu�N'H \.11t1'i:::!i\11un�rniiJ.1limi'\;'i
A1i:i12J 1 . 1-i1Mi�Lii1.1lioM11.1d1

(La'i101ilfl1Jh\'mnn11 1 if,i)

n. �ut�ari"uif11m1mUmd1t1 f1::mafi1uTiu1uoi111!.l!la
1. LflU�au1·11dJ.119,fLi111\.111'111

�- \f1Ui1UUL!l'l::\flULi1ui.Ji:::'iui-im1:11S,n(jl:IL\UlJ\�U1fi"UilmrillU

�- loll

9. tu1IU1M:::1j _

_

_

____

_

A1i:i13,J 2, �o:::11'n�u1ii1rn�mnflM�'i::tii1.r!itlm11.1d1

_
_

(la!lnlil'ilU1Jiinnn17 1 'ill)

n. 1·�M11.1f1ila'lriu'foNafo,m�tli:::'iufl 1L�:::11u1nm!
�lflU�Ul.11.11

-u. !l7i'luliofl',·,1-11n\1l;ui 'illim:::1j11\'Dri1111�110�1·n11�
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1, In \his case we would express tho mass as 1.5 x 10' g If ll1ero me three significant
3

figures, and 1.500 x 10 g if there are four_______
case = or<il

o,press =••••

fll.ll1H.....1.

n.

,r.

_.

_

�- '· --------------

' ------------ - - - 6J..1m1_a. n.

_

m,,s • in" s,gomoaota h'in.i l,gores ,;;,m,

n. _

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
_ __ _

_

_

----

_
_ __ _

_
_

"·- - - - - - - - - -------- --- -

-

2. You should suspe�t that the law of gravity does not havo the inverse squaro
dependence that it should _____

_

_

___

_

_
_

,u,pocl • 01LfU law • "!:I g,a,4y • ,11\Ull�,; lovorso square depono,,,,o = m,uiJ'"ncluuorhS,oo,
fll.ll1H.....1. n. ,r. �- '· --------------------

,. - - - ----- - - - - - - n. ,r. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -" ----- - -------- - - -- -

.fl1ffill....2.

3. Plot points ropresonllng lhe prolil as a function of year. andjoin them by as smooth a

curve as you can ____________________
pl ot po;ni, = ,;;uuio roprooonUng • """' prcit• ri1l1 lunc1 ;on •11,1\fu Join • ,�oufo, smooll1 a LitJu
cur,o • �ii,1/i,
fll.ll1H.....1.

n.

,,_

�- '· -

------

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

' ----------------

Jbm!U.

n.

,r. ---

-

---

-

-----------

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - ---

4. If the formula holds for n "k, does it also hold ror n = k + 11 The answer Is yes. and
here's why _ _

_

_

_

_

_�--

- --

-

lormu� • ��, holds for • ri1\.IU"i1 ....1nu,;•
.IIlfil.lL.1.

n.

,.

.fl1ffill....2.

n.

�- ------------------------

5. If you wish _

� you can instruct the agent lo purchase

f'I. '· -

' -------

-

-

-

-

---

-

- -------

"·- - - ----------

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- ---- - -- -

_
_
_
_�- -and deliver a present to Ryan (a one-time goal)

,.;,h� �"'"" lnscruct • ,u:1h agon, = Mom, purchase a�" dal l,cr = S, prosonl • ,1,1fru
202

-

Ryan = {�MU) \ti/u goal : .,'hmnu
li1.0JlL1..

n.

n.

M.

lllilJ11.....2.

n.

�- -

,. ------

•- -----

-

-

-

-

-

- - - - ----

-

-

-

-

-----

---------

-

' ------- - - - - -------

-- -

---

6. If lhe velocity of a particle is nonzero, can its accelorallon ever be zero?
Explain _

_

_

_

_

_ ______ _

_

_

_
_

voloclly = as,mJ,, paruclo = •ljfl1n no,,oro " 1,J1ilwiuU aocclcm1loo = a,10ai, zero= �t!U
&pta•n = "'"'"

.!il!lJ.!J...l.

n.

n.

JilllllL.2.

n.

n. _

,. '

-

-

-

M.

•- -

-

-------

- ---- _______

_

_

_

-

_

-

_

-

-

-

_
_

__

7. How do we know for sure what the graph looks like between lhe point wo plot? The
answer lies in calculus, as we will see In Chapler 3. There we will use a marvelous

mathematical tool called derivative to find out a curve's shape between plotted points.

Meanwhile we have to settle for plotting points and connecting them as best we can
point = ,� p1 DI, plonOO, plonlng = r11uu�1•n,hmr,W 1;., ;n =

O\U-�,��ma,,;-(\1

.fl1filH....L_

n.

•�1u ""'"''''"' malhom'11cal1ool = ,a!",�""''

dorl;otl,o = •tp1u,f l1nd OUC a \'1 CUNO = a,u\�0 shape = J�i,, <O,>OOCiln� = 1ai•u�•
,.

A.

t _____

,. -

-

-

_

_

_

_

_

_
_
__

,. -------- - - - - - - ' - -- -- - - -- - - - - -- BlflJ.11.2.

n.

-

-

-

-------

-

-

-

_

_

-

-

-

-

8. Videos are produced as you would _ __________ a, nyvideo product
(set, actor, and so on). then digitized for storage on CD-ROM.

p<odeced= """ pr<>:Juc\ � """"" d1g1l�OO" uiJa,J(ll(ll1fU1�u1:uuOFia•s SlorageO 1r1u
IDfil1!..J..

n.

,.

M.

!. _

_

_

_

_______

' - - - - - - - - -----lllilJ.J1...2.. n,

�- -

- ---- -

-

-

'·------ - - - - - - 203

-

-

-

_

_

_

_
_

- ----

-

-

-

-

9. In 1981. IBM lossed its hat inlo (he personal computer ring wllh its announcement of
(he IBM Personal Computer, or IBM PC. By theend or 1982. 835.000 _

___

_

had been sold.
to,ood ;t, "'" ;n,o • l�111lUI 1•••f1d pe!>llMI <O"'puler nng = tl"<L'iou"""�'"'"f�,11�aa� so>:!= 01u
n.

fi:l.m.a_t.

,. -

�-

M.

�- _

____
_
_

_

- - --- - - - - - - -- -

.fillllH....2. n.

�- -

'·---- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-- -

10. Which deluxe single hospital rooms, if any _

-

_

_

.l'b.m.n..J..

"·

__

_
_

-

- --- _

_

_

lhe end of the day?

dolLlx<l • �Lllti

_

- --

-

-

-

-

_

_

__ will be vacalod by

�f"" ;Ingle= ,tm hospital =1N�U1\l1� ,acaled a �11�11'
n.

1.

M.

�- _

_

_

__ _ __

_

__ _ ___

' - - --- - - - - ----lllill.lL.2. n. 1. - - - - - - -� - - ----' ---- - - - - - - - - - - ----i.e•

.,.,n,..,..,, ,... .... ......11 ..,.,,,,.,,, n,,.
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No.no, stupid. _

_ the other end.

_

_____

'
stupid = l< thootherond = lla1"iin�1'�n,

.fllllJl!.._1_.

,. ---

n.

-

ftlllJ1!...2.. n.

A. I, ___

�-

_

__

�- - - - -

___

_

_

_

_ ___
_

-- � - - -

-- --

-

-----

-- - - -

- -- - - ---- - ----

'·- -

12. If lhe piece is cut irrhalf. the two resulting pieces still retain their chemical identity.
But what ____ _

_ if the pieces are cul again and again, indefinilely?

_

_

cul I" MIi = lf•o1, resulting ploco, = 'lu,iou� inli• retain = IJ1",rn�, cliern,,01 iden"'y = �,uouuai,i,lll;;
Uldennnoly =

.fllllJl!.._1_.
S. -

.,1,,um�au�o
-

lilrruLz.

_

____

_

_

t. _

n.

-

----

-

---

----

-

------

-

A. '·

,.

n.

-

' --- - - -- -

_

- ---

-

____

-

-

_

13. How Is a function's differentiablllly at a 1,<Jint related to continuity there, if _ _
_
at all?
_
_

_______

luncion·, d,fferent!ablh,y = ot1>1,.;-,.,�,rfiu point= io M>tod to= ol">mu!r'iuruf"olmr'iu con1,nu,1y = n,iu,i"

,rln,

A. ,. _

fill!1H___1_.

n.

�-

lilrruLz.

n.

t. _ ___

" ----

'·- -

-

-

_____

_

---

-

_

- ---- -

-

-

-

_

_______

_ _ _ ____

-

-

-

_

_

-

_

_
_

-

14.

Digital camera : Look, _

_ ___ no film.

_

Oigltalcamera = nim�'1•on

1bm!L..l..

,. -

-

n.

-

�.

A.

;. ___

- --- -

_

_ ____
_

- --205

_

_

___

ftllt11l...1.

n.

�. -

-

" - ------

-

-

--

-

------ -

-

-

-

----

- ----

15. Vision input oflers great promise for the ruture, Can you imagine traveling by car from
your home town to Charleston, South Carolina, without the burden or actually driving?
____

__ _ ,sound far-felched? _ _ _ _ __ _
_not really?
v;,;on ;,put oi lers , great pmmlso for IP>o lulu,e. = m,m�m,�,S,Jsu�'""1�iisu1Mu"1u 1mag1ne = os;i',•�01
travol,ng =n11ului,10,,;1oou1 = ,Jr,�s;n burden= m,c acleal!y = si; 7 soend = ii,� lartotchod • 1nna,s�si;
JUJl1!LL

,. -

fllDJ.Jl..2

n.

�.

A. �. _ _

n.

�. ---

_

- - -

-

_

____

_

-

-----

- ----

'·----- - - ---- -

___

_
-

-----

- ----

16. Repeal this process until you are convinced _ ______ you have found lhe
shortest path.
<epeal = �,,!", proce,s = nmnunot unL,I • ;,111,=,t, convinced = mJ'ts found • �W sho'1esl = klrif�"

A:l1l'.lli....1 n.

,.

.!illl'.UL.2.

,. -

'

�- ;, -

-

-

-

- ----- -

------- - - - - ---

'· -

n.

-------

-

-

-

-

-

-

------

- - - - - ----- - - - - ----

17. A bllllanalra offers to give you $1 bllllon if you can count it oul using only one-dollar
bills. Will you accept her offer? Assumo _ _ _ _ _____ you can count one
bill every second, and be sure to allow for lhe·foct that :;au needs eight hours a day
for sleeping
and eating.
b,monalre = u,n,]liuh1 ollor, = 1ouo b1llmn � llu�1 u count� liu one-dOIJar t,11, = ouiia,lua, 1 ••o01f
,ccorid = 'iu1;t bo sumtoalla� fo<IM lact lhal a �n;ou1s01�s,ihoo1Hods
ti:mm...1.

'-

ti::t.mlLl.

n.

�-

n.

�- -

- --

11. �- _____

-

-

-----

'·--- - --

_

- -- -

-

-

-

-

_

-

_

____

-- - --

- -----
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-

_
-

-

-

-

18. What does it mean for a function to be differenliable on an open Interval?
on a closed lntorval?
,no,n � 1,,nunoo"01 lunct<ln = il1tfiu d,l lomn1"lblo = i,mmp\"u{l/i open,nforvol = 'lio,Lll�
closed in1orval = -Jo,ll"

BJIDll...l.

,.

n.

�-

M.

0. ---------

-

-· -

------------- aJJlllL2. n. �- ----------

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

"· --- - - - - - - - - - - - --------

19. Wliat is a second derivative? ____ _____

_ a third derivative?

ibm.H....1.

n.

�-

filD:uL.2.

n.

�- ----------

�-

•. ----

,. -

- - ------ -

"-

-

-

----

-

�
- -

-

-

-

-

- - - ------ -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

20. Smart computer shoppers usually gel whal they need. _____

-

-

-


-

-

____

"°'---- what they think they need. And they can save a lot of monoy.
ibm.H....1.

n.

�-

M.

n.

,. -

0. _ _______

' -- - - - - - ------.flJ..IIJ1L2.

"-

-

-

_

_

_

_

_

_
_

- ------------

-

- -- - - - - - - - - -----

-

·.,

21 Careful study shows lhal. as nie temperature of an object increases, the lhermal
radiation _

_ it emits consists of a continuous dist11bulIon ofwavolengths

_

from the Infrared, visible, and ullr avi olet portions of spectrum.

careful= oeLiiun lemporo1 uro = �ru"'ln obj oct = 1•� lncieaso, = '�"�" 1hermal radiat,an = rn,utJJ,On11ul'ou
emits = u<Joonu, consls1S of= tJ,en,uliou con1,nuous d,sl nbul1"'1 = '11tnl"'1UOOmno0'l,�IL�O<

w.i,ol ong1ho � a-n""'""j{" ;nlrarou = iil<l'lm•• ,;s,b1 o c ;''""'�u'lii u!ra;ia,,t c �s�11lstmiia portions = ,lo,
spectrum a "'tJ""'"

.lllll1.ILL

n.

�-

M.

�- _

.flJ..IIJ1L2.

n,

,. -

-

-

_

_
_ ______

___

_

' ---- - - - - - - - - - ---

-

-

-

-

--------

" --- - - - - - - - - 207

_

-

_
_

-

-

- -- - - - - - -----------------------

22. How many derivotives do lhe lunelions __ __
cic,,,a1�c, = S\j>'iuir fune1-0no= ,;,ri:iu
.lllfil.lL.1.

n.

,r,

II. i. -

-

-

_

_
_ you know have?

- -----------

'
fl1fil!!.2.
�- - ------ - - - - - - - ' - - - - ---------- - --- - - -

-

23. No rnaller how far oul in tho soquonce or add·numbered lerms ______w
,,
begin, we can always add enough positivo tarms lo gol an arb,lrarily large sum.
noma11or how lar 0,1 = 1Lii,,:u11L�>l,r;"'" seqoenco = 011,u odd-numboroo oern,s , ,a.� """"'" • "'"'"'
"""""' te<T110 • ,o,u,n aro1mn1ylariicsum • ""'''"1"',J
JilfilJ!...J_. n. �- II. �- - - - - - --- -- -------

,.

lllO'.lJL2. n.

' ---

-

�- -

-- -

------------- --

-----------------

-

24. /J, joystick is a vertical stick t11al movos the graphic cursors In the djmclion -�--

._,.;_. ,.�!,.

lhe 5\ick 15 puohed,

,,

ioy,t,ck = �""""" ,cnic,,I • u,.,,;, ,1 ,Ck = �iJnmi g,aph� cue;ors • '""f, ,of1 .;,i�1ilu1i!m� . - -·, . ,
dl!OC"OO = �""'' J)tJS�ed =
fi'.l.OJlL.L. n. ,r, II. �- ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_

"""'"uliJ

'

fl1Illli___2. n.

'-

,r, - -- -

---------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

25. However, if you see something on TV _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ you like, you can probably
obtain the righis lo use it (usually for Jee).
p,obabli = ti1'S: 001,� =11i ngh,. = ��;
lllilJ.11....1. n, �- A, I. _____________

_

_

_
_

'- - - -------- - - - JilllllL2. n. �'----- - -- - - - - - - - - -
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26. The firsI pan ol tl1is toxlbook doals with moct1anics,

somot,mes referred lO as oi\lmr classical mechanics or Newtonian mechanics.
p.1rt = n,u t"1boo< a ,hn <1eal,w,1" c �nuitn,iu ""-�""""" a nM10•f ,c,e,red ta=
,., = ,;,,nu "''""',1m�a1 "�"'''·""''"' "'·""'Q""'" "'"'"·'"�' = nnnin•fM1ni,
�i• r>M10,Mt.,iluu

�,,ii,

8JmH..1,

'

8Jm!L2

"-

n.

n.

�-

"'

,. _

1. ___

_

- ---

_

-

_

_

_

_

_

_

-

_

________

_
_
__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
_

_

_
_
_

- -- - - - - - -

27. Tho Faraday cons1ant is lhe quantity of eloctncil: 1 _

_

_

_

____ _

_
_

_

required lo deliver a standard amount of in electrolysis. and tho SI uni!of capa�itance

1s lho Farad.
Fa,, 1dayconSlan1= ,i1n,�>f1n"',i ,,.,,mlrly• tlhnru ,"'3c1,�,1y=l>fi'l1 ,oqu,r<!<l • i,11m ,,,,.,, = �,lU
;, '"'"""'" ,,mns"'ore>,cuo>y,r, = ii,M1"t1•1�Silrlllllil, s, """ o! cap;,c,1aace • ,,11,1101<1ni-luo,o\n
fara<1 = Wlu>f,f•
ii:umLt.

n.

,.

"'-

i. _

_

_

_

__

_______

_
_

' - - - - - -- - - - - - -ihiruL2. n.

"-

,. ___

_

_

_

_

_

------ - - - - -

28. A chemical in a liquid solution (or

_
_

_______

_ ___ _

dispersed 1n o gas) runs inlo a

container holding \110 liquid (or lhe gas) wilh, possibly. a spcc,f1ed amount ol the

chemical dissolved as well.
ch,•m,c,01 = 01n11U °""'d
�""'"'"�'a"'""""' o,1pr,;.:,d = �'""�'" '°"''"""' - """"
o,oto,no = 1n poos,ti1y " ,auliM spocr1,.,1 ''""'""I • \Ji1n111�1huw, d,s,oa.-cd = "'"'" ,, """ -· ,:iw\u

'°'"'"" •

!illillLL

n.

1.

11.

1. _

_

_

_

______

_

_

_

_
_ _

' --- - - - - - - - - - ---ri.1m1L2, n. �- _
_
_______ _
_
_
_
_
____
' - - - - - - ------ - - - - - ----
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29. Tha second h�II of lho prool, t11al Eqs. (3) Imply lhat Fis conse,vat,ve, is a

c�nsaquanca of Slakes' lhemem, _____ _ _ __lakan up in Section 14.7
'""'' = n,niQ•ll """'Y uon,M11 ;h coo<e"'""" = ;;,;,�11rh coa:,co,mncc = "" Stokes· ,heorcm = ��"fl
'"'"1"" "' '""" - J\011
O

ft'.l!l1IL.1.

n.

,_

i. _

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_______

1i:m.1ll..l.

n.

,_ ____

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
_ __

fl.

' - - -- - ------ - - - " ---- -- - - - - - - - -----_

_
_

30. A special lJlovo _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ filled with sensors covers her right hand
and allows her to manipulate obJ OClS during Ille design process.
""''"°'I'""" = 'l'jj•fo"� Mte<I = �-�, ""''" = Wl,iu,,olcc,vors = "�" ,rklw; = ,tl•lon,nl�
JiJ!c!ILl

n.

�.

!hlilll....2.

n.

�- --------

'

fl.

" -----------

---- -

-

-

-

-

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - --
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Test3
Student's Code _

_

_

_

_

_
_

Instructions

1. Choose the altcmativ.-tlrnt bllllt fits the context of each item by circling the leller of
your�hoicc.

2. After choosing tl1c answer of each problem, please answer the following questions
eitl1er by iapc -recording orwritinE your answers on the blanks providOO.

3. Feel free to answer the questions. In case you do not know how to answer, some
guidelines nre provided but you can give more nnswers according 1Q your opinion.

Questior. 1 : W�y did you choP�c the particular choice?

(Below arc guidelines for the answers. You can cl10Qse more than one or add some Qf
your own.)

a. I'm familiar with this kind of sentences. ! always sec them i n mytcdbooks.

b. I knQw the subj�ct mnttcr became I used to study it before.

c. I used to studyand sec this kind of English sentences before.
d. I guessed answering.

c. Others, please specify.

Question 2:

What help you lo choose the particular answer?

(Below arc guidelines for your answer. You can choose more than one or add some of

your own.}

a. [ used the knowledge of grammnr and structure obtained from English classes.

b. ( looked at the neighboring context. Please ��ccify which part or word/s.
c. Others, please specify.
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Test 3
Student's Code _

_

_

_

_

_

_
_

1-bm..1::ih
1, "1'11i'iilnrl1,1Du�ii;i<i1�n��.il,1tmn1mll''tl1m1ul1�-1i'tl�lihm
°
2. m1'1Li'iilmh!ll't1Ull�ft:iia�ll'�91!'1f1Ufhmu 2 iimfo1tlil L111u!l1111�u'1i'M lumtl1!1D1iluufi1
!'l'tluM1u�+1.i1'hu·!lil
3. i'tl11X1tl'l111�m1uiimliu,11)jm1m0u"l7'1 !11Li,il'lnu9:;iauilthili 9:ti'iiln�u1Y11�n1,
!'lilU�1\\1-\' 1iill"l:lll'tlU\�lHITTU�nii1Ji
JilllJlL.1, 1hlu�i1i'iilmDl11iiom1l-Ji1?
(11iiln!'lou1f.mnn-h 1 'Dil)
n. �u1nuriu'D'tlr111u·Jiil'l�1w11:111u'Ei11,wu1u.i1111..i'tl11
�. 1rim1uu�,i1d11,��t1dt1\!1�"111
n. 111u'1uw11n:111u1l1utldunn1H1flin�1,111uuw!u1riwd1J1rfou
�. l"11
9. �u1 Llh,1f:11 - - -- Jil11.1!1...2. �il:lrhu1illinrim:nfi"111n:1flilm�l-J{iilfmud1
(Li'iiln!'lmilili'mnn�, t 'llt1)
n. H111111f1�u11luLM'1��1i,t'11.h:foA m'l:11u1nmi
�1Au(rm,m
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l, In tt, is case we would express lhe mass as 1,5 x 10' g lftt,ere are t11rne significant
figures, anJ 1 .500 x 10' g if U,ere are four_

_

___

_

_

a. mass,'s

b. cases

C. 1.500 x 10'g

d. significant ligures

.!b.n:rn..___i.

n.

1.

1ll.11J11..2.

n.

1. _

'· -

-

fl. �- _

____

_

_ .

_
_
_

_ ___ _ _

_
_ __

--- - - - - - -

_
_

_

_

__

_

_

__

_

-

_

-

_
_ _

• -- - -- - -- - - -- - -- -

2. You should suspect thal lhe law or gravity does nol have the inverse square
dependence that Il should, _ __

_

_

_

_
_

_

_

_
_

_
_

d. have Ille Inverse squaro dependence

c. inverse square dependence

'"'p«t = �,�11 law • "!J
.!b.n:rn..___i.

_

b. suspect

a. have

gmv,ty• u1<l�"d1, '"'"'" ,quern depo,ooace • n1rnJ 1onlnJ11nriiO,�o,

n.

,.

�- �---

lll.llJ1l..2. n.

1. _

__

-

- --

-

-

--

-

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - '·-- - -- -

_

_
_ __

_

__

_

-

_

-

_
_

-- - - -- - -- -

3. Plot points representing lhe prorit as a function of year. and join them by as smoolh a
curve as you can ____ _

_ __ _

_

_

__ _

_

___

_

e. do
b. join them
c. plot points
d. plot points representing the profil as a function or year and join them as smooth a
�UNe

plot polnlo = Liioui• rop,eseOU,,o = •M• nrol11 a ,hl, fwocUon • ;!;r\iu 10,n • ,:;j�,o\u, ,moolh a ,iuu
ourvo = rloul�,

.tnill1L1. n. �.

,. ---1ll.11J11..2.

' -

n.

-

fl. �- _ _

_ __ _

_

_
_
_

_

___

-- -- - - -�- - -- - - --- C',
- � - - - - - - - -

1,
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4. If the formula holds for n = k, does ll also hold for n = k + 1? The answer is yes, and
here's why ____

_

_

_

_

_

a. llle formula holds forn = k

_

____

b, italsoholds n = k + J

c. llle answer is yes
d. does it also hold for n = k + I
lo • ��, ho ds!or • rh•uffl1 ... nu,1,
orm"
,
l
l
lllfillL.L n. ,. M. �- _ _ _ _ _ __ ______

" ----llllilll..2.

" --

n.

,. -

-

-

-

- -

-

-

- -----------

-

-

_

-

-

__
-

-

- - - - - - - - -- - ---- - - - - -

5. It you wish _



_______ _ _ you can instruct lhe agent to purchase

_

and deliver a present lo Ryan (a one-time goal).
a. to do so
b. to instruct the agent
c, t<;> purcha�<, anci slellver a present lo Ryan (a one-time goal)
d. to instruct lhe agent to purchase and deliver a present to Ryan (a one-time goal)
wisl, • ,lio,n'f in'1aJct • •U:th ageal • oi,o»-11 purchaso • :lo dol�er • rl, prosenl • >0«'liy
Rion • (iloawJ ln'iw Uoal •

u'I,"�'"

filll'.lll._j_.

n.

1.

M. �- - -

-

-

filfill!.2,

n.

,. ------

---------

' - - - - - - ---� -- -- - - "-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- ----- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

------

- ---

6. Ifthe velocity of a particle is nonzero, can its acceleration ever be zero?
Explain _

_

_______

_

_

_

_

_
_

_

a. why arwhy nol its acceleration can ever be zero
b. about velocity and acceleration of a particle
c. why the velocity or a parllcle Is nonzero
d, why or why not it is so
,elooloy � �11�1i1 pMiclo � O\l111" oonzero • l>lLilt!��,r accolora1i<lo • m,�,;, zero • �wlJ
Explain • nilm"

filOllLl.

n.

1.

�.

I, _ _ _ __
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_

_

_

_

_

-

____

' - - - -- - - -- fl11!11!..2.

'-

-

-

,. ---

n.

-- -

-

-

-

---

-

-

--

-

---

-- - - -- -

-

?. How do we know forsure what ll7e graph looks like between the point we plot?Ths
answer lies in calculus, as wewill see In Chapter 3. There we will use a marvelous

malllematlcal tool called derivative to find out a curve's shape between plotted points.

Meanwhile we have to settle for plotting points and connecting them as best we can
a. have to settle for plotting poi nts and connecting them
b. plot points and connect them
c. settle
d. do

polnl = i• plot, plot1 0<l, ploll,nQ = rrrn".,""'lcm,o,l ho, lo a •V1" maNelous mathomal icallool = tai"'.;'""'
i
acii••>i•��,irii demall,o = o,p\i,0 lod out� m cue,o = �,uili, "'""' = zUh, connoe1,og = '�""""

fllil1IL1..

n.

B'.lllJu

n.

�-

' -- '·- -

M. �-- ----

-

-

-

----

_

_

- -- - - -- __

_

_

_

�- ___

- -- -

8. Videos are produced as you would _

_

- -- _

__ __

b. produced

c. be produced

d. are produced

prnducod" ""� prndocl" """"" d�,tocd " LL1Ja,ol"rur1nr1nilur::>Jufflaoo ,1orago • Hlu

IUllllL.1.

n.

t.

flln1ll.2.

n.

�- -

' - -- '·- -- -

fl. �- _

-

-

-

-

-

_

-

_

_

___:___

-

-- ----

-
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-

-

_

-

_

_

_ video product
any

(set, actor, and so on), then digitized for storage an CD-ROM.

a. pr oduce

_

- -- -

__ _

_

_

---

-

-

_

-

_

--

-

____
-

_
_
-

-

- - -

9. In 1981 , IBM tossed Its hat into U1e personal ctlmputer ring with its armouncement or
1he IBM Personal Computer. or IBM PC. By the end of 1962, B35.0D0
_

_

_

had been sold,

_

a. IBMs
b, personal computer rings
c. the IBM Personal Computers, or IBM PCs
d, announcement of the IBM Personal Computer, or IBM PC
roosOO Ile hat lnro = 1fl11nw) iaa,f1 � percoo,I com.ouior fin9 � !1"1,'lu1J:,a,,iiou,of<low�MS sold = �'LI

fl'.lDliLL

n.

�.

fl.

' - - --- n.

.BJ.Ulli..2.

"-

-

-

�- _

___ __

�- -----

-

-

-

_________

_

--- --------

-

-

-

--------

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10. Which deluxe single hospital rooms, if any ________will be vacated by
the end of the day?
a. deluxe single hospilaI rooms

b. of such rooms

c. drduxe single lmspital room

d. room

dolu<0 = foal! �I"" singlo = \�IJ'l bospruil= i"�u,uis ,acatod = ,hli\oi,

fl'.lllJlL1.

n.

�-

.BJ.Ulli..2.

n.

,. -

A. �- _

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

' - - - - - - - -- - - -

-

-

----

" - ----------

-

-

-

_

_
-

_
-

_

_

_ _
_

-- --

------------
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"·
!,C,

.,�..,..,_.,,..,, ..,, ,.. "'" .,,.,,,(..., ""·
No,no, s1upld. _

___

a. Change

_

_

_

_ the other end.

b. Take

c. Find

d. Use

stupid O 11 oho olhor ond • �a1uiinf,;)rij,

A. 'I,

n.

'· - - - - - --- - - - - ---l11D'.lll.Z. n.

'· -

-

,. -

-

-

- -- -

-

---

-

- -- -

-

-

-

-- - -

-· - - -

12. If the piece Is cut In hair, the two resulting pieces still retain their chemical Identity.
But what _

_

_

_

_

___ iflhe pieces are cut again and again, indellnitely?

a. is it

b. will happen

c. will the pieces be

d. will the pieces retain

cul In l,oll • ia�i, rn,ult,no �leces • �u;,uil�noi� r<lain • U,mfn�1 chomlcal idon1,ty = �Nflmil\ni,1�,l
lndofoni l,i,, • ml10bm�;iu�•

'· -

-

-

I,

�-

---

'!. _

-

_

_

_

__

- ---217

_

_

-

_

__

_
_

.lllil1lL2.

n.

,. -

-----

-----

---

" - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-



13. How is a function's differentiability at a point related to continuily 1here, if ___
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

at all?

_

a. a function's differentiability Is at a point related to continuity there
b. there is a point related 10 continuity there
c. there is a function's differentiability
d. il is related to continuity
fu,ioUoo's d;11orooL1,�; 1,1y � •¼>,uO,o,>'ll,liu p�;n1 • i• mlated to• ,fi,,iuOrl"Ul,�mtm�u con,,ou;1y a 001>J,lo

,rl..

.!hu:m..i.

n.

'·- - fil.fil.11.l.

'4.

n.

1.

A.

�- -

-----

-

-

-

-

-

- -- - -----

1. _

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

-

-

__ __

" -- ----- - - --- - - - - - - -- -

Digital camera : Look, _

_

___

_

_

_

-

_ no �Im.

_

a. have

b. U'lere is

c. use

d. with

Dlg,lal camam a n�o,;;'i�••
fUll'.lli__L.

n.

1.

A.

�- -

.lllil1lL2.

n,

�- -

-

-

-----

-

-

-

-

-

-

' - - - - --- - - -----

-

-

-

-

-

-

" - - --- - - - - - - - - -
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15. Vision input offers great promise for ihe future. Can you imagine traveling by car from

your home town lo Charleston, south Carolina, without the burden of actually driving?

_

_

_

_

_

_

a. Does it I Does il

_

_
_ __

_sound far-fetched? _____
b. It is I Ills

mot
_ really?

c. Is it / Is ll
d. Does It/ Is I\
\li,;oo Ulput ottors o greo, promlso lor lho fulure. = n1n"n�m'i"U!lou�,""lM,u1"�""1" lmog,oo = �"'�"�i1
trav"'"O a mniilll'm w1thoot = !lnos,n burdco = 1mc actually aSh 7 oou"'1 = ii,� la�elched = 1n"""""1'
ibm!t....1.. n. t. A. �- - - - - - - - - ------- '· - - - - - - - - - -------.fl10'.lll.2. n. t. ______
_____ _ _ _

_

_

_
_

" - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

16. Repeat this process until you are convinced _ __
shortest palh.
a. yourself

_

_

_ you have found the

b. lo repeat this process

c. that
d. lo fi nd lhe shortest path
t<poota 1hh p1oc•,s a n7::\Jlt'"11 unOI = �unm'i, con,ioced a ullls louod = rm shortest= ���ft
path• 111,
ibm!t....1.. n. t. �- ,. _
_______________ _

' - - - -- - -------- - -

,. _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_
"· ---------- - - - - - - - - - - - -17. A billionaire offers lo give you S1 billion If you can count It out using only one-dol lar
Jb.o:m..2. n.

bills. WIii you accept her offer? Assume _

_ _ _ ____ you can count one
bill every second, end be sure to all-ow for lha fact that yau needs eight hours a day

for sleeping

and eallng.

a. if

b, you accept her of!er

c. it I& possible
d. that
bI!,oomrll = .,,J11:i'.!1u�1 u offer, a I�ue billion� !1u�1u '"""' � .ru ono<lollar bms � olruai1u•= 1 """'hf
second � 'loni1 ba sumtoallow lortha fact IOal = fi,,.,n�.;,�.,�.,.,i�id,
!bmJL.!.. n, �- �- �- - -- - ----- - - - - - - --
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' - ----- - - - - - - - - - 1i:m:rn.2. n.

'·-

,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_

- --- - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

18. What does il mean for a function to be differentiable on an open interval?
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_ on a closed Interval?

_

a. What does il mean for a function to be differentiable
b. Can a function be d1lferentiable
c. And for it to be differentiable

d. Is a funclion differentiable

meao = u"ouaoou11 lua,1100 = ;f,.\fw o,lforonL»bl" = 4,u,o,11'w,!l� opon lareNal =�o«llo

closed ln1cNal O ,b,ila

fllll1ll....1.

n.

,.

�- �- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

' -------------lllll'.l1l...2. n.
'

-

-

-

-

-

-

- - --

,. ---- ---- -

-

-

-

-

----

-

------------------

19. What is a second derivative? _

_

_

_

a. Whalis

_

_

_

_

-

_ a third derivative?

_

b. And what about

c. And how about

d. Is il related to

second=���• dorw,,u,,, = �1/1'1Uf lhird = ��,w

BlilllL.1..

'-

-

�

n.

�-

�- ,. ---------------

n.

,.

'--- - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - -

20. Smail computer shoppers usually get what they need, _

"°' _

-

----------------

-

-

_______

_
_ __ what they lhink they need. And they can save a lot of money.

a. They / get

b. They do/ need
c. Smart computer shoppers do I usually get
d. Smart computer shoppers do I usually need
Smart cornpulor shoppor, � un;j"'"'""""""''"'r,1,ri, nood � �"'"" "'"" � tJ1::1• ii•

B'.l.ffilLt.

n.

�.

l'l. i, _

_

_

_

_
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_

_

_

_

_

_

_____

'·-

- --- -

fU.ll'.l_!l__.2 n.

11. ___

_

-

_

-

_

_

_

- ---

________ _

" -

- ---- - - - - --------

radiation _

_

21 Careful studyshows thal. as the lompomture of an object increases, the lhormal

_ ll emits consi sts of a conlinuous distribution of wavelengths

_

trom the infrared, visible, and ultraviolet portions of spectr1.Jm.
b. of

a. that

d. al

c. when

ca,elul a ""�"" 101rperalum a �nm�fi obj ect a ,�� increases a ,�,,;\u lhormal rnd.,,l1on a mn1<if,llao1uhu

em,ts a LISl••mn coo,;st, ol a llr:n,u�,u contlnoou, dlo1r, bU!lon a mm1:,1uoon>J101l10•-.d..,

wavolcng1�, a """"""�" ;"frarod a iiu�nn� ,�lblo a 'i,u,,.Ui,'l/; uora,lolol a �fl�n1,!m0� portionsa�,
speclrum a �1,Jnofu

fil.llJ1L.1.. n.

'· -

fllfllll..2. n.

"

fl. i. ______

,.

--- -

-

11. _

_

- ---- -

_

_

_

-

-

_

-

22. How m�ny <;Jerivatives do lhe functions _
a. for

n.

,.

_
_ ____ _

fl. •- -

____

_

-

-

-

-

_

-

_

-

- ---

d. if

- ------ -

i. - --- - - -

- --- -

"·- -- -

_
_

___

_

-

'·-- - - - --- - - - - - - - -J:i:urrn..2. n.

_

_____ you know have?

c. whose

b. lhal

der�,l�e, a o�>'i"uif luncllOns a ,'l.,\,fa,

.!ll!!'.l!L.1.

_

------- - - - -

-

----

-

----- -

23. No matter how far out in the sequence of odd-numbered terms _

_

-

_

-

--

-

-

___we

begin, we can always add enough positive terms to gel an arbitrarily large sum.
d. when

C. lhal

b. do

a. are

no '"'110/ how (a,ou! = 'W11':U10L�1l,�•1» sequonco a ,hiu odd-numborod 1orros = '"'� onou�h = ti'iu;��
posiii,, term,= LOtuon arb1trm1l11,ruo sum = uon»lm\l

fUll'.l.lL1_. n,

11.

'·- - - JbrmL2. n.

fL. �- ______

11. _

_______ _

- --- - - -_

_

_

_

___

" - - --- - - -
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-

_

-

_

-

_

_

_

_
_

_
_ ___

- ----

•

-=-rrnv:

+en-»_,_

r:ms:r:-=

24. A joystick ;s a vertical stick that movos the graphic cursors in the direction _

_

_
_

lhe slick is pushed.

a. OJ

b. while

c. where

d. that

joy,bck • s�u""" ve,1,c,1 a ""'�' Slick • �iJoroi gtapl,lc cursor,• L'>Of11of1 fl,��,iluplm"
d"ecl,o" • »am, push"'1 • uo, vauliJ

fl1fillL1.

n.

�-

f\,

I, _

__

_

25. However, if you see sornelhing on TV _

_

_

_

_

_

_

____

_
_

_

' - - - - --- - - - -- 1i:111:ra.2 n. ,. _ __ _ _ _ _ _ ______ _ _ _ _
_
" - - --- - - - - ----- - - _

_

_

_

_you like, you can probably

_

oblain !he rights to use ll (usually for fee).
a. if

b. when

prot.,Uly• """ O�I O� a 1� <1gh1S a il»'i

H1filH.__L

n,

�-

fl.

,. - --

d. so

C. that

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

----

-

' ------ - - - - - - ------

lllll1H..2.. n, �. - - - - - - ----- "·- - - - - - - - - ------ -

26. The first part of this textbook deals with mechanics, _

_

-

-



-

-

_
_

___

sometimes referred to as either classical mech2nics or Newtonian mechanics.
a. which is

b. allhough

c. we

d. itis

pan= ri,u textbook a ,im deals 11alh • 'l""itnrlu r,,ocha,.o, a nM1'•f re,orred Co = li1<Co, as = 11LilU
o,11,or clas"c" mocho,"cs o, Nev.1on,aa mochame, = nnnioAf•nid• �i• nnni•"ln1\ft,inJU

filill1L.L

n.

�-

�- •. -----

-

-

-

-

---

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

_

_
_

' --- ------ - - - - !llil1ll..2. n. ,. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----
" - - - - - - - - - - ----- -- - - -

27. The Faraday constant is the quantity of electricity _

___

_

_

_

_

_

required 10 deltver a standard amounl of in electrolysis, and the SI unit of capacitance
Is lhe Farad.
a. Is

tJ. which is

c. lhal
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d. it is

..

a sta"llil'<l amouo\ ol ,•0,1,011,,, = ii'""l",lnloi111oulli1, SI uml of capacoloaco = """'1LLlumhu,M1o
Farad =ml,mhro
8lfillL__L
s. _

n.

_

iho:rn..2..

�.
_

fl. I, _

_

_

_

_____

n.

,. -

_

_

_

_

_

_

____

_

- - - --

-

-

' -- - - - - - - - -----

28. A chemical in a liquid solution (or _

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
_

_
_

_
-

-

-----

_ dispersed in a gas)

runs inlo a container holding the liquid (or t11e gas) with. possibly, a specir.ed omounl
of the chemical dissolved as well,

d. lhat Is

b. a liquid solution c. if ll is

a. a chemical

chomical= 011,oU 1,qu,d solul iln = 011n:01lli110,.,,,,<L""' d�porscd a /jll11:Sot1 container • lll'OU::
ho1 dmg -1� """'b'r ,Ouhl\.li ,pocif,oo omowoc a u,,,.,.,;�ri1i,u" d,s,OMld = s:01u as well = ,�11'1'11
llliillL.L

n.

,.

s. ____

fumy__z.

' ---

n.

-

fl. i. _ ______

_

_

•-

_

-

_

-

_

________

_

_____

_

- ---- -

_

- ----

-

29. The second hall of the proof. that Eqs. (3) Imply lhat F Is conservative, is a
consoquence of Stokes· theorem, _

_

_ ____ taken up in Section 14.7

_

a. a consequence

b. Stokes' theorem

c. which it was

d. t11alwas

'"'"'"'°""" 0 �,i1�1ni1 consequence = 110 S1 oke,' lhoorom •�q11ij

p,ool • n1ri,�sif imply= uomih,Uu 1i1
,mn!"" "'''"'" • �•u
flllll1l___1.

0.

,_

fl. ,. -

ti:m:m.2.

n.

"· - -

'·- -- "- -

30. A special glove, _

-

-

-

---- _

_

_

_

-------

-

-

------ -

-

-

-

-

-

-

------

-

-

-

-

--

- ------

rotted with sensors covers her right hand

_ ____

and allows her to manipulate objects during ths design process.

b. is

a. which is

d. was

C. tho(

,..,c,algto,o e q,�oMLflll l,llod • ii•�> '""""' c �,L'lu,,j,fco-,ee; • fl�II ,1llow; e otl•lorn�l�
mon,pulalo • MU�II doolgn p,oco" • n,0111'1nsroonu\JIJ
flllll1l___1.

n.

�-

fl. i. _____

_
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_

_

_

_

____

_

_
_

' - - ----- - �--- - - ,b�1H2,

"-

n.

�. ___

_

----- -

______

_

---- -
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_

_

-

_

_

___

- --

Students' Transcript

Ji"ol\owing arc transcript5 of s;udents' responses, which were either tape,
recorded or written on the answer sheets,

Test 1

The que.0 tion� for every Item nre:

l. Why !lid you interpret the �cntence that way? And,

2. What hclpeJ you to interpret tbat way?

The foHowlng responses nre from n student in the high scoring group

(HSG). His answc, s nre a5 follows:
Item I

!. I'm familiar with this type ofscn•cnccs. I often sec them when I rend. I used to
study them before.

2. ! u,ed m y knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes. I
looked at the neighboring context 'there an: three significant figures.'

\teml

1 . I used to �cc this kind ofsentences before.

2. I used my knowledge ofgrammar and structure obtained from English classes.

Item 3

I. I used to sec this !,:ind of sentences before.

2. I used my knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes.

Jtem4

I. I used lo sec this kind ofsentences before.

2. ! know the vocabulary.

ltem5

!. I used to sec this kind of sentences when ( read my textbooks.

2. I used my knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes. I
looked al lhe neighboring context.

llem6

\. I used to sec this kind ofsentences when I rca� my textbooks.

2. I used my knowledge ofgrammur illld structure obtained from English classes. I
looked at the neighboring context.
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Item 7

I. I used to study this maller beforc.

2. The word is very common and simple.

!tern 8

,. I used to see this kind of sentences when I read my textbooks.

2. I used my knowledge ofgl1ll}1mar and structure obtained from English classes.
looked nt the neighboring context and translated the sentence.

ltem9

I. I oflcn �ee this kind of sentences.

2. I looked at tl1c neighboring cc,ntex1.

Item 10

l. I used to study this topic before.
2. I'm familiar with the sentence.

:tern 1 1

I . I'm familiar with the sentence.

2. I oflen sec il in cartoon books.

Item 12

I. I oflcn sec this kind ofsentences.

2. I used my knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes.
looked at the neighboring context.

!tern 13

I. I'm familiar with this kind of senlcncc.

2. [ always sec this kind of sentences when I read.

Hem 14

1. I used to study this topic before.
2. I know lhe vocabulary.

Item 15

I. I am familiar with lhc sentence.

Items 16-21

1. I oflcn sec this kind of sentences.

2. I used my knowledge of grammar and structure obtuincd from English classes. I
looked at the neighboring context.
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Item 2 2

1. I used to study this topic before.

2. I used my knowledge ofb'fammar and structure obtained from English classes.
looked at the ncigliboring context.

ltem2J

No response.
Items 24-25

I. I often see this kind ofsen1cnces.

2. ! used my knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes. I
looked at tho neighboring context.

Jtem 26

J. I used to study this topic before.

2. I used my knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes. I
looked at the neighboring context.

Item 27

I. I oilen sec this kind of sentences.

2. I used m y knowledge ofgrnmmar and slrueturcoblnine<l from English classes. I
looked at lhe neighboring context.

Item 28

I. I used to study this topic before.

2. I used my knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes.
looked m the neighboring context.

llem29

l . I used lo study this kind of sentences before.

2. I looked at the neighboring context and the-words 'conservative' and
'Stokes'theorem.'

Item 30

I. I often see this kind ofsenlences.

2. J used my knowledge of[;l1lmmar and structure obtained from English classes.
looked at the neighboring context.
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Following arc the responses from one of the low scoring group (LSG)

sh1de11ts.
Item 1

I. I used to study this matter in physics class b11t I don't know how to intel]Jrct so I
guessed answering.

Item 2

I. I'm familiar with this maUcr. I used to study in physics class.

2. r looked at the neighboring conlext.
Item 3

1. I don't understand the structure ofthe sentence. I used my knowledge of
mathematics to answer the test.

ltem4

L I used to study this mailer before.

2. l think the meaning should be like I said.
Item 5

1 . I guessed answering.

2. The underlined parl is very diHlcult. I don't understand the slructure. I can't
interpret it. But l lookerl at tlie word 'purchase' loo.

ltem 6

I. I used to study this matter before.

2. l used the b'T:llllmar and structure knowledge learned from English classes.

Item 7

I. The sentence and vocabulary arc quite difficult. I guessed lhe answer.

l!cm8

1. I guessed answering.

2. I looked at the last sentence.

ltem9

I. I'm familiar with this matter.

2. I looked at the word 'sold.'

Hem JO

l. I'm familiar with this matter.

2. I used the i;rammar and structure knowledge !earned from English classes.
228

Item 1 1

I. I looked at the picture and then interpreted.

Item 12

I. l used to study this mntlcrbcforc. I used the knowledge ofchemistry to help.

Item 13

I. I don'l understand the underlined part 'ifalall.' I never sec it before. So I
guessed answering.

Item 14

I. l noticed and compared the ordinary camera and 1he digital one and thought that
the answer should be like I had answer.

Item 15

I. I guessed answering. I don't understand the vo1;abulary.

Item 16

I. ! guessed answering. It seems familiar to me.
Item 17

I. I guessed answering.

Item 18

I. ! guessed the answer. l could not answer this problem.

!!cm 19

I. I used to study this matter before.

2. I looked at the word 'derivative.'
ltcm20

1. I guessed answering.

1tc m 2 1

I. I used lo study this matter before.

2. I looked at the neighbouring context cspccial!y the words 'wavelength' and
'ultraviolet.'

Item 22

l. 1 used to study this matter before.

2. I looked at the word 'derivative.·
Item23

1. l'm familiar wilhthismattcr.
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Item 24

I . I guessed answering.

2. I looked at the word 'cnrsors.'
Item 25

I. I'm familiar with this matte;·.

2. The words 'probably' and 'rights· helped me.
Item 26

I. l gncsscd.

Item 27

1. I nscd to study this matler before.

2. The word 'Faraday' helped me.
Item 28

I. I nscd to study this matter before.

2. J nsed my knowledge of chemistry.
Item 29

I. I guessed answering.

Item 30

I. I'm familiar with lhis matter. But I don't understand the sentence. So ( guessed.
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The questions for the test nre:

Test 2

I. Why did you fil! the particular word(s)?

2. What helped you lo think of the particular word(�)?
Item I

The following responses arc from one or the sh1dcnts in the USG,

I. I know the subject malter because I usctl 10 study iL before.

2. I looked at the neighbouring context I lookctl at the words 'three significant
figures.

Item 2

I. I used to see this kind ofsentences b1•forc.

2. I looked at the neighbouriug context, 'docs_not,'1111d I thought about the fact.

Item J

1. I used to see this kind ofsentem;es before.

J. I looked at the flrst esntence.
l!cm 4

I. I used to see this kind ofsentences before.

2. I thought about the facl.
Item 5

I. l used to sec this kind ofsentences before.

2. I looked at the last part ofthe sentence.
Item 6

I. I know the subject matter because I used to study it before.

2. 1 used the preceding sentence as a clue.
Item 7

1. I used to sec this kind of sentences before.

2. I looked at the whole preceding context.
Item 8

!. I used to see this kind ofsentences before.

2. I looked at both preceding ru,d following :ontexts as clues.
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ltem9

I. I used to sec this kind of sentences before.

2. I looked at the neighboring conlc:i:t 'sold.'

Item 1 0

I. I used t o see this kind o f sentences before.

2. I looked at the preceding context.

Item 1 1

1 . I used to sec this kind of scnlcnces before.

2. I looked at the picture and used the surrounding conte:i:t.

Item 1 2

1. I used to sec this kind of sentences before.

2. I looked at both preceding and following context.

Item 1 3

I. I used t o sec this kind of scnlcnces before.

2. I looked at both preceding and following context.

Item 14

l. I guessed the answer.

2. I looked at both preceding and following context. And I know about digital
cumeras.

Item 1 5

I . I used to see this kind of sentences before.
2. I looked at the whole context.

Item 16

I. l used to sec lhis kind o f sentences before.

2. I looked at the whole context.

Item 17

I. I used to see this kind of scntenees before.

2. I looked n! the following context.

Item 18

I. I used to see this kind of sentences before.

2. I looked at the first sentence.
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Item 19

I. I used to see this kind ofsentences before.

2. ! looked at lhe first sentence.

Item 20

I. I used to see this kind of sentences before.

2. I looked at both sentences.

Item 21

1. I used to see this kind of sentences before. ·
2. I looked at tl1c surrounding context.

Item 2 2

N o response.
Item 23

I. I used to sec this kind of sentcnees before.

2. I looked at the surrounding context.
Item 24

1 . I used to see this kind of sentences before.

2. I looked at the preceding and the followiog sentences.

Item 25

1. 1 know the subject matter.

2. Both preceding and following sentences accorded with each other.

Item 26

I. I guessed the answer.

2. The sentences accorded with each other and I looked at the punctlrntion mark,
comma, and both sentences.

Item 27

1. I used to study and see this kind of sentences before.

2. I used lbe knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes.

Item 28

I. I used to study and see this kind of sentences before.

2. l used the knowledge ofgrnmnmr and structure obtained from English classes.
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ltem 29

1 . I used to study and see this kind of sentences bcfom,

2. l used the knowledge of gnunmar and structure and I looked at the neighboring
context.

Item30

!. I'm familiar with this kind of sentences. I always sec them in my textbooks.

2. I used the knowledge ofgrammar and structure obtained from English classes.

•

Item !

Following arc the responses from one of the LIIG students•

!. I'm familiar with the subject matter.

2. I looked at the first sentence,

Item2

No response.
ltem3

l. I looked at the context and guessed.

ltem 4

1. I think it should be an intmduction to a salesperson and it gave a reason why. So
I guessed the answer.

Item 5

I. I guessed.

Item 6

I. 1 guessed.

ltem7

I. I'm familiar with this matter.

2. I looked at the words 'we can.'

Ite m s

I. I guessed

lte m 9

I. I'm familiar with this matter.

2. The number/amount (ofsomething !ell unsaid, which is ambiguous) sold helped
me to answer.
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Item JO

1. I think (..Something unsaid) is the perform�r of the action.

Item 1 1

I. I think it i s (he instruction of how t o use •.•. so I guessed (he answer.

ltem 12

No response.
Item 13

\. I guessed by using my knowledge ofgrammar and structure learned from English
classes.

Item 14

I. l understand the scnte11ee but I could not find the word to fil! in.

Item 15

No response.
Item 16

I. I used to study this kind of sentence before:
2. 1 used my knowledge ofgrammar and structure obtained from English classes.
Ite!J'I 17

No response.
Item 18

1. The questions seems to ask for the answer 'can' or can'l' so I guessed.

Item 19

I. I used to study this kind of sentences before.

2. I looked at the neighbouring cont-ext.
Item 20

No response.
ltem2!

I. I think the sentence is about how the heat fonns. So I guessed the answer.

Item 22

I. I guessed by using my knowledge of grammnr and structure learned from English
classes.

Item 23

I. I guessed by using my knowledge of grammar an.d structure learned from English
classes. I think I should supply a verb in the sentence.
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Itcm24

I. I think it is the result ofthe usage. I guessed answering.

ltem25

1. I think it should be a place for sitting and watching sometning. I guessed the
answer.

ltcm 26

I. I think it should be the subject of the sentence who was referred to. I guessed
answering.

Item27

!. TI1e subject of the sentence is missing. I guessed the answer.

Item 28

I. Its property helped me to guess the answer.

Item 29

I. ! guessed.

!lem 30

I. I guessed.
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Test3

The questions ror this test are:

I. Why did you choose the particular choice? And

2. What helped you to choose the particular choice?
Item l

Below are lhe responses rrom one or the HSG students.

1 . I know the subject mal!er because ! used to sludy il before.
2. The words ' have significant' helped me to_decidc.

ltem 2

I. I used to study and see this kind of sentenees before.
2. TI1c words ' dMs not have the' helped me to decide.

Hem3
I.

I gucsoed answering.

2. ! looked al the neighbouring context.

ltem4

I. I used to sludy and sec this kind of sentences before.

2. I don't know the meaning of the answers.
Item 5.

I. I used to sludy and see this kind of sentences before.

2. The Uelail in the sentence helped me to answer as such.

Item 6

I. [ guessed answering. I don't understand lhe sentence.

ltem7

I. I used to study and sec this kind of sentences before.

2. The last sentence helped me.

ltcm8

I. I guessed answering. I think this word is appropriate.

Item 9

I. ! used to study and see th.is kind of sentences before.

2. The word IBM PC helped me to decide.
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Item 10

I. ! use<l to study and sec this kind of sentences before.

2. The preceding and following contexts helped me.
!tcm l l

1. I used to study and see this kind of sentences before.

2. I looked at the picture.
Item 12

I. I used to study ru1d sec this kind ofsentences before.

2. The firnt sentence is the clue.
Item 13

I. I used to study and sec this kind ofsentences before.

2. I used the first sentence to help me to choose the answer.

lteml4

l. l used to study and sec this kind of sentences before.

2. I used the knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes.

Item 15

I. I used to study and sec this kind ofsen(cnces before.

2. I used the knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes.
Item 16

\. I used to study and SC<' this kind of sentences before.
2. [ looked al the neighbouring context.

Item 17

I. I used to study and sec this kind ofsentences before.

2. The word 'assume' helped me.
ltcml8

I. I used to study and sec this kind of sentences before.

2. I used the knowledge ofgrammar and structure obtained from English classes.

Item 19

1 . I used to study and sec this kind o fsentences before.
2. The preceding s�ntcnce helped me.

ltem20

l. I used to study and see this kind a-fscntcnccs before.

2. The preceding sentence helped me.
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llc;:i � ! -27

l . I used to study and sec this kind ofscntcm:es before.

2. I used the knowledge of grammar and structure obtair.cd from English classes.
Item 28

I. I know the subject mancr because I used to sludy it before.

2. I used the preccuing and the following sentences to help me to decide.
ltcm29

1. I used to study and sec this kind ofsentences before.

2. I used the knowledge of grammar and slruclure obtained from English classes.

Item JO

I. I'm familiar witl1 this kine' of sentences. J always sec them in my textbooks.

2. I used the knowle<lge of grammar and struclurn obtained from English classes.
Item I

Following arc the responses From one or the LHG studcn'.i.

1. ! looked at the words 'three significant' and I guessed.

llcm2

l. I used to study and sec this kind of sentences before.

2. I used lhe knowledge of !,'l11mmar and structure obtained from English classes.

Item 3

I. I'm fomiliar with this mailer. I remember the sentence from tests 1 and 2.

ltcm4

1. I used to study and sec this kind of sentences before.

2. I used the knowledge of grammar and structure obtJined from English classes to
guess the unswer.

Hem 5

l. I used the knowledge of !,'l'ammar and structure obtained from English classes to
guess the answer.

llcm6

l. I used the knowledge of grammn'r and structure obtained from English classes to
guess the ruiswer.

Item 7

!. I used the last sentence to guess the answer.
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!tern 8

I. I'm familiar with this mailer.

2. I looked at the first sentence.

Jtem9

l. I'm familiar with this mailer.

Item lO

l. I'm familiar with this matter.

2. I looked at the word 'deluxe.'
Item 1 1

I . I used the knowledge of grammar und structure obtained from English classes to
guess the answer becJuse I think the answer should be as such.

Item 1 2

I . I used t o study and sec thi.; kind o f sentences before.
2. I looked a1 the words 'chemical identity.'

Item 13

I. I 'm familiar with this kind of sentence so I guessed so.

Item l4

1. J'm familiar with this matter.

2. I used the world knowledge to help guessing the answer.

Item 15

\. I used the knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes to
guess the answer.

Item 16

I. I guessed.

Item 17

I. I used the knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes to
guess the answer.

llem 18

I. I used the knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes to
b'l.lCSS the answer.

Item 19

I. [ used to study and sec this subject matter in mathenmties class before,

2. I used the knowicdge of grammar and struc.ture obtained from English classes.
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Item 20

I. I guessed.

ltem 21

I. I don't understand and don't know what to fill in, so J guessed.

Item 22

I . I guessed.

Item 23

1 . [ used the knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes to
guess the answer.

!terns 24-25

I. I'm familiar with this matter.

2. I used the knowledge of grammar and structure obtained from English classes.

ltem26

I. !'m familiar with this matter. I want lo understand more bul I don't know how to
start.

Hem 27

L I guessed.

Item 28

I. I looked at the neighboring context and the words 'liquid solution' and guessed
the answer.

Items 29-30.

I. I guessed.
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Letter of Infonnation and Consent
Dear students,

We have been approached by Assoc. Prof. Sri pen Srestusathicm, who is one o f our
lecturers and now studying Ph.D. in Edith Cowan University, Perth, Austrnlia, lo
conduct a research at our institute.

She is hoping to find out aboul how students handle with reading English textbooks
in science and technology.

This research is important because it will help us to know students' performance
when reading textbooks in Englisl1. This will eventually help us to improve our
curriculum, materials of English courses and teaching methodology. The more we
can understand these things the more we can help students through our teaching.

The research wil! also give each student a chance \o test his/her ability to read
English textbooks and lo share his/her ideas and perception of reading English
textbooks.
You are selected to participate in tliis research and we hope tlmt you will be
cooperntive.

In lhe study nil you have to do is response to the simple English tests and lnpe
rccord your comment on each item as asked. This will not take too long and won't
cause any stress because the re.searcher has provided you with a glossary. If for
some reason you feel uncomfortable, you can slop immediately.
The data collected will be treated with the strictest confidence. You will not be
identified by name either in the test or in any reports o fthis research.

[f you are pleased lo participate in this research, could you please complete the form
),ulow and return it to the institute. Ifyou do not wish to participate, we respect yqur
right. If this is the case do not relum the fann to the institute. You needn't do
anything.

If you have any queries about this research, please contact Assoc.Prof. Sripcn
Srestusathiem in Department of Languages & Social Science, King Mongkut's
Institute ofTcdmologyNorth Bangkok, 1518 Piboonsongkram Rd.,Bangkok 10800.
Phone (02) 587-8262.
Thank you.

Yours Sincerely,
(Assoc. Prof. Banlcng Somil)
President
King Mongkut's Institute ofTechnologyNorth Bangkok
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ELLIPSIS IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY TEXTS IN ENGLISH
IMPLICATIONS FOR THAI STUDENTS

ADULT CONSENT FORM

! nm satisfied with. the infonnalion provided to me on th.c language research. project
to be conducted by Assoc. Prof. Sripen Srestasathiem, a Ph.D. students o f Edith
Cowan University and KMITNB lecturer.
I'm happy to take part in the project. I unde�tand that no personal or identifiable
reference will be made without my pennission in any publication connected with the
project.

NAME

SIGNATURE
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